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Foreword by
Translator and editor
The “Purpose of Earthly Life” has taken a long time to produce. I was
always too busy with academic work and “tomorrow” was a good excuse
for not starting it. I promised to translate and edit this book together with
another three yet to be written. The books are mainly translations of
Greek texts produced by The Spiritualist Society of Athens (Greece)
“The Divine Light”. The original books are transcripts of important
teachings delivered by spirits between 1960 and 1979 through a medium
(Mr Georgios Pizanis) to gatherings of this The Spiritualist Society of
Athens (Greece) “The Divine Light”. The medium received the spiritual
communications under the guidance and protection of Heaven. A
number of Leaders and Teachers of the spiritual world delivered a large
number of teachings, some of which are included here.
The content of the books published in Greek is mostly given in the
chronological order that the teachings were received, whereas in this
book I have selected a number of topics, a sequence and have then
chosen appropriate sections from the Greek originals to form chapters.
Under each subsection I have provided the book and page number of
the original e.g. [5-122] means book 5, in the bibliography, page 122. I
have not provided the name of the Teacher but this can be found easily
by looking up the original e.g. Pythagoras was the communicating spirit
for [5-122] and John Milton for [4-235; 4-35]. A list of all communicating
spirits is given in the summary content listing of each chapter. The
bibliography lists all the texts used in this book using a numbering
system e.g. book [5] is: “      μ 
 μ” (Work produced by Spiritual Leaders after death). You may
purchase the books directly from The Spiritualist Society of Athens
(Greece) “The Divine Light” web site (http://www.theion-fos.com/). If you
are looking for a book on spiritualism and more information on the
subject of this first book I suggest: [15] “Spiritualism & Human Evolution”
by Dimitrios Makrygiannis from this web site.
The language of the original Greek texts is difficult and contains multiple
lessons that need first to be understood and then translated
appropriately. Nowadays this version of Greek is neither taught in
schools nor is it commonly used. I was fortunate to finish my High
School in Athens under the shadow of the Acropolis and was taught this
particular version of the Greek language. Nevertheless, I trust that my
translation is correct and that the deep and very important messages are
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not lost. This is my own interpretation of the texts. Representatives
from The Spiritualist Society of Athens (Greece) “The Divine Light”
assure me that this work is fully endorsed by them. For further
clarification on any issue please communicate directly with The
Spiritualist Society of Athens (Greece) “The Divine Light”.
The book is not easy to read as it introduces a number of subjects and
concepts that may be unfamiliar to you. My suggestion is that you read
the book at least once cover to cover to get a broad understanding and
then read it again carefully. There are a number of topics that will create
debate. Please cross-reference them with the scriptures. Seek and I
am sure you will find. Most of all, I hope that you will embrace some of
the teachings.
Each page in this book is divided into two sections. The wider one
contains the translation and the margin contains comments,
remarks or references that you may find useful. For my benefit and
for yours I have created a glossary of terms that may assist you
with your reading.
Ms Popi Tsoutsoura and Ms Kallipso Bistis both of who encouraged me
to translate the books introduced me to the original Greek texts and
arranged for special spiritual communications. May the Lord give them
the peace they have earned.
This book would have been impossible to produce without the help,
encouragement and support of my wife Linda. I also wish to express my
gratitude to Violetta Cetrullo who for years has continually prompted me
to write the book and for her assistance in compiling it. Both Linda and
Violetta have proofread the endless drafts and questioned a number of
concepts in order to make it more readable and understandable. My
very sincere  (eucharisto, thank you) to both.
My special thanks and acknowledgement must go to The Spiritualist
Society of Athens (Greece) “The Divine Light” for permission not only to
translate the texts and using their books for bibliography but for crosschecking to ensure accurate translation.
You are welcome to download a copy of this book, for free, from:
http://www.DivinePharos.org/
Yianni Attikiouzel
Perth, Western Australia, May 2009
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Preface
We all from time to time ask the questions:
What is the real meaning of life?
Is there any meaning to life?
What am I doing here on Earth?
Is this all there is?”
This book of spiritual teachings translated from original transcripts of
spiritual communications given and written in Greek provides some if not
all the answers.
The Universe was dark and nothing existed. But within this nonexistence there was The Creative Source that remains unknown to us.
This Source that we call God had no form but had voice, created
everything by His command. This way non-existence was converted to
the worlds which now exist. During the period of non-existence the
Heavenly Laws were created.
All souls were created with the same level of soul strength. At first the
souls did not understand their relationship with God and so He gave
them a spirit to enable them to perceive everything and to judge for
themselves with free-will. They became psycho-spiritual entities. A
small number of these psycho-spiritual entities further developed their
soul strength while in The Heavenly Paradise and remained there
obedient to Him. They did not descend to Earth but became Angels and
Archangels. The other rebellious psycho-spiritual entities that preferred
to listen to and follow the Evil spirit were sent to the newly created Earth.
The rebellious psycho-spiritual entities were not sent all together but in
groups to different parts of Earth. Adam and Eve symbolize the
beginning and represent groups of entities not just two individuals.
Man, that is the human entity, consists of three parts: matter (physical
body), soul (psyche) and spirit (pnevma). The soul and spirit referred to
as the psycho-spiritual entity is immortal. The soul and spirit are two
individual entities that are eternally inseparable. They enter the physical
body at birth and leave it at death whereupon the physical body decays
and the psycho-spiritual entity continues its existence, returning to
Heaven. When it reincarnates, it enters a new human body of the same
gender.
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God in His wisdom created Earth as a practical workshop where
incarnated psycho-spiritual entities are perfected. God created Man last
as an unpolished diamond. The polishing was to take place in the
earthly workshop between Good and Evil. Man was the last creation on
Earth so that he would find everything necessary for his sustenance and
evolution.
Earth and Man have gone through many stages of development. Our
history has many gaps that are impossible for Man to know. There have
been many civilizations and cultures more advanced than our current
one. The ancients were able to communicate with their gods through
meditation. Many of these gods were Angels who were sent to assist
Man’s development. The knowledge of the ancients was immense, for
example Pythagoras who first taught the “Know Thyself” in the Oracle of
Delphi. He created temples not to abolish the then known gods and
beliefs but to use them as a foundation for his belief in the existence of
One, the Creator of all.
Man ignores the reason for his existence on Earth. He ignores his duty
to further evolve by developing his soul strength in order to ascend to
the Heavenly Kingdom. The psycho-spiritual entity’s evolution is further
enhanced whilst in Heaven by going through a number of evolutionary
stages called Stations. Progress in Heaven is at a much slower pace
than in the practical earthly workshop. Earth is named Station Alpha
and is the first and only material Station. The other Stations are
spiritual; the last station being Station Omega that is Heavenly Paradise.
When an entity is recalled to Heaven it is placed, depending on its
conduct, in a position that correctly reflects its progress.
According to illuminations from Heaven, Man is to live life according to
two precepts: “everything in moderation” and “know thyself”. Man
should conduct his life in moderation, that is the harmonious balance
between the two opposing elements of Good and Evil i.e. within a
measure. The measure is the basis of human life and is the love of
balance – it controls passions and determines the just. Poetry without
measure does not have harmony and music without measure is a
cacophony.
Know thyself is a maxim because we humans will never be able to
completely know ourselves. This is a very difficult concept. But if we
make a continuous and intensive effort to understand it, then
automatically we acquire the meaning of “know thyself”.
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Egoism is the first enemy of a psycho-spiritual entity and is the most
appealing instrument of Evil. Our egoism gives no direction; it destroys
everything in all directions. The fight against egoism consists mainly of
neutralizing the feeling of superiority towards fellow Man. If we realize
that we are nothing but simple molecules of creation, then we will sense
our minuteness compared to the Divine Forces and egoism will not find
fertile soil in which to grow. Egoism will then be replaced by humility and
moderation that restrict the agitation of the spirit. All the suffering of
humanity stems from egoism. Evil has grown in our times so much that
only a Herculean effort can defeat it.
This book is an encouragement for you to live a balanced life, love your
neighbour and try to know yourself.
Do your utmost to develop your soul strength.
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Prologue by Homer
[10-11]

The Spiritual World calls Earth, which is inhabited by incarnated souls,
“Station Alpha”. The cosmos is continually renewed with new souls
arriving (births) and souls departing (deaths). The Divine Authority of
the Heavenly Kingdom recalls the departing psycho-spiritual entities to
account for their actions on Earth.
We all depart from Heaven to incarnate on Earth where we acquire
experience and strengthen our soul through trials, pain, and labour and
then we return to the Heavenly Kingdom. Man is born, lives on Earth for
a certain period and dies, as do all other living creatures of Creation.
Man differs from other creatures because he possesses logic, judgment
and free will. But what does he do?
He abuses his free will with self-interest at the expense of his fellow
Man. Why does he do this?
He does this because he is totally ignorant of the reason for his
existence. He ignores his destination on Earth and ignores his sacred
duty and the aim to improve his entity so he can become worthy of God
Who has created him in His image and likeness.
In order to awaken the human spirit, the Heavenly Kingdom enlightens
human ignorance by special Divine teachings. You know, many yet do
not believe the existence of the Heavenly Judgment or the existence of
the path that leads to places designated by the Heavenly Authority. As
you will discover, the aim of the Heavenly Teachings is to guide the
human entity in order to find easily the path to the Lord’s Boulevard.
Blessed be Your Name, Lord, forever and ever.
Homer
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1.1 Creation
[10-25; 10-29; 10-137; 15-207]

In a timeless epoch (period), which was
characterised by non-existence and darkness
(Erevos), nothing existed except the never ending
and diffused energy of God (Anarhon).
This
omnipresent and omnipotent energy and light
worked to create, with precision, what we know as
the universe including the souls of Man and animals
and all the other details including plants, water and
fire necessary for the connecting link that is called
“continuous energy”. God the Creator as Diffused
Light created darkness. These two opposites gave
the first motion to the chaotic heavens.
This
undetermined Power, which has no form and cannot
be analysed, created souls through the words “Let
there be Light” and non-existence was transformed
into the Existing World of Souls.

Creation = Genesis; from
Greek: 

Erevos or Erebos = deep
blackness/darkness
The names by which we
refer to GOD include:
Anarhon, God, Unknown
Principle of All, Creator,
First Cause, Primal Cause,
Diffused Light.

Genesis: 1-31.
“Let it be” = “Create” = “So
be it” = Let there be Light.

Creation is an immense subject. It took place many
Earth eons ago and it is still evolving. The three
main phases of creation are given here briefly:
(i) Creation of psycho-spiritual entities:
The souls were created before the creation of the
worlds. The command “Let there be Light” was for
the benefit of the souls as the souls were blind and
could not perceive the Creator’s plan. The motive
power of each soul is an infinitesimal ray from the
Breath of the Creator, which gave them freedom of
movement. All souls were created at the same time
and therefore, all had the same age. No more souls
have been created since. God initially divided the
homogeneous breath-souls into two types: “A” and
“B”. These breath-souls were perfect in all things
since they were consubstantial with God and were
created in His image.
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You can think of God’s
motive power as analogous
to
electricity
that
all
electrical devices require to
function.

Breath souls are entities
that only have soul and the
breath of God as their
motive power, that is, they
have no spirit and were the
originally created souls that
have not descended to
earth.





When creating the cosmos (universe) God gave to
every soul a free and independent spirit and
inseparably connected them. Thus were created the
psycho-spiritual entities that were then subjected to
learning and evolution. The spirit is imperfect and
subject to constant ongoing development (evolution).
(ii) Ancestral sin:
God asked the psycho-spiritual entities to selfcultivate and evolve further using their own spiritual
(soul) strength. Many of these entities followed
God’s command but most did not and in preference
indulged in the infinite beauties of the Heavenly
Paradise in which they dwelled, undisturbed. God
then decided to assist the souls to further
develop/evolve by training them. He ordered one of
his Archangels, Lucifer, to deceive the psychospiritual entities by promising them a new and better
world where they could gain access into all the
Mysteries of Heaven and acquire the knowledge of
good and bad. All entities that had not previously
cultivated themselves (their soul strength) fell into
Lucifer’s trap. This we know as the ancestral sin or
disobedience.
The apple promised by Lucifer while under the
morph (guise) of a serpent, was Earth, the future
planet where they would find everything they wished
for. Lucifer showed them images of the Earthly life
but they were not satisfied with just images. They
wanted to experience physical reality and feel the
nature of matter. Thus, the psycho-spiritual entities
revolted against God and asked for a better life.
God transferred them from the Heavenly Paradise to
the Transit Centre from where they would be
transferred in groups down to Earth. The accounts
in the Bible are symbolic because “Adam” and
“Eve” symbolise “A” and “B” type souls that were
created and eventually descended to various parts of
Earth.
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All souls were created with
the same soul strength but
they did not have a spirit.
God then gave to each soul
a spirit and inseparably
attached it to the soul. The
purpose of the spirit was to
assist the soul to acquire
more strength. Some used
it and some abused it.
They
cultivated
spirit
strength instead of soul
strength
The Greek word for soul is
psyche (), therefore
psycho-spiritual
is
a
(soul+spirit) entity
Cultivation
of
spiritual
(soul) strength: This was
achieved by the psychospiritual
entities
self
concentrating (meditating)
and serving the wishes of
God. These entities slowly
ascended the steps of
evolution i.e. they were
cultivating their soul rather
than their spirit.
Other
entities considered self
concentration as useless
and simply enjoyed their
existence in the Heavenly
Paradise.
Ancestral sin:
The expulsion and descent
that followed is called the
Fall of the First created.
Lucifer is a name given to
Satan. It means the fallen
Angel (Isaiah 14:3-20).

Transit
Centre:
chapter 4.

see

“Adam” and “Eve” are
generic terms representing
many (thousands) male
and female human entities.
Many entities materialised
on Earth not just two: Adam
and Eve.





The psycho-spiritual entities that were cultivating
their soul strength did not fall into Lucifer’s trap and
remained by God’s side as Angels and Archangels.
The penalty for the ancestral sin was the enslaving
and entombing of each psycho-spiritual entity into a
human body. To free a prisoner, ransom needs to
be paid for freedom and since no human is able to
liberate either himself or his fellow Man, the ransom
was paid by Jesus Christ’s blood for all mankind.
The circle of incarnations for psycho-spiritual entities
that have sinned i.e. failed to cultivate themselves or
added to their sins, is aimed at returning them
eventually as perfected souls to Heaven.
(iii) The appearance of Man on Earth:
The psycho-spiritual entities that were in the Transit
Centre were free when the Lord by His Word from
the infinity created the worlds. The worlds were
created as material spheres and were in a trajectory.
After some time they collided in such a way that the
universe was on fire and created different
atmospheres according to God’s wishes. God who
by his Word said, “Let there be…..” created the stars
and lastly the Earth from which the sun’s light
exploded in darkness.

A-type incarnate as men
and B-type incarnate as
women. More on “A” and
“B” type souls in chapter
3.
Adam in an ancient eastern
language means: made of
blood or blood carrying.
Eve means the female of
the species.

In common with the Bible:
“man” mean humans of
both sexes.

By God’s wish, Earth was
created at the centre of the
universe as the treasure
chest of the most perfect
creation. A diamond to be
fashioned
(evolve)
by
labour, toil and pain.

Upon the solidified surface of Earth, grass first
appeared then the various animals in the
evolutionary sequence. This evolution lasted for a
vast number of Earth years. Man was created last,
so that he would find all the material goods at his
feet.
In some distant time past, a number of psychospiritual entities materialised as the first humans on
planet Earth i.e. human entities. They came from
the Transit Centre where God placed them after their
expulsion from the Heavenly Paradise.
They
appeared in different places on Earth. These
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All the expelled psychospiritual entities were not
expelled together but in
groups.
different places: for this
reason we have a number
of different races.





humans had no age, that is, they were all at the peak
age of Man. When they started to bear children, the
differentiation of ages in humans appeared.
Humans have no evolutionary relation to primates or
any other creature.
When our ancestors were moved out of Heaven and
moved to the Transit Centre, only the Angels and
Archangels remained. They took control of the
governance of the White State and each Angel was
responsible for a separate area of management.

White State is where the
Forces of Good are and
from which they operate. It
is the State of unending
Love and Knowledge –
more in the next book. [560]

1.2 The seven days of Creation
[4-245]

The Old Testament states, in the chapter on the
Creation of the World, that God created everything in
seven (7) days. The number 7 (seven) is the
number for Creation as well as for Destruction. That
is, through the continuous interchanges of creation
and destruction, within the Infinity, the world of Earth
appeared for the traverse of humanity.
Despite
dogmatic
perceptions,
Man
has
reincarnated many times on Earth to purify his entity.
He is unaware of these phases of development
because upon returning to Earth he forgets his
previous existence(s) - except on very rare
occasions. He never remembers his existence in
Heaven. Man is reborn each time as a completely
new human entity with the same soul and the same
spirit and the same gender. These alter their
strength on each incarnation, depending on progress
made in Heaven. To the subconscious located
within the soul, all this is known and is held in total
secrecy from the spirit, otherwise there would be no
need for the entity to reincarnate to redress its
former sins.
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By the seventh day God
had finished the work He
was doing; so on the
seventh day He rested.
The term “old soul” is
sometimes used; this can
be interpreted as a person
who has reincarnated many
times.

Dogma refers to religious
beliefs or ideas taught as
true. Also means a doctrine
club that exploits fellow
man.
No accord exists
between
the
various
dogmatic systems and their
base is self-preservation
and exploitation of others! It
always involves money in
one form or another.
Human entity consists of
[Body + (Soul +Spirit)]
If you see a beautiful
painting but have not seen
an artist painting it, do you
doubt the existence of the
artist?
OR
When
you
see
the
Pyramids of Giza, do you
doubt the existence of the
Egyptian builders?





On Earth the number seven (7) is considered to be
a magic and mysterious number. It is difficult for
humans who do not have an aptitude for this, to
interpret.
According to God, (Anarhon, Primal
Cause) the duration of one day of creation is a vast
amount of time that is impossible for us to note by
number. God worked in total for six (6) days and
rested on the seventh. Each working day lasted for
the same amount of time. The duration of the
seventh day started when Man appeared on Earth.
It is ongoing and will continue until the end of the
world (end of time). The duration of the seventh day
is the same as each of the other six working days.
Therefore you can imagine how many infinite ages
have accumulated within the seven days of creation
until the completion of the world.
This section regarding the duration of the time it has
taken for the Divine Creation is one of the most
difficult to comprehend. God is not human but is the
creator of humans. Man has inside him a sample of
Divinity (God’s Breath) and the independence of
spiritual intellect (spirit) which many times gets
confused and is unable to grasp even the meaning
of God. Therefore since he is unable to grasp this,
how can he try with mathematical equations and
other means to discover the balance of himself and
further more since he is unable to solve his
immediate problems, how can he expect to solve
those that are beyond his power?

More on the subject of
numbers in Book 3.

Father Almighty synonyms:
Anarhon, Primal Cause,
God, Kyrios, Hypsistos, El,
Elohim, Adonai, Jehovah,
Allah, Great Architect of the
Universe.

time is a human concept; it
does not exist in Heaven

Depending upon where you
are looking from, you see
the universe and its finality
completely
differently.
Whatever your views are do
not make them a prison,
always leave space to
change your mind. This is
the best antidote for dogma

1.3 The many stages of Earth and Man
[10-32; 10-43]

The first Man was on the same level as animals and
did not possess a cultivated spirit or logic. The only
differentiation was moderate cunning. It could be
said that some animals at that time were more
cunning than Man. Animals were guided by an
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instinct that was far more developed than that of
Man, the reason being that animals appeared on
Earth before Man. However, over a period of time,
Man, through the necessity of self preservation,
using observation and mimicry sharpened his
cunning and in time developed his other faculties to
become the superior creature of this world.
The first humans ate fruit and other goods provided
by the Earth. When they started hunting animals,
primarily for revenge, they ate their flesh. The same
thing happened when they fought other groups of
humans. This is the reason cannibalism existed, not
for sustenance but for revenge.
Earth and Man have gone through many stages of
evolution that are unknown to current Man. There
were humans that current mankind could never
imagine and history has many gaps not only due to
our ignorance but also due to our lack of knowledge
of civilisations greater than those of today.
During ancient times Man created gods from fear
and ignorance. Gods were of both sexes since Man
and animals had two sexes. The ancient Greeks
owe their gods to other civilisations and have
developed them through poets and myths. That is,
the religious fervour of the ancient Greeks was a
reflection of other religions. These humans gave
credence to dreams and later, to oracles. Some
conversed with their gods many times and some
descended to Hades and then recollected what they
had envisioned. Their imagination filled any gaps in
order to become more credible to fellow citizens
therefore their perceptions/recollections were partly
wrong.

Ancient
civilisations
bloomed like roses and
withered as such because
they over cultivated their
spirit.
That means their
dark enlightenment. Such
civilisations existed in Asia,
Pacific Ocean amongst
others.

From
Ancient
Greece:
Hades here means the
place where dead persons
reside.

In those times the Heavenly Administration consisted
of Angels and Archangels that never descended to
Earth. Their names will remain unknown until they
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decide to reveal them.
These Angels under the guise of gods protected
some humans using mediating voices from the world
beyond. That is how the ancients could get in touch
with their gods or goddesses. Unfortunately, Man,
when he receives such a blessing adds something
from his own imagination.
All mythologies have the same source.

1.4 Light and Darkness
[10-47; 10-83]

Before creation there was dense darkness (Erevos).
You may ask, was God in the darkness? No. God
was/is Light but He was covered with the mantle of
darkness within non-existence. When God removed
His mantle and His Divine Voice was heard within
chaos, with a command “Let there be Light”, the
Sun glowed.
Afterwards, creation started as
described.

chaos
here
means
disordered vastness.
Sun: here means the Great
Sun of the Holy Spirit.

Darkness remained as energy and was given to
Lucifer, with the meaning that, within the sphere
where two opposites operate, an object can be
fashioned, this being either a living entity or a lifeless
object i.e. dead from the aspect of matter. Therefore
darkness, despite its energy, is not all bad because it
is God’s mantle.
Darkness is not harmful if we know how to benefit
from it; if not, then it is our fault. The recurrent
action, either good or bad becomes second nature.
This is called pathos. This pathos leads us in the
opposite direction from the one that God has
directed us to follow.

Here,
pathos
means
passion or disease.

Light and darkness is the gold in which we set a
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colourful stone and the whole thing comprises a
jewel. A jewel is a lifeless object. However Man is a
living jewel and if darkness attaches onto this living
jewel then it becomes a worthless jewel. But if the
gold draws Man to the purity of ethics and
knowledge, then he acquires heavenly powers from
the spiritual world and receives from them abundant
light, pure and immaculate.
On Earth, we have the light of day to better
distinguish everything rather than darkness. During
the day Evil can take a thousand morphs (guises) so
it can deceive your judgement. During the night Evil
works better. Nevertheless, at night when there is
peace and purity in Man’s soul and when this comes
into contact with the Heavenly Divine Spirit, It
produces the best work, superior in all aspects. Why
in this case does Evil not interfere during the night?
It is because the light of Man’s spirit is stronger than
that of Evil.
You are able to judge and you are able to
differentiate colours, therefore, why can you not
differentiate between good and bad and between
light and darkness? When you acquire the Divine
Light, then even whilst in darkness you are able to
see, differentiate and judge better than men who
have not acquired the Divine Light.

Rom 1:24-28
“Therefore God also gave
them up to uncleanness, in
the lusts of their hearts, to
dishonour
their
bodies
amongst themselves.
who exchanged the truth of
God for the lie, and
worshiped and served the
creature rather than the
Creator, who is blessed
forever. Amen.
For this reason God gave
them up to vile passions.
For even their women
exchanged the natural use
for what is against nature.
Likewise also the men,
leaving the natural use of
the woman, burned in their
lust for one another, men
with men committing what
is shameful, and receiving
in themselves the penalty
of their error which was
due.
And even as they did not
like to retain God in their
knowledge, God gave them
over to a debased mind, to
do those things which are
not fitting”.

Heavenly Divine Spirit =
Holy Spirit

When we say “good” it does not mean it is good to
always gratify our brother’s wishes. Of course he
would be satisfied with you, but you would become a
participant in his bad habits. This is a small example
where good is not virtuous, therefore, it is bad. The
true light comes from above. Light from below is
darkness under the illusion that it is white. It is
black!
When we say “enlightenment” we mean the energy
that conveys knowledge to the human entity. This
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enlightenment of knowledge is divided into two parts:
1. The White enlightenment, i.e. Divine Energy
2. The Dark enlightenment, i.e. the intervention of evil
knowledge.
These two enlightenments are in constant combat as
opposites in order to be successful with their
followers. Evidence of this battle, is that men never
agree on a common interest. This of course is bad
for everyone, but it is good from the point of view of
having freedom of judgement. Both sides try to find
convincing arguments to persuade one another.

Evil exists within the
Creation because of the
Will of the First Cause
(God).
This means that
humans cannot destroy the
Evil spirits. Our duty is to
simply avoid their traps and
help other people in this
task, as well.

A

A'
Draw an equilateral triangle A and now place on top
of it another equilateral triangle A’ with its base at the
top. This way you would have drawn a 6-pointed
star. This symbolises the power of good (A’) and
the power of Evil (A).
The triangles represent both forces as having equal
strength, because this is the wish of Anarhon.
There is a need for a balance to exist between the
two opposing factions and for this reason Earth will
never become a Heavenly Paradise as it is the battle
ground of Good and Evil.
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Because the Divine Breaths of men (souls) find
themselves in the Kingdom of Evil (Earth), it follows
that they are affected by it, since their body was
created from matter. Evil, taking advantage of the
situation that favours it, proclaims through its
enlightenment, tempting and devious words that are
never to Man’s advantage. However, some men find
Evil attractive and in this way Evil spiritually blinds
them and they carry out what they should avoid.
This way Evil acquires more followers on Earth.
When this is the case, the Lord by His enlightenment
inspires Man who, through his words and deeds,
deflects evil actions.
It is of great necessity for a balance to exist between
these two combating forces.
The dark
enlightenment is not pleasant but it is necessary for
the evolution of the psycho-spiritual entity. God
knows what He has created.

Yin-Yan black representing
yin and white representing
yang. It is a symbol that
reflects the inescapably
intertwined duality of all
things in nature; a common
theme in Taoism.

More on the various
religions in the next books.

The function of the evil
spirits is to attract people
through actions. In order
for their deception to be
effective, it must find fertile
ground within the human
spirit with its faults and
weaknesses.
The evil
spirits present a beautified
picture to the human spirit,
but this picture contains
traps
and
leads
to
calamities and destruction

1.5 Holy Trinity
[15-244; 3-9; 10-251; 10-297; 15-246; 15-248; 6-159]

There was nothing before creation except for the
undefined Energy within the dark non-existence.
This Energy started the Creation and for this reason
it is called the Unknown Principle of All. Since He
created everything He is also called the Creator and
Father. For speech/talking purposes He is also
called God because the Unknown Principle of All is
neither a Being nor a Spirit but something
inconceivable by the human intellect. Another name
for God is First Cause because He has no beginning
and no end.
The Unknown Principle Of All (God) is the highest
authority. Nobody can see Anarhon (Unknown
Principle of All) but He speaks with Jesus Christ, the
Holy Spirit and the Leaders of the Spiritual World
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It is interesting to note that
other religions believe in
Trinity:
Egyptians:
Isis – Osiris – Horus
Hindi, Brahman, Buddhist:
Brahma - Vishnu – Siva.
The term Trinity (  )
does not appear in the New
Testament and was first
used in a religious sense
nd
towards the end of the 2
century.
The Christian
doctrine teaches the unity
of Father Son and Holy
Spirit in one Godhead. The
triune God existing as three
entities or in the Greek
hypostases ( i ) but
one
being.
Jesus
frequently referred to the
“Father” as God as distinct
from Himself, but also
discussed the “Holy Spirit”
as being distinct from either
God the Father or Jesus
Himself





(Heavenly Kingdom) and seldom with mortals.
There has to be a specific reason of spiritual
importance for God to speak to mortals. Anarhon is
everywhere and ever-present, because He provides
motive energy to all life as He is the life-giver. He
personifies Love and His power is infinite Love
towards all His creations even though His creations
may not perceive it.
The Father has endless
patience that His creations by their own will, will
eventually return to Him.

For example,
He spoke with Moses on
many occasions.

The soul of every living being constitutes an
infinitesimal ray from His essence. His presence is
widespread in the whole universe through His Breath
that constitutes the soul of all. For this reason we
say that He is omnipresent and omnipotent.
God, whom we all have in mind and call in our hour
of need, is something we cannot decipher with all
our powers, spiritual and psychic. Since He is not
visible, we have the impression, that since we are
visible to the eyes of our fellow men and succeed in
the acquired knowledge of other earthly life, we have
the right to be considered small gods. There is no
more arrogant and evil thought than that!
From the Holy Trinity, only the first Branch, i.e. the
First Cause, is impersonal. He cannot be analysed,
He is not defined and He is not personified. And yet,
His Face is mirrored in Christ if we want to see His
Face. If however, we wish to meet Him, we will find
Him inside us, if we are able to overcome the
obstacles of our passions.
The second Branch of the Holy Trinity is Jesus
Christ. When the First Cause rested after creating
the World, Jesus took over the governance of the
Universe as the One and Only Son of His Father.
He is the Head and Leader of the Heavenly Kingdom
and is called Lord. The Lord is the direct transmitter
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First Branch = God the
Father
Second Branch = God the
Son
Third Branch = Holy Spirit

The names by which we
refer to Jesus Christ
include:
Lord, Only Son of God,
Logos, Messiah, Jesus of
Nazareth, The Nazarene,
He Who Is, Alpha and
Omega ( and ), The First
and Last





of His Father’s Will, that is, He directs the Leaders
who co-inhabit in the Palace of the Lord and gives
the necessary directions to all sectors of the
Heavenly Kingdom. Nothing happens without Jesus
Christ’s permission. The organisational structure of
the Heavenly Kingdom is based on meritocracy.
The Lord did not come to the earthly world as God
but as a simple Man. His Father, the Creator of All,
sent Him. As a simple Man few humans knew Him
until the age of 30 when He assumed His Sacred
Duty. As a Man, He received directions, through His
perception, from the Holy Spirit. He knew very well
what awaited Him during His short lifespan.
To save Man the Lord came to Earth as a human
and died as a human. When He ascended into
Heaven He accounted for His actions undergoing the
same examinations as other psycho-spiritual entities
when they die. If this was not carried out and He
came to Earth as God then His Divine appearance
on Earth would have by necessity affected humans.
But His purpose was not to compel but to draw
humans through Love, through the Word and
through the indication of benevolent Peace.
His teachings were simple but full of concepts that
could be understood by all including the wisest of His
time. Through His parables He strengthened Faith
in God, love towards Man and justice towards the
wronged. His sayings were always correct and
incomparable. He always won the love of the simple
humans, the ill and the ones who had been wronged.
He was not only a healer of the body but also of the
soul. “Soul” in this case, includes the spirit that is
the psycho-spiritual entity since soul and spirit are
inseparably connected. From the age of 12 until 30
He did not live in His native country but elsewhere
on Earth.
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Mat 3:16-17
"As soon as Jesus Christ
was baptized, He went up
out of the water. At that
moment
Heaven
was
opened, and He saw the
Spirit of God descending
like a dove and landing on
17
Him. And a voice from
Heaven said, 'This is My
Son, whom I love; with Him
I am well pleased.

"Take this cup away form
Me"
shows
the
total
reliance of Jesus, as a
human, unto the Father for
His
deliverance
and
salvation.

Philippians 2,9-11:
“Therefore God also highly
exalted Him and given Him
the name which is above
every name, that at the
name of Jesus every knee
should bow, of those in
Heaven, and of those on
earth, and that every
tongue should confess that
Jesus Christ is Lord, to the
glory of God the Father.”
Corinthians A 15,24:
“Then comes the end,
when He delivers the
kingdom to God the Father,
when He puts an end to all
rule and all authority and
power”.
John 14:6:
"I am the way, and the
truth, and the life; no one
comes to the Father, but
through me".
John 8:24
"For unless you believe that
I am He, you will die in your
sins".

From the age of 12 to 30
Jesus travelled extensively
and spent a number of
years in Egypt, Tibet ,India
and Persia to prepare
Himself for the ultimate
sacrifice. [Ref 13]





The Lord’s sacrifice placed His teachings on solid
foundations. The fragile dogmatic systems came
later. These systems will collapse before the true
teachings of the Lord will be restored.
The third Branch of the Holy Trinity is the Holy
Spirit. What is not widely known is that this high
entity of Heaven had previously incarnated on Earth
and specifically in Old Delhi, India, about 25,000
years ago, with the name Pharah. Much later He
incarnated a second time as the prophet Enoch of
the Old Testament.
The Holy Spirit as a Branch of the Holy Trinity is
impersonal.
As Archon Pharah though, His
personality is like that of Jesus Christ. In His
communications with mortals He uses the name
Pharah. On a few rare occasions He identifies
Himself as “The Holy Spirit”, in order to impress His
authority on certain humans. Lord Pharah is the
Spiritual Sun of our souls, the supreme Knowledge
Star; He is the rudder of the Heavenly Kingdom
whose captain is the Lord.
In the New Testament He is mentioned as Paraclete.
He is the Light of Truth; His symbolisation of the
dove does not mean that the Holy Spirit is a bird but
that His symbolisation has an unknown spiritual
meaning.
Because of His various tasks Lord Pharah has many
names such as: Light of Truth, Immaculate Light,
Holy Light, Voice of Truth, Spirit of the Lord.
The symbol that represents the Holy Trinity is the
triangle shown here. Note: that the base of the
triangle is above, NOT below, indicating God’s
position. God’s base is Heaven NOT Earth! The
other two sides are Jesus Christ and the Holy Spirit
i.e. Truth and Pure Light supporting the infinite
power of Love.
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The names we call the
Holy Spirit include:
Archon
(Lord)
Pharah,
Pharah, Paraclete (Greek),
Paracletus (Roman), Agio
Pneuma, Immaculate Light,
Holy Light, Voice of Truth.

Archon = Ruler
“arche”
Greek
word
meaning principal or head

John 14:26
Acts 1:4-8, Acts 2:38
Jesus describes the Holy
Spirit as the promised
"Advocate". The Holy Spirit
is the giver of “holy gifts”
e.g. Christ told his disciples
that they would be baptized
with the Holy Spirit. On the
first
Pentecost,
Jesus'
disciples were gathered in
Jerusalem when a mighty
wind was heard and
tongues of fire appeared
over
their
heads.
A
multilingual crowd heard
the disciples speaking, and
each of them heard them
speaking in his or her
mother tongue.

Pharah is the protector of
the spiritualist circle in
Athens called “Theio Phos”
(Divine Light)





A painting of Lord Pharah by
Ms Pope Tsoutsoura is
shown here. She conceived
this painting whilst she had a
vision of Lord Pharah. The
original painting hangs in the
offices of Divine Light
Spiritual Society “ ”
(Theio Phos) in Athens.

Some artists include within
the triangle the inner eye or
the spiritual eye or third eye
or all seeing eye.

Lord Pharah

1.6 Christ descended on Earth as Man
[10-297]

Amongst human entities there are some that have
descended to Earth not to expiate their previous sins
but to fulfill a Divine mission. These entities are
Angels and Archangels who from the creation of the
world remained faithful and devoted to God. They
appear on Earth to receive the baptism of earthly life,
that is, to feel as a human earthly life and to fill this
gap of knowledge of their psycho-spiritual entities.
Bear in mind that Divine entities and similarly Evil
ones, without incarnating, for a Divine purpose or an
Evil one, frequently appear as common men
whereas in reality their bodies as well as their
garments are artificial. They appear in order to
protect psycho-spiritual entities that are destined to
live or to destroy the lives of entities destined to live
on Earth. They appear and disappear amongst us,
without us sensing them except in a very few cases.
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Christ did not appear on Earth but was born as a
simple Man. He lived and worked as a humble son
of a human. He did not exert any Divine power to
prove that He was really sent by God with a mission
to save the souls of humans who had already been
derailed.
If you judge Him as God by His miracles you are
mistaken. Many humans have performed miracles.
They have the Divine gift of concentrating the power
of Faith and will. Because at the time of Christ many
were uneducated and naïve, Christ through their
Faith rarely persuaded their will to assist with their
energies, through His imposition, to perform a
miracle. It is not the miracles that declared Him
Saviour but His teaching and the simple images that
entered the hearts of His audience.
Christ descended to Earth as a human. He had all
the human weaknesses; He overcame those that
lead to destruction without ceasing to be human like
every one else. He wanted to feel humanity from the
point of view of pain, misery and need. He detested
lies and did not conceal the Truth whenever He
could confide it.
Christ told His disciples many things about His life.
These have been removed from Holy Scriptures
because some did not Love the Truth as He did but
they loved the lies of the Other (Evil). Christ worked
tirelessly for Good. His Love towards mankind was
so great that to save it, He sacrificed Himself on the
cross.
After He died, He proved His Divine superiority to
humans. But He ascended to Heaven as a human
and gave an account of His actions so He would not
be separated from the large brotherhood of
humanity. Afterwards the Heavenly Management
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gave Him the Scepter of Authority and all together
with the Angels praised in hymns the SON as
Glorious of His Father.
Majestic were the
celebrations of His return to the bosom of the
Spiritual World. His coronation was indescribable.
Therefore, Christ has descended to Earth as a
simple man and returned into Heaven as a simple
soul. Here lies the grandeur. His act acknowledges
His Divinity and His elevation to the throne of God.

1.7 Holy Spirit - Pharah
[14-265]
Pharah is the acronym of a
number of 5 Greek words

In the last farewell dinner (the Last Supper) with His
disciples, Jesus promised that He would send to the
world the Spirit of Truth (Holy Spirit), Paracletus, to
complete His teaching.



 
  
 

Lighthouse
Unextinguished
Spread
God’s
Grace

The mission of Paracletus to the world after Jesus’
departure, has the following meaning:

i.e. the Holy Spirit is
God’s Lighthouse that
spreads inextinguishable
Divine grace.

1. To remind men of everything that the Lord has
taught, that they may have forgotten or that may
have been modified or lost its original purity.

 (Farah or Pharah

2. To complement the Lord’s teaching in the areas
that He avoided discussing with His disciples
because they were not ready.
3. To check humans’ sins, their justice towards their
brethren and the judgment that is awaiting them in
the Heavenly Court.
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1.8 Mother of the Lord
[2-22; 15-254]

The highest female psycho-spiritual entity is Maria
(Maryam, Mary), the Mother of the Lord or the
Blessed Virgin. She resides with the Lord in His
Palace. Her position is very high; She is, by
exception, an Honorary member of the Council of
the Lord and She bears the title Hostess of
Heaven. She has first priority for Her requests to be
heard by the Lord. She continuously acts for the
salvation of thousands of humans, most of whom are
unaware who has acted on their behalf.

The names that we use for
the Mother of the Lord
include:
Blessed
Virgin
Mary,
Panagia, Mother of Jesus,
My Lady, Madonna,

Council of the Lord: see
chapter 4.

The Mother of the Lord enlightens and heals and
She gives strength, given to Her by Her Son. She
administers these powers at Her will. Great is Her
Grace. Blessed is Her appearance at the Council of
the Lord where Her voice is heard and the soul of
the immortals and mortals that are fortunate to hear
Her are and will be rejuvenated.
Many Angels serve The Blessed Virgin in Her work.
The respect of the Spiritual World towards Her
shows the magnitude of Her service to humanity.
Many times She appears among humans to save
someone from certain danger. She is often dressed
in black. There are many titles attached to Her
name and many churches devoted to Her. This
proves the piety and the Faith of the humans who
realise that help and miracles are through Her
intervention.

“Luke 1:26-38
Angel” from the Greek
word for “Angelos” meaning
messenger.e.g. Archangel
Gabriel's visit to Mary.

The Mother of the Lord is surrounded by many
female personalities who are Her escort. Woman is
not only subordinate to Man but in many areas has
successfully accomplished distinctive missions of her
own. When a woman assimilates the word “Love”
not by her spirit but by her heart then she gains
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ascendency into Heaven and holds a special
position. Woman is a secret treasure when you
realise her value. When she deviates from the
correct path, the diamond converts to coal and
brings disaster.

1.9 Freedom and wisdom
[10-334]

Freedom without wisdom does not make sense
because even animals in the jungle have freedom
but they lack wisdom since they are directed only by
their instincts. Certainly freedom is the major quality
that Man has received from his Creator. Without
freedom Man is reduced to the same level as
animals.
We are talking about freedom of movement in
general, but in Man there is also the freedom of
speech. Through speech Man puts forward the way
and means of movement, always within the
framework of wisdom, so that his movement ends up
in productive and progressive work.
If freedom of speech does not contain wisdom then
this comes from the bestial instincts of primitive Man
and it is not based on logic but on the frantic
dynamic push of persuasion and fraud.
Total freedom of thought means madness when it is
not accompanied by wisdom. The Evil Spirit does
not impede the freedom of Man but impedes his
wisdom, which becomes an encumbrance to the
work of Evil.
There are some human entities that are of the
opinion that their freedom of movement and their
speech benefits their fellow man like no other can.
These humans are supercilious and egotists that
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Plato’s metaphor of the
Myth of the Cave, even
though stated some 24
centuries ago, remains
perfectly relevant: if you
have always lived inside a
dark cellar, to you, the
cellar is not a cellar, it is
your whole universe.
Same for a gold fish where
its tank is the whole
universe.





Heaven dislikes because all their movements and
sympathetic words are superficial in order to project
themselves as unique.
Wisdom without freedom is useless. It is a treasure
that remains enclosed in a vault. It is an uncultivated
Divine direction. It is like a perfume that remains
enclosed in a bottle and its obvious aromatic scent
does not drift to provide a light and pleasing
attraction to its surroundings.
As you realise, wisdom has value. But it does not
have freedom of movement unless freedom leads it
as a guide. Freedom is a long-fused dynamite that
does not tolerate being enslaved. It revolts, but
wisdom keeps it in check until the appropriate time.
Absolute freedom does not exist even in Heaven. In
Heaven there is more freedom than on Earth.
However if psycho-spiritual entities had absolute
freedom then from the lower levels, forbidden
mysteries would be communicated. This is one of
the reasons why entities at the lower levels are
always accompanied by Guardian Angels.

1.10 Love and hatred
[10-49]

Many things have been said and will be said about
the meaning of these two words: Love and hatred.
Nevertheless, Man continues to be blind and not
able to realise the magnitude of the power of Love
and the tremendous fall of Man because of hatred.
Love and hatred are two opposite extremes that
never meet at the same point. When hatred enters
into the chamber of free thought then Love departs
and when Love enters into the chamber of pain and
evil, then with tenderness and hope it heals the
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wounds, soothes the soul and regenerates the spirit.
Love is the Lord’s Divine Kindness. Hatred is the
harsh and evil adviser of lies, injustice and death.
Tears are a pause between these two meanings.
Man cries from happiness or from sorrow, from
tyrannical love or from indescribable hatred. Never
take into account tears as an indicator of a situation.
They are false unless they are analysed under the
Heavenly light.
When the meaning of Love and hatred is converted
through the senses into productive and repulsive
energies then the spirit enlightened from Heaven
gives victory to Love and defeat to hatred. The
meaning of these two forces in their abstract view is
maintained untouched, so that their contrasts exist in
the world of matter.
Love will emerge triumphant irrespective if hatred
draws power from matter which is its mother. The
will to do good or evil, to reach the pinnacle of Love
or to fall into the abyss of hatred, is in your hands.
God gave us free spirit. Alone we need to enlighten
it so we can acquire correct judgement for the
differentiation of meanings.

1.11 The Leaders and Teachers
[15-253]

At the top of the Heavenly hierarchical structure of
the spiritual world is the Holy Trinity followed by the
Stars of the Lord who reside in His Palace. Many
other entities having various titles such as: Leaders
and Teachers, follow the Stars of the Lord. Each
one of them has specific duties and they never step
over into each other’s jurisdiction. There is perfect
harmony and cooperation between them for the
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Stars of the Lord: see
chapter 4





common purpose that is, the enlightenment of
humanity. The specialities of the Teachers are many
and varied. They teach all the student entities of
Heaven who are in the various Stations or in the
Transit Centre.
The Great Leaders act in consultation with the Stars
of the Lord. Other Leaders, even though they are
enlightened, always need to consult the Great
Leaders. The lower citizens of the White State are
taught in hierarchical order. However, there are
many who, although they were considered to be
great spirits on Earth, have cultivated a kind of
egoism. Their subordinates teach them because the
former claimed to know everything without being
Evil.

See chapter 4 on Stations
of Evolution and Transit
Centre.

In the beginning, and after
many trials and incarnations
a number of psycho-spiritual
entities managed to reach
the highest level of heavenly
enlightment and became the
Teachers and Leaders who
now form the Heavenly
Management.
They were
appointed to management
positions and took over from
the entities that did not
descend.

The White State has one Leader and one attendant.
These are, in other words the King and his
consultant or his secret-advisor. There are also
Teachers who are divided into three categories:
• The Ruling Teachers, who reside with the Lord,
• The Ministers, who take part in the Council of
Spiritual Splendour

Council
of
Spiritual
Splendour: See Chap 4

• The Teachers and Leaders, who, even though
they can be compared to any House of
Representatives on Earth, have greater power
than them.
In their Councils, they decide the fate of each soul.
The hierarchical order is:
•
•
•
•
•

Holy Trinity
Stars of the Lord (also called Masters)
Ruling Teachers
Ministers
Teachers and Leaders
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The word “Councils” means Houses smaller than
the Lord’s. There are 13 such Councils, apart from
the Council of the Spiritual Splendour. In each
Council there are 10 Leaders, many Deputies and
Assistants. They all ascend the scale of evolution so
that, at some point, they reach the Council of
Spiritual Splendour and from there they ascend and
follow the path that leads to the Palace of the Lord.

More on the various
Councils in Chapter 4.

1.12 Heaven and Earth connections
[10-104]

This section is divided into three parts with two
subdivisions each:
A. Evil spirits
1. Satanic
2. Fickle
B. Supreme good spirits
1. Angelic
2. Enlightened

1 Corinthians, 15:40-41:
“There are also celestial
bodies
and
terrestrial
bodies; but the glory of the
celestial is one, and the
glory of the terrestrial is
another.
There is one glory of the
sun, another glory of the
moon, and another glory of
the stars; for one star
differs from another star in
glory”

C. Lord’s Light
1. Holy Spirit
2. Leaders of Spiritual World (Stars)
A. Evil spirits are many because as entities they
have not evolved. They are delighted with the
success of their every evil action and unhappy
when they do not achieve their aim. They are
characterised by every branch of Evil. They are
sadistic, unrelenting to the pain of others, sardonic
in their laughter and harsh in their decisions.
1. Satanic: are the fallen Angels and for
differentiation from the supreme good Angels
they have black wings in the shape of a bat.
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The human imagination, in order to instil fear
into its uneducated brethren, portrays them with
horns and tails to convince the faithful that they
behave as humans but with an evil, bestial aim.
The wings are symbolic, to indicate the speed
of these Evil spirits who Faithfully serve their
leader Lucifer (Archon of Darkness).
2. Fickle: are all the spirits who did not wish to self
punish for their own benefit but who remained
in Heaven derelict outside the Heavenly
Kingdom until their total demise. They are in
contact with Evil spirits and operate at their
pleasure.
Many times due to their evil
enlightenment they inspire their human
brethren into hideous and distasteful actions.
One sometimes wonders how is it possible for a
person of high standing to carry out evil
actions? It is because in a moment of
weakness the fickle spirit inspires him to carry
out an action that he normally would not. This
weakness in many human entities is due to lack
of their vigilance.
B. Supreme good spirits these are also numerous,
otherwise it would be impossible to maintain the
balance in the Universe. The Lord has foreseen
everything in great detail.

People depict daemons
with monstrous forms. This
is symbolic because of the
horrible actions of the
daemons. It is not literally
correct, though, because
the evil spirits often assume
a kind and beautiful form, in
order to deceive the
people.

Evil spirits stay out of the
Transit Centre, trying to
disturb the ascending or the
descending entities. Many
times they even reach
down to Earth, where they
take
part
in
spiritual
communications in various
centres, saying the most
unimaginable things and
causing telekinetic or other
phenomena.

balance: it is of paramount
importance to have a
balance between good and
evil.

1. Angelic spirits: There are many categories and
they have enormous speed. Some of them
remain in the service of the Lord and the
Creator of All. When an Archangel or Angel
receives directions or is given a secret mission
by Anarhon, the purpose and destination is not
revealed to others. Only the receiver knows the
secret. The Angel in this case is as a sealed
envelope. These Angels are specialists.
2. Enlightened spirits: these are the ones who
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hold special places in the Organised Kingdom
of the Lord. That is, those who are following
the path to the Palace of the Lord. They are
the university students of enlightenment
enrolled in the first to the last class. They are
Teachers of the highest purpose of Divine
Knowledge.
C. The Lord’s Light is triadic; this does not mean
that enlightenment is transmitted from the three
sides of the Triangle. It is transmitted from the
Fountain of incorruptible Knowledge. For us God
is an abstract concept (since He is the Unknown
Principle of All). Jesus is a specific concept
because He appeared in our world and
enlightened believers and non-believers. The
Holy Spirit is the link between the other two sides
and through Him the connection between Heaven
and Earth was established. For the Evil side an
opposite link was established.
1. Holy Spirit: The Holy Spirit is the Archon of
Light, that is, of Knowledge. The Holy Spirit
administers the perpetual Fountain of
Knowledge that the Creator has created. He is
the Spirit of Good and Morality. He is the
Chancellor of Heaven’s University. He has
many names including Immaculate. In His
communication with Earth, He uses the name
Pharah. He does not accept contradictions
from ignorant humans but He only accepts
Faith in His words that originate from the true
path of the Lord.
2. Leaders of Spiritual World (Stars): There are
very few and they reside with the Lord. They
are in nirvana. They are called Stars of the
Lord. They constitute the highest authority of
Heaven that permeates throughout everything.
God the Creator is resting until the completion
of Earth. His work is in the hands of the Lord
and Saviour of souls, Jesus Christ.
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1.13 The Angels’ initial descent to Earth
[10-34]
.

Angels faithful to the Lord have from time to time
descended to Earth to participate in the earthly life in
order to perfect their entities. That is, to obtain an
understanding of matter, a perception of its attraction
and what is the aim of matter as a power of Evil.
After an infinite number of centuries when these
Angels carried out their duties on Earth and returned
to Heaven, they were placed in management
positions as the most perfect creations of the Lord.
The management of the White State is in the hands
of the Leaders of the spiritual world.
Angels who did not descend to Earth remained in
Heaven as guardians or messengers of the Lord.
There are an infinite number of legions of Angels,
divided into many divisions. Many of them did not
abandon their old positions even though they have
passed through Earth.
Many of the Angels have come to Earth as ordinary
humans in order to know the material nature. Those
who were good received a position in the Kingdom of
Heaven after their recall and later they became great
Teachers and Leaders next to the Lord. Those who
were seduced by the material world and sinned
became members of the Evil side. The Angels, who
have never known Earth and remained in Heaven
next to the Father, are powerful in strength, so that
even if some of them incarnate, the Evil side will not
tempt them. These Angels are sent to Earth for one
or more missions and thus know well the attraction
of matter and they bypass it without danger.
One of the high points in the history of nations is
ancient Greece. Even though many of the wise men
of that era seemed materialistic, in reality they did
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not dare speak the truth. They deliberately created a
false religion to attract the uneducated humans and
through myth taught ethics as the basis of virtue.
Mythology delights the small-minded and at the
same time instils the religious idea. The great wise
men researching the meaning of truth with their
perception captured the spiritual power of One, the
unknown One, which in their eyes was Divinity.
To appreciate what has been said let me give you
the example of Pythagoras who first taught at the
Oracle of Delphi: “Know Thyself”. He established
prophetic temples without fighting the then existing
religion.
Through mathematical calculations he
showed the existence of the One , the Creator of All.
This truth was not announced to the public in order
not to affect the established Faith in the gods of that
time.
For this reason Pythagoras glorified the
Creator without the knowledge of others.

Know Thyself see section
3.2.

1.14 Angels and Archangels
[2-23; 4-20; 15-255; 3-165; 10-130; 10-36]

Angels and Archangels are entities that have not
committed the ancestral sin i.e. they have not
disobeyed the orders of the First Cause because
they have remained in the Heavenly Kingdom.
When the earthly life evolved, many of the Angelic
entities started to incarnate on Earth, in order to
receive material baptism and to know the material
side of creation. However, there are still many who
have not done so. The superior Archangels do not
need such an earthly experience because they know
the material world through other means.

Angels:
See: Gen. 3:24; Is. 6:2;
Eph. 1:21;
Col. 1:16; 1 Thess. 4:16; 1
Pet. 3:22.

In Heaven there are legions of Angels that have
remained as helpers of the First Cause since the
beginning of the World. In our days, the highest
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positions are taken by the spirits that have appeared
two and three times on Earth. Of these, many were
Archangels. The non-incarnated Angels will come to
Earth when world peace is established and Heavenly
Light is transmitted throughout the whole world. In
other words, when good is consolidated and only a
little of the Evil spirit remains, the Angels will come
down to take over the authority into their hands,
founded on the new lights which the Lord will give to
humanity.
Angels and Archangels are divided into orders that
have nothing to do with the material world. The most
superior of them are in the service of the First
Cause. All Angels are of type “A” souls. There are
no type “B” Angels. Angels are usually depicted with
wings but that does not mean that they actually have
wings because, from an ontological point of view,
Angels are no different from all the other entities i.e.
they are psycho-spiritual entities. The wings are
symbolically part of the exterior appearance that
humans have attributed to Angels, meaning that the
Angels are very fast in their actions either as
messengers or as protectors of humans or in
undertaking other missions. The Angels do not have
wings but their speed is enormous, inconceivable
and unimaginable. The human imagination has
conceived of wings to differentiate the souls of the
Angels from other souls.
If the psycho-spiritual entities that are newly arrived
in Heaven (that is those who died on Earth) do not
wish to comply with the Heavenly Laws then they are
left alone and the opposite side can attract them. In
time, they would come to their senses and become
compliant. This work is carried out in stages.
Unrepentant spirits, who did not have compassion
for their fellow man, are sent directly to the dark side
and have the freedom to interfere with the various
communications between Earth and Heaven
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(séances). Their sole purpose is to bring confusion.
They easily learn the Devil’s “tricks” until they reach
a situation that leads them nowhere and after a while
they seek repentance and beg Divinity for mercy.
These spirits will then follow a sequence of
teachings and await their return to Earth to be tested
again.
There are Angels that belong to the Devil and they
are portrayed by humans as having bat-like black
wings. They are not called Angels but daemons.
They do not serve the Lord, but serve their leader
the Devil. They form the opposing elements of the
White State with their own Government.
There are Angels which are persecutors of Evil
spirits but which are seldom sent to fight senior Evil
spirits.
The Angels’ radiation is capable of
destroying many of them. If God wished, He could
destroy all Evil Angels and clear the atmosphere but
His aim is for them to exist in order for His greater
aim to be achieved. Therefore, between the anvil
and the hammer, the human entity is forged to
produce quality. You are afraid of fire, but without it
you cannot live - it is necessary for earthly life.
Through Angels God sends messages for the
protection and guidance of humans who have His
favour. This is why many times in their dreams
humans see strange persons who they have never
met before.
The Angels impersonate human
entities so they can transmit the Heavenly
messages. If they appear as Angels, humans would
be terrified and the freedom of their spirit would be
suppressed. The Lord wants humans to follow Him
with a free spirit and not with a suppressed spirit,
because with a free spirit, more soul strength is
acquired.

The Government of the
evil
forces
is
called:
Kyvernio.
Evil Seat of Government =
Kyvernio (Government of
evil power).
Would you act freely if an
evil spirit appeared to you
with wings, horns and a tail
or if it impersonated a
human being?

The word person is derived
from the Latin: persona,
and
refers
to
the
megaphone
mask
that
ancient actors wore to
amplify their voices:
per: by means
sona: sound.
that means that the word
person does not refer to the
true self but only to the
mask we wear to present to
others.

Angels are the operating spirits of the Heavenly
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Kingdom. They have many duties, according to their
specialities and degree of evolution. One of their
most basic duties is the protection of humans as
Guardian Angels. In general, all actions taken by the
Guardian Angels follow the regulations of the Divine
Laws that prohibit any kind of coercion. Therefore,
when a person follows the wrong path and his or her
free spirit insists on walking on the wrong path, the
Guardian Angel is unable to effectively help this
person.

Evil tempts and Good
dissuades. The susceptible
follow and the healthy
resist.

All Guardian Angels do not have the same power
and there are many categories. Even the Great
Teachers of Heaven belong to one of the higher
categories of Guardian Angels, with the difference
that the Great Teachers cannot become Guardian
Angels of humans who do not deserve their
protection. Many times one human entity may have
more than one Guardian Angel. Each Angel protects
the human in different ways. It is the same as on
Earth where we have a teacher for mathematics, for
physical education, history, etc.
Nationalities do not exist in Heaven, there is only
one State. The State of the souls is called The White
State because all the souls are white, that is, free
from matter. It is possible for a French person to
have a Guardian Angel who in its previous
incarnation was from India or for an Israeli to be the
Guardian Angel of an Arab.

There is neither ethnicity
nor creed in Heaven.

After death, the majority of the recalled psychospiritual entities are followed and guided by their
Guardian Angels. Guardian Angels are entities that
have been specifically instructed to guide the
recently departed earthly psycho-spiritual entities.
Some novice Angels are assigned to such duties to
get acquainted with their new duties as Heavenly
apostolic energies that guide those in need, without
holding high places. If one of these novice Angels is
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unable to bring a newly arrived psycho-spiritual
entity to his senses, then a more experienced Angel,
who is normally put in charge of perverse and noncompliant spirits, replaces him.
When an Earth-bound entity has a special mission
from Heaven, its Guardian Angel is one of the Great
Teachers. Many times there are humans with good
intentions and depending on their soul strength have
two, three, or even four Guardian Angels in order
that they do not digress due to the weakness of their
soul strength. Female entities become guides who
forewarn and deliver impending announcements.
They have a special place near the Mother of the
Lord.
Their work is usually difficult, however
because of their persistence they are always
successful.
Why, when Angels sing, does everything exist in a
dazzling light? It is because the harmony of their
sweet voices brings to life the Love of the Creator
towards His creations. The sound of their voices
projects a radiation that opens the path from which
the power of Love is channeled towards Earth. This
Love calms the human soul, reinvigorates hope and
stabilises Faith. This Love is channeled where it is
required to soothe and revive morality. The Angels
are the transmitters of God’s Love towards humanity.

.

In other words, the Angels’ chant symbolizes the
acquired strength of Love from God to favoured
humans.
The Angels sing with joy when a human realizes that
he has to live between the two extremes. That is, to
live a balanced life. The Lord indicates a balanced
path to humans in order for them to enjoy the
Angels’ chant.
A few entities are sent to Earth with a special
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mission and they are protected by the Light of Truth
which all obey. When this Light is given as a guide
from the Lord to some, its radiation is also received
by others. It is increased and it crystallises the
meaning of the utterance to the earthly psychospiritual entities, which accept this as necessary for
soul guidance.
As stated, there are other Angels who serve God.
Some are singers; others are musicians, guards,
etc. There are a variety of Angels who perform
major roles in the Celestial Heaven. There are
Angels who develop strategy, inspire, guide,
announce and perform many other functions.

guards = honorary guards

The Cherubim and Seraphim are two of the Orders
of Angels that belong to God. There are also a
number of subdivisions. You will learn of these
when you find yourself in Heaven and when you
have been promoted, that is, when you do not have
too many sins. In these large orders of Angels and
Archangels are included the Musicians and Hymn
Choirs. The singers have melodious voices and
there is a clear distinction between the different
voices. In the inner circles also belong the Guards
of God. You may ask, “does God require guards?”
Of course not. They are honorary guards and
amongst other duties they transmit messages across
the universe.

1.15 The Divine Laws
[10-165;15-251]

The Laws of the Lord were decreed before the
creation of all. This means that these laws are
totally perfect in their perfection! Nobody knows
when they were established from an earthly
perspective.
They are immutable.
In special
circumstances, a human entity that is punished is not
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fully punished because the Lord has predicted
exceptions. For example, it is possible for a Man to
have made amends that only the Lord knows. He
then pardons the remaining sentence thus giving a
helping hand. Our earthly judges are unable to do
this.
Man does not have the right to remove his brother’s
life, even if that brother has committed murder since
the judge is unable to delve deeply into the
conditions under which the injustice or murder has
been committed.
If the accused is mentally
unbalanced then he belongs in a mental institution
and not at the gallows. It is better to declare a guilty
person innocent than to execute an innocent one.
The Divine Laws do not seek the punishment of
sinners but their salvation. This is their ultimate
goal. The predicted punishments are only for the
restoration of the soul strength of the entity and for
the latter to freely and willingly follow the path to the
Lord.
The Divine Laws, that is the Unwritten Ones, were
not formulated in order to do wrong but in order to
provide the entities with what they are entitled to in
Eternity. This is not a simple point for us to
understand because we do not have an insightful
spirit, otherwise we would understand how the Laws
that we call “natural”, operate. Nature itself cannot
act unless a Supreme Force of the Divine drives it.
The Divine Laws function like automata. In other
words, they are not written text just waiting to be
applied by some judicial official but their energy acts
automatically where they have to be applied. Many
things in nature happen by the non-apparent action
of the Divine Laws. When a natural disaster, for
example, happens at a place full of corruption and
decadence, humans say that the unwritten laws of
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nature take over. The humans are right in saying
that the unwritten Laws are neither accidental nor
non-conscious but that they act as a consequence of
the unwritten Divine Laws.

1.16 The Mysteries
[15-251; 4-17; 1-60]

This issue is very difficult to comprehend but it is
important for the functioning of the Heavenly
Kingdom. The Mysteries are the Divine forces that
the High Heavenly Entities use in order to achieve
an immediate result in certain cases where they
have to act. There are two main types of Mysteries:
The Major Mysteries and the Minor ones.
• The Major Mysteries are used by the Stars of the
Lord - those entities who are in Theosis (Nirvana).
Only the Lord knows these Mysteries.
• The Minor Mysteries are used by other Leaders.
They are called Mysteries because no explanation
can be given to humans but these phenomena. The
Mysteries are forces in the hands of the Spiritual
World and they are manifested to mortals as
phenomena of unknown origin.
There are many Mysteries and they are divided into
four major categories. The first Mystery is the
Spiritual World, for every soul that enters the
immortal Kingdom of the Lord. When the psychospiritual entity enters into immortality, it learns what
none of the wise men of Earth knows. It cannot,
however transmit this miracle to its brethren on
Earth; this is prohibited. There are many Mysteries
that are used by the Great Leaders and under their
directions, by all the immortals, who are destined to
bring forth some action in the world of attrition
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(Earth).
There are Mysteries that only the Lord knows and
only He can use them where He judges appropriate.
None of the Leaders own these Mysteries. The
purpose of Mysteries is to trigger the imagination of
the mortals, so that the latter can see the pictures
that vary according to the phenomenon more easily,
through their “inner eye”.
Mysteries are energies with powers that are difficult
to understand. Mysteries in an earthly image are the
magic wand of the magician that transform
everything and can create something from nothing in
our imagination.

1.17 Evil’s nature

“inner eye” = also known
as third eye is a psychic
sensory organ referring in
part to the brow chakra in
certain
Eastern
and
Western spiritual traditions.
It is also spoken of as the
gate that leads within to
inner realms and spaces of
higher consciousness. The
third eye is the gate that
leads within to inner
consciousness.
Usually
symbolises a state of
enlightenment
through
visions,
clairvoyance,
precognition and “out of
body” experiences.

[4-124]

Images of natural beauty that inspire the senses are
very seductive. Everything that attracts Man has
Divine drive and earthly temptation. The earthly
attractions contain the wishes of Evil. Therefore,
Man finds himself between Divine drive for his
development and Evil temptation for his destruction.
The spirit makes the decision for developing or
elevating itself, or for regressing.
Man is easily deceived by the attractiveness of
natural beauty and the weight of his desire and
sometimes becomes indifferent to the Divine drive
fulfilling his duty. Therefore the spirit with free
choice decides, between desire and obligation.
When Man understands what his obligation is and
follows this path then he is on the correct path. But
when he neglects his obligation because he is
tempted by life’s desires then he follows the wrong
path, influenced by the Evil Spirit. Because all men
exist on Earth they are more concerned with earthly
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matters. Up to a point they are justified, but beyond
this point they regress and knowingly walk in
darkness.
Evil has two natural forms:
• firstly, the repulsive form of the Evil Spirit
and
• secondly, an Angelic form
These please the wishes of individual entities. That
is, the Evil morph (form) generally speaking appears
with the retribution of false justice and abhorrent sin,
whilst the other form appears as the sweetest of
Angels and the insincerity of Evil.
Using the
beautiful and sweet makes the poison of Evil that he
offers to his selected, inconsiderate and
unilluminated persons, more attractive. Therefore,
by nature Evil has two appearances: the Evil and the
Good. The first appearance is well known to all, the
second requires vigilance and enlightenment so as
not to fall into the clutches of Evil.
The physical images that surround you are all
deceptive at all times. In order to discriminate
between them you need special education. You will
find this in Heavenly texts where the White Light
gives you a way to emerge from the darkness that
Evil has shown you as the Lights of Creation. These
texts given to you through the Heavenly Voice and
the real and True Light of the Lord have as their
purpose to free you from ignorance. The sweet
sounds, taste or feelings are often a hidden poison
for your entity.

Referring to the texts
received by the Spiritualist
Society of Athens

The unrestrained desire of an entity does not bring
good results.
Evil’s temptation is extremely
powerful. The Divine drive is more powerful when
the entity is enlightened. For this reason, the
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Heavenly directions are given to strengthen our
enlightenment in order that we can overcome Evil’s
temptation with Angelic form.
In other words, Evil can appear as a holy person
who talks about good and virtue in order to first
attract the trapped one and then convinces him to
give him false directions to the detriment of his
brethren and to himself, without the latter
understanding that he has been deceived. But
because the one who has spiritual powers can have
objections, Lucifer brings the woman in between. He
gives her the shape of an Angel, ethereal grace,
sweet tongue and unmatched attraction.
And
behold, the wise Man turns into a great fool.
So what is the shape of the Evil One? It is the
energy to which you ascribe various forms,
sometimes of a monster and other times of
hypocritical innocence of the type of Mephistopheles.
In reality, the Leader of all Evils, which you know as
Lucifer, is an idea within your spirit. This gives him
flesh and bones.
Devote yourselves to the sincere and spiritual
teachings which are full of Love so you will not find
yourselves within the bosom of Evil and your voices,
in despair, do not become voices in the wilderness.

1.18 The role of Lucifer
[4-124; 15-260; 14-230]

It is known from religious tradition that Lucifer was
the best of the Archangels. After his defection he
was thrown out of the Heavenly Kingdom together
with all the other fallen Angels, of which he became
the Leader. He is also known by other names, such
as Satan, Evil One, Beelzebub, Belial, Lord of
Darkness.
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Lucifer remained in Heaven in the Darkness of his
region. But he rules the Earth, as a battlefield. His
power is immense because he knows secrets of the
Father and from these secrets he derives what he
needs for his work.
Lucifer’s authority is on Earth and his work is to drive
humans to sin. For this purpose he uses every
means of temptation.
All theological analyses of Lucifer’s work are
extended and complex, stemming mostly from
apocryphal texts and containing much obscure
symbolism, not all of which are correct. We will
focus on two points here:

Heaven has Angels that
persecute evil spirits. They
are
seldom
sent
to
suppress the leaders of
evil. Their brilliance alone
can destroy many worlds.
Such is the strength that is
required to suppress the
leaders of evil. If Heaven
decides to send these
Angels they will destroy all
of them but the reason of
evil existence is part of the
whole plan that Divinity
aims to achieve.

How Lucifer’s authority started and what the limits of
his authority in influencing humans for Evil are:
a. Lucifer’s authority
Official dogma accepts that Lucifer through
exercising free-will revolted against God because of
his arrogance in wanting to be equal to Him.
In the texts of the “Divine Light” it is clarified that
Lucifer followed the order of the First Cause to
transform to Evil in order to serve the purpose of the
Creation and in order for all opposites to become
manifest.
Through the clash of opposites, the
evolution of the psycho-spiritual entities would be
realized. This took place before the creation of the
Worlds.
After the decision of the First Cause, the Evil One
appeared as a serpent to the souls who lived
carefree in the Heavenly paradise and he promised
them a better world. Thus, most of the souls were
seduced by his deceiving words and the incarnations
to the material world began. The entities that
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followed Lucifer became the daemons of Evil and
formed the Order of Darkness.
In this way, two opposite Orders were created; the
Order of the Good and the Order of the Evil spirits.
The Leaders of these Orders, i.e. Jesus Christ and
Lucifer, are symbolized by the brothers Cain and
Abel in the Old Testament.
Evolution of the psycho-spiritual entity could only be
realised with the creation of opposites. For this
reason, Lucifer undertook a very difficult, painful but
totally necessary mission, within the framework of
the completed Creation of the First Cause.
Those who follow Lucifer and succumb to his
temptations either as psycho-spiritual entities or as
humans are led astray from the duties of their own
mission, which is to avoid the traps of the Evil One.
b. The limitations of Lucifer’s authority
The authority of Lucifer to influence humans towards
Evil is not limitless but it does depend on the spiritual
inclination of humans towards him.
Since the free-will of the spirit is a regulation of the
Divine Laws, the Evil One does not have the right to
use force. Thus, he tries to seduce them with his
own methods.
If Evil spirits attract humans, this means their inner
world has flaws and they should work on them. In
other words, the Evil One with his traps is the
controller of the inner quality of humans. If this
quality is pure and clean, he cannot affect these
humans in any way.
This is the whole essence of the problem with Evil.
The purpose of its existence is to cleanse the inner
world of humans from all the detrimental elements to
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enable their entities to evolve to higher levels.
Whoever succeeds in this can no longer be
influenced by the powers of Evil and gains
immortality within the Spiritual World where Evil does
not exist.
This is the general course of Creation. All psychospiritual entities will eventually become perfect,
ridding themselves from all attractions of the
opposites. Lucifer will then remain alone, without
followers and he will report to the First Cause about
the completion of his mission. After his report, he
will then also join the Heavenly Kingdom. This
process is part of the Heavenly Mysteries.
The Evil Spirit is related to all material problems of
your world. With these material means, it creates
discord, injustices and revenge. In every evil action
and injustice carried out by humans, be convinced
that Evil acts. For the first time the Heavenly
Kingdom is sending its gifts to humans. These are
the luminous learning of the Spiritual World to the
egoists and the unyielding in the Faith and the
existence of the God.

First time: given directly
from the Divine Authority
through
the
Spiritual
Society.

The Evil Spirit is unmerciful, evil-minded and
deceiving. It attracts through the desire of Man to
everything that is attractive and it then abandons him
to his fall, chuckling from pleasure. There are many
humans who make fun of the invisible elements of
Good and Evil while they have already entered the
ranks of Evil. They do not realise that the Evil One is
within them.
Nothing takes place without the knowledge of Good
and Evil. All are subject to the powers of these two
energies. If the force of Good judges your existence
as necessary, you have a specific purpose and Evil
cannot harm you. This I say for you to understand
the shielding powers provided for you by the
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Teachers and Leaders in order to protect you. If,
however, despite your apparent goodness, you are
not who you should be, then we have no obligation
towards your entity because the latter is subject to
the working of iron, between hammer and anvil.
Editor’s summary:
According to your will and your soul strength you
become what you are, Angels or devils. Lucifer is an
invisible energy, whose purpose is to devastate you
through your weakness towards the attraction of
your material enjoyments, so that through pain,
ordeal and disappointment, you are forced
sometimes to change sides, not only for your own
salvation but also for the salvation of your fellow
man.

1.19 The Fickle and Earth Bound Spirits
[15-265; 10-127; 10-79]

There is one primary category of Evil sprits which
remains outside the Heavenly Kingdom called
Daemons of Evil and they are:
• The fallen Angels who followed Lucifer from
the beginning
and
• Humans who have committed great sins and
after their judgement, did not accept their
punishment and thus decided to serve
Lucifer.
There are also two secondary categories of Evil
spirits, which also remain outside the Heavenly
Kingdom:
• Fickle spirits
• Earthbound spirits
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Fickle spirits are the psycho-spiritual entities that
did not accept the punishment set by their
conscience after they accounted for their actions in
the Report Centre. This is due to their stubborn
spirit. They are not Evil spirits but they take pleasure
in floating around and causing all kinds of minor
annoyances.
Many of these spirits stay around the Transit
Centre, trying to disturb the ascending or the
descending entities. They often even reach down to
Earth, where they take part in spiritualistic
communications in various centres, saying the most
unimaginable things and causing telekinetic or other
phenomena.

Report
Centre:
chapter 4.

see

Transit
Centre:
chapter 4.

see

They can enter into the spirit of humans who have
very weak characters and influence their words and
their actions towards misbehaviour.
Some
temporary amnesia of names and objects is even
attributed to the action of these spirits.
Since they know the phenomenon of apport, they
sometimes present little stones or other objects out
of nowhere before the eyes of astonished humans.

apport:
production
objects in séances

of

In general, the fickle spirits take pleasure in such
small annoyances because they do not care for
anything else. If, however, they are persuaded to
become accomplices of Evil spirits, they themselves
can become Evil.
Humans who are weak entities and who do not have
a stable character are at the disposal of fickle spirits.
The fickle spirits enter into the entity of these
humans and then the thoughts of the latter are
divided. Mr Man1, for example, decides to help Mr
Man2. He gives his promise but his behaviour, then,
becomes hostile towards Mr Man2 and then Mr
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Man2 does not understand what Mr Man1 is doing.
When two fickle spirits enter into the entity of a
person and they cause this person to do two
different things, both of which are prohibited, then
this person becomes confused and sometimes may
even go mad. There are plenty of such examples in
life.
There are others who seem to many humans to be
good, but they are not. At the end of their lives they
drop their mask and show their irresolute and wicked
spirit. They will be punished in Heaven. They will
deny that they were in the wrong and they will be
released as free and irresponsible spirits or even as
wandering ones.
Divinity does not impose
punishment on them as happens on your Earth.
They wander of their own accord. They mock their
brothers on Earth and deceive them, and often
delight in leading others, beside themselves, astray.
Earthbound spirits are the psycho-spiritual entities
that remain at the material level after their physical
death. They are not able to ascend to the Spiritual
World due to reasons of their material nature, such
as their great material fortune, the attraction of
earthly enjoyments or sorrow and other issues.
There are many spirits like this in the world. Their
biggest enjoyment is to float around as ghosts in the
places where they have lived as persons, taking their
earthly form.
They can also cause similar
phenomena to those of the fickle spirits but their
powers are, in general, lesser.
The fickle and earthbound spirits may cause various
phenomena in order to scare humans but they are in
no position to harm them.
These spirits eventually become bored with their
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condition and they get “fished” by the Heavenly
Leaders, at which point they return to the normal
path of their evolution after having served their
sentence. Since nobody forces them to change their
path, they can remain in this condition for an
indeterminate period.
The Divinity allows fickle and earthbound spirits to
become despondent. It does not send them to
Earth, and when they are humiliated they
themselves will ask for the compassion of the Lord to
enter into Erevos, the Yoke of Heavenly Instruction.

fished: Gathering psychospiritual entities

Erevos: deep darkness

Who knows when they will come out of the
Darkness, endowed with greater power, to be placed
among those who will be incarnated in order to atone
for their old burdens.

1.20 The Winds of the Lord
[1-156; 15-267; 10-303]

They are called “the Winds of The Lord” because He
has withdrawn His goodwill and has deliberately left
the Evil One free to subjugate the souls and take
them to where it is written that they should go. The
Winds of the Lord are the natural disasters that take
place on a wide scale, and leave many human
victims. When such a disaster happens, humans
usually call it the “Wrath of God”. God, however,
never gets upset or vengeful. This expression has a
deeper meaning. When Evil extends to a large part
of the world, then it can only be wiped out with a
great disaster, which cleans the whole infected area.
We call “Winds of the Lord” the powers of Evil which
is in a hurry to carry out his usual work of destroying
everyone who has fallen into his clutches. These
Winds nest within the spirit of all who he attracts. He
totally distances them from the correct path. These
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Winds have no pity and ignore everything tempting
offered by the person found guilty by the Lord. The
work of the Winds and that of the Teachers and
Leaders is different.
The difference in quality between the various entities
can easily be recognised by the Spiritual World that
enables it to differentiate infallibly between reward
and punishment. By necessity all the contradictions
stem from Heaven and therefore Man as a free entity
is forged according to his chosen attraction. It is
impossible to avoid all the Wind’s attractions. This is
human, but it is possible to distance Man from
attractions that harm his fellow men.
When the sins of humans exceed the limit, then the
Lord removes His protection from these humans and
the powers of the Evil One find the opportunity to act
with menace. These powers are expressed as
natural disasters but they are driven by the invisible
powers of the Evil spirits, which show no mercy to
anyone. When they undertake their task, they do not
stop until the disaster is complete.
Through the Winds, the Evil One exterminates those
who have fallen into his clutches. The Lord has
allowed for this intervention for the salvation of many
and for the exemplary punishment of sinners. When
such a disaster takes place, it is logical that some
innocent humans are also affected because not
everybody can be protected. These humans will
return to Earth with more favourable conditions. The
culprits, however, will remain in the Darkness until
they are sorry for their actions and then they will
return to Earth in very miserable conditions, as
cowards and incapable of doing harm.
Their
subconscious will enclose the horrible pictures of
their heavenly punishment.
In

our

times,

many

criminal
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accumulated on Earth. These Evil elements are
organised in such an efficient way that no other
earthly force can overthrow them. Thus, the most
probable action will be for the Winds of the Lord to
wipe them out.
God does not punish in order to punish the evil deed,
as is the case on Earth. He punishes in order to
elevate the soul. Entities punish themselves. When
the punishment is total, His protection of the whole,
functioning within His Laws, slackens and ceases,
and the Evil One thus has the opportunity to set
loose His Winds.
The Winds of God are divided into many categories.
They may be strong, medium and light. The orders
are received from the (Evil) Seat of Government and
are carried out immediately. In one moment they
can destroy thousands of square kilometres.
Many believers say “When God is angry, flee far
away from the place of His anger”. I repeat, it is not
the Lord who lets loose His Winds, but the (Evil)
Seat of Government, according to the scale of Man’s
wrong doing.
The aim is not to free the Winds, because nobody
can stop them. Everything is pointless when the
hissing of the Winds announces destruction. There
is no pity, so you can understand that the Winds are
dreadful weapons of Evil. Regret is converted to a
cry in the desert. It is good for the Winds not to
appear because once they arrive they do not retreat
until they have completed their task.
Do not tempt the Winds of the Lord because they
have no concept of destruction until everything is
levelled and useless. May God protect you from the
Winds; your wailing will be anguish and your sorrow
lamentation. The Winds of the Lord belong to Evil
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who is looking for an opportunity to bear down on his
victims. There is no more horrifying weapon than
these Winds. All types of catastrophes are included
in them.
Do not wish them even on your enemies. There is
no destructive power that can be compared with the
Winds. When the Winds are sent nobody can resist
them. Just think what is going to happen if all the
Winds descend on a specific part of Earth. The
Laws of the Lord are very sensitive and operate
automatically.

1.21 Communication between spirits
[15-268; 10-254; 2-67]

There is no physical matter and no human bodies in
Heaven and therefore there are no physical sensory
organs such as ears, tongues etc to use for
communication. In Heaven there are far more
superior psychic sensory organs such as the third
eye, also called the eye of the soul, which enables
efficient communication between the psycho-spiritual
entities.
The third eye is closed on Earth but there are certain
humans who are able to open their third eye while
there. Once the third eye is opened whilst on Earth,
visions and other gifts are available. The degree of
communication depends on the abilities of the
human. Visions through the third eye are clearer
than through the physical eyes.

The third eye (also known
as the inner eye) is a
mystical concept referring
in part to the brow chakra in
certain
Eastern
and
Western spiritual traditions.
It is also spoken of as the
gate that leads within to
inner realms and spaces of
higher consciousness.

Visions are immaterial images that impress on the
soul and can convey an innumerable amount of
concepts and ideas. Each psycho-spiritual entity
has its own formation of rays (psychic identity) that
constitutes its personality and defines its quality,
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spiritual entities can see each other’s rays.
“Verbal” communication does not take place. All
communications are carried out through rays of light.
Through their perception, spiritual entities are able to
know the feelings and thoughts of other Heavenly
entities as well as those of entities still on Earth. If
human feelings are good towards a recalled entity,
the psycho-spiritual entity is strengthened.
If
however, human feelings towards a psycho-spiritual
entity are of hatred then the spirit becomes sad and
feels the burden of its sins, in which case it becomes
stagnant. Happy and good memories are the best
gift a person can give to a recalled entity. Burdened
souls need to be forgiven especially by those who
they have harmed. The best gift you can give to
your enemy is forgiveness. This action assists both
your soul as well as the sinner’s.
Entities who have been recalled often want to
communicate with their dear ones on Earth. If this is
achieved then the souls feel a great satisfaction and
relief. But you need to be very careful when you
participate in such communications, as Evil spirits
will try to deceive you.
The spiritual world is most beautiful for those who
have a worthy position in Heaven due to their good
deeds on Earth. The others who cannot see (third
eye closed) this beauty suffer. In many spiritual
communications there are psycho-spiritual entities
that plead for their salvation. In general, psychospiritual entities that have gained a good position in
Heaven through their evolution, are bright and
serene and occupy themselves by training in order to
evolve further. These spirits feel that their main duty
is prayers and hymns to the First Cause. On the
other hand, punished souls knowingly accept their
punishment to help atone for their actions and to
enable them to find the path of heavenly evolution.
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1.22 The work of the Saints
[15-257; 4-75]

All Saints are not of the same category because
Man has crowned them Saints without the
permission of Heaven. The Saints hold positions
away from the Governing Principle. Their position is
analogous to their quality. They perform miracles
when Anarhon sends them to Earth for a special
purpose. Their role is to intervene on behalf of the
Lord. Many of them were sacrificed for their Faith
without saving their brethren from the Evil. One nonSaint, who saved thousands of his brethren, has the
right to be above the Saints. These are the Leaders
of the Spiritual World. Man can give titles to mortals
but not to the deceased, as well, since he is not a
fair judge. Man has no right to intervene in the
affairs of Heaven since he has no idea of his own
actions on Earth.

In Christianity, the Saints
play an important role
because most liturgies are
dedicated to them and
many of the
Faithful
address them in their
prayers. This is because
men consider the saints to
be closer to their daily-life
problems
because
the
saints have been common
people who lived their lives
on Earth.

Often the titles that we assign to each Saint are not
correct. The Saint receives confirmation of the true
title of Saint in Heaven from the Lord. The Saints
have a different purpose to the Leaders and
Teachers of the Spiritual World. The Saints’ Faith in
God elevates them as long as it is preceded by Love
towards their neighbour. Faith is power and often a
Saint, through Faith, sacrifices himself in order to
strengthen the Faith of the Faithful.
Because
through Faith the Saints ascended into Heaven, they
are transferred to another sector with those who
sacrificed themselves in order to forge their Faith in
the Lord. Saints communicate directly with Man to
renew their infinite Faith. For this reason they
appear in visions to repel evil or to forewarn Man to
enable him to avoid an action that may bring his
brethren into a state of despair. The Faithful place
great importance in the Saints’ appearances. They
are an immediate communication link with the
Divine. The Divine gives orders and the Saints carry
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them out without question.
The powerful psycho-spiritual entities of illustrious
men and their Faith in God have raised them into
Administrative Offices in Heaven.
The Saints’
special role in Heaven is secondary. Their primary
role is on Earth in spite of the perception of fanatical
and stubborn spirits there. Many of the Saints have
additional obligations to Governing Religious
Principle; that is, they pre-existed as powerful spirits
and they kept the name of their pre-existence. They
hold the highest positions and they come directly
under the Lord. Therefore, the purpose of the Saints
is to transmit Divine messages to Earth to repel all
that is evil. These messages are often not very clear
because the truth is not conveyed directly but
indirectly. The truth terrifies many people so the
Lord has resolved that it should be communicated
obscurely. The naked truth is communicated directly
to the Leaders of the Spiritual World in Heaven in a
special way created by the Lord.
The service provided by the Saints is analogous to
their grade. Some praise Anarhon and their hymns
are transformed into powers of Faith, Love and
Piety. Anarhon sends these powers to men through
His Love. Other Saints apply themselves to the
learning of religious Mysteries and the subdivisions
that exert influence on Man. Other Saints have other
duties.
Female Saints are in the service of the Mother of the
Lord. They do not possess the same strength as
some male Saints or as The Mother of the Lord. The
Lord through His Mother gives strength to each
female Saint. As stated before, Mary is the first to
receive counsel from the Lord.
Do not think that every human declared a Saint by
Man is entirely pure, Faithful, to the highest degree
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pious and merciful. As human he has small failures
that he eliminates in Heaven with the assistance of
Spirits of the highest significance and strength.
The reason Man is unable to appreciate that the
established commandments from Heaven contain
erroneous words is because the receivers did not
fully understand them. The same does not happen
in the Spiritual World. The Saints do not hold
positions in the Governing sector but in the
Religious Principle of Heaven. Their duties there
are varied and depend on the level of their evolution,
according to the power of their psychic strength.

Religious Principle of
Heaven is headed
by Holy John Chrysostom.

The statements above hold for those who have been
rightly sanctified on Earth. There are also those who
have been unjustly sanctified by religious circles for
self interest purposes, whose life was lived in a way
totally opposite to humanitarian principles. These
entities do not hold high positions and they may
even be punished. On the other hand, there have
been those who were real Saints but who have
remained in obscurity. There were also those who
did not know the truth about the Impersonal and
Unknown Deity but they felt His power and they lived
their lives following the principles of Love and Ethics.
These humans were not sanctified because they did
not live in Christian countries. Despite this fact
though, these wonderful entities are rewarded by the
Lord and assume high positions in the Heavenly
Kingdom.
Humans usually address their favourite Saint in their
moments of difficulty. It is not certain, however, that
this Saint will be able to help them. For this reason,
it is preferable that prayers are directed towards the
Lord only or towards the Mother of the Lord. From
there, proper direction will be given to the
appropriated spiritual entities for the provision of the
permitted help. No Saint or other entity has the right
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to act in favour of humans without having the
approval of the Lord first.
Only God is the real Saint and then the Holy Trinity.
Thus, this title should not be given to humans.
Instead, the title “Martyr” or “Blessed” should be
used.
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2. Body, Spirit and Soul
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2.1 Body-Soul-Spirit
[1-75]

The human entity consists of three parts:
1. The body (flesh which is perishable)
2. The soul, and
3. The spirit
(soul and spirit are non-material properties,
indestructible and interlinked)

The soul resides in the whole body and cannot be
analysed as it is an infinitesimal part of God (God’s
Breath). The soul is the motive force of the Divine
Authority (God). When we say that a human has
something Divine inside him, we mean the soul.
The existence and length of our earthly life
depends on the length of time that our soul
remains in our body. Depending on our good or
evil actions that have been selected by our spirit,
our entity will either ascend to or fall from one
heavenly level to another.

The soul has no physical
substance.

The spirit has no physical
substance, is independent,
and has free-will; it can be
externally influenced.
The Bible never confuses
the spirit and the soul as
being one and the same
(two different words and
two different meanings).

Soul – God’s breath:
Similarly, electrical power
(current) flows in all parts of
an electronic circuit for it to
function.

Our spirit as a guide with free-will can hinder the
development of the soul’s abilities. On the other
hand, if the soul has strength, it in turn can
influence the spirit, which then acquires Divine
Enlightenment. This assists in the elevation of the
psycho-spiritual entity.
The whole purpose of the Spiritual World’s
teaching is to enlighten the psycho-spiritual
entity and elevate it. The actual carrying out of
good deeds, determined by the will of the spirit,
leads the entity to the correct path of Justice and
Love towards our neighbours, thus increasing our
soul’s strength. But when the soul is weak (weak
soul strength) and is unable to oppose the spirit’s
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strong imposition (pressure), then the psychospiritual entity follows the evil path and the spirit,
as stronger, enslaves the soul and lures it into
unscrupulous actions. This way the spirit burdens
the soul with the unbearable load of sin.
The spirit generates good and evil thoughts. The
good thoughts are usually the least enacted upon
and the evil ones are carried out in full most of the
time. A good thought is one that is wholly
beneficial when applied; an evil thought is one that
is wholly or partially detrimental when applied.
Evil thought equates to Evil entity. Evil entity
equates to Evil spirit. Therefore, the Evil spirit that
has the Evil thought will receive a just punishment
from Divinity. When the thought is Evil it equates
to half doing Evil. The Lord says, “Don’t even
think of it…”. To think of good deeds does not
mean that you are going to carry them out, but
when you think of Evil deeds it is much more likely
that you will carry them out because the material
world facilitates a tendency towards Evil.

Final actions depend on the
soul’s strength.

The bond of the soul and the spirit is inseparable.
The collaboration of the two, within the framework
of what is good and virtuous, is fundamental for
the elevation of the entity’s soul and spirit
individually until their eventual total integration,
when the soul and the spirit become one. That is
a perfect union of Love and Faith in God.

2.2. Who is Man?
[10-13; 10-52]

Man is a molecule of the universe. He is a
material entity inseparably connected with a soul
and a spirit. That is, the entity is two thirds
heavenly and one third earthly. As you notice, the
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heavenly is greater and therefore Man has a
specific destiny on Earth to ascend, more
accomplished, to Heaven. Why does the one-third
of the entity that is earthly prevail over the twothirds that are spiritual? It is because the soul and
matter balance equally and the spirit gives weight
to one or the other side. If the spirit has pure
enlightenments then it will lean towards the soul, if
not, it will lean towards the body. If it is ambivalent
it will lean first one way and then the other. It is
possible when it leans towards the body that it will
sin. The spirit’s hesitations exist when the soul
does not have strength to overpower the spirit.
Why does the soul strength vary from one entity to
another? This point is one of the Heavenly
Mysteries that Man cannot interpret. Not because
he is lacking the means but because he is walking
in a dark arcade without light. If enlightened by
Pure Light he would be able to translate many
issues that he is unable to do now.
The Lord has not wronged the souls by giving
strong soul strength to some and weak soul
strength to others. When God created Man He
gave the same soul strength to all. But why does
soul strength vary from one entity to another? It is
because soul strength is a talent.
Whoever
cultivates it succeeds. Whoever thinks that it is
unnecessary to cultivate his talent will remain
weak.
You may ask, “why did not all the souls cultivate
their talent”? It was because they did not know
that they would incarnate on Earth. This was not
known to them. In Heaven they rejoiced in their
freedom with or without cultivating their soul
strength. When they incarnated a few had soul
strength, the other souls were subdued by their
spirit. The spirit, free from Divinity, did not have
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logic or judgment. By toil, fatigue and pain the
human entity developed logic and judgment
through the millennia. But Man could not say that
he possessed knowledge.
Knowledge is
something undetermined when we do not know
how to benefit appropriately from it.
Man is therefore a psycho-spiritual entity that
incarnates/reincarnates in order to cultivate its soul
and spirit. There are many entities with strong
soul strength that have never incarnated nor will
they incarnate. They are the Archangels of the
Lord, God Father of All and Creator.
Therefore in summary, Man is a psycho-spiritual
entity of Heaven ready to depart for Earth (Station
Alpha) where he incarnates as a new entity
bringing within his garment (body) the seed of
virtue and Evil. Virtue resides within the soul
whereas Evil is transplanted into the physical
body. The referee is the spirit.
Remember that the spirit is regenerated from
previous existences and remembers nothing; there
are some exceptions where some previous
incarnations are remembered.
When the spirit is free the psycho-spiritual entity
surrenders the body to Evil unless the soul
convinces the spirit in time to lean towards virtue.
When the body and spirit cooperate then the soul
remains weak compared to the other two. The
spirit and body (matter) impose on the soul and
become rulers of the entity and induce the entity
towards materialistic temptations.
Man
has
incarnated
with
a
miniscule
understanding of Divine energy, that is, the soul,
which is capable of setting an immense spiritual
fire. By spirit it does not mean human spirit but
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God’s knowledge because the Holy Spirit
transmits knowledge to humanity. For this reason
God gave the Authority over the Spirit to the Holy
Spirit as a part of the Holy Trinity.
The Holy Spirit transmits God’s knowledge. It also
transmitted God’s wishes to the Son when He was
on Earth as the Saviour of the World. The Holy
Spirit gathers Man’s supplications and transmits
them in essence to God. The Holy Spirit is the
Giver of Light and Knowledge from Heaven to
Earth and vice versa.
Man can be considered as a small god, if he
follows the Heavenly path.
Otherwise he is
divided into two antagonistic parts and does not
know what he is doing. He is deprived of the
complete knowledge of Good and he is transferred
many times to the side of the Evil Spirit. All this
can occur because Man has a spirit with free-will.
He is free to judge, decide and select. The Father
of All places no barrier to free choice (will).

small god because Man
has inside him God’s breath
(soul).

On Earth Man comes as a fugitive of hard labour
to fulfill a divine mission in order to mitigate the
weight of his conscience by God’s Love towards
him. When Man enters the straight path following
the Heavenly teachings as an enlightening guide
he then ascends as a worthy psycho-spiritual
entity. The more internal cultivation, the brighter
the enlightenment towards his fellow man. From
being insignificant it is possible, within eternity, for
him to reach Divinity and to become a member of
the Heavenly Brothers and Teachers.
Let Man know that from matter he becomes ether.
That is a spark, a Divine knowledge, the Lord’s
helping hand and a ruler in the Heavenly Kingdom.
Assistance can be obtained from the Leaders and
Teachers. It is sufficient that He wills it.
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2.3 The word Man
[1-86]

The word “man” is masculine and refers only to a
male. According to biblical tradition, God created
the man Adam. Eve was not included in the
meaning of “man” because she was created later.
The first man was harmless.
From the
appearance of Eve Man has deviated from correct
thought and because of his companion he has
transgressed and has been punished for the
disobedience of the “original sin”.
Etymologically the word “man” means man with
correct thought, that is, free from evil desire that is
converted to evil action i.e. in the correctness of
thought.
In the past correctly, woman was not considered
as man because she is not man. Today, in the
scriptures, the meaning of “man” includes both
sexes.

2.4 Soul and Spirit
[3-189; 3-39; 1-78; 3-78]

The soul is an infinitesimal part of God’s Breath.
It is the motive power, invigorating and
reinvigorating everything. It cannot be analysed.
Therefore, Man has within him the power of
Divinity. This power does not influence Man’s
decisions.
The spirit is a fine essence of the universe that
itself decides the destiny of the human entity. It
cannot be analysed in the decaying world (Earth)
but only in the indestructible one (spiritual world).
The actions of the human entity depend on the
decisions of the spirit. That is to say, the spirit is
responsible for them.
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translators and sometimes
not only interchanged but
both are given the same
name: soul i.e. psyche.
So nowadays we have
psychiatrists,
that
is,
physicians of the soul! How
is that possible?
The Greek word iatros is
translated as a physician or
a doctor.





The spirit can be considered as an invisible light
substance, powered and operating by the
insufflation of the soul. If the spirit did not exist as
the insufflation of the soul, then the spirit could not
exist and it would be a useless concept of finite
energy.
The spirit consists of two parts:

i.e.
Psyche = soul
Pnevma = spirit
Iatros = physician

The Egyptian, Taoist and
Kabbalistic concept is that
the soul is a composite that
separates into its different
components at death; each
part going a separate way.

(i) the comprehension of everything
(ii) free-will.
The spirit by itself is undisciplined and for this
reason the entity suffers from the evils of matter.
When comprehension equates with good
judgement then free-will is restrained and soul
strength operates freely on the spirit and the (soulspirit) entity ascends more easily. On the contrary
when comprehension does not equate with good
judgement then free-will restrains the soul and the
(soul-spirit) entity is led to darkness. That is not to
the soul’s advantage.
The spirit operates independently with free-will. It
is the spirit and not the soul that binds the human
entity. Soul and spirit constitute a single complete
entity that is called “psycho-spiritual” entity. The
stronger the strength of the soul the more
positively it can influence the spirit, which
becomes enlightened. However, there are two
sources of enlightenment for the spirit: the pure
that emanates from the soul and the sinister,
which emanates from external temptations.
Therefore, Man has inside him two opposite
forces, the Divine (soul) and the not divine (spirit).
The balance of these two forces forms the
judicious man. The imbalance at the expense of
the soul impedes the ascendancy of the whole
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If you reach the wrong
destination it is the fault of
the driver (spirit) and not of
the engine (soul)!

The soul provides only the
motive power.

The psycho-spiritual entity
floats in the universe unless
bound to a body.





soul-spirit (psycho-spiritual) entity.
Under no
circumstances is the spirit (non-Divine) allowed to
suppress the soul (Divine). By the soul acquiring
strength and the spirit enlightenment, the psychospiritual entity balances the dual powers (Good
and Evil) and ascends higher.
Why is one soul weaker than another in strength?
An old lawmaker divided the fortunes and
distributed them to the citizens in equal parts. The
result was that some lost their inheritance and
others multiplied it.

To re-emphasise:
soul = Divine Breath =
motive power;
Soul strength can also be
called conscience.
Best way to go forward in
life is by taking the advice of
your conscience.

How does this happen with the soul?
The answer is that many were lured by the
promises of the Devil, deviated from the “equal
balance” and dragged others along with them with
tempting images. This is the role that an image
plays in the imagination of the spirit. Therefore,
the spirit has not listened to the Lord’s directive:
“Don’t try because you will bitterly repent”. Almost
all have fallen into the same sin and in order for
the souls to regain their soul strength they were
sent to Earth to incarnate.
The soul’s incarnation or reincarnation on Earth is
because of the imperfections of the psychospiritual entity. Through the centuries, by repeated
witness, labour, toil and adversities, a higher group
of souls prevailed and, in time, reached Ruling
Authority level and became Teachers and
Leaders. However, it was necessary to enlighten
Earth and to stamp out idolatry, and to open the
inner eye of Man. Some of the entities that were
neither expelled from Heaven nor dared descend
to Earth as the success of their missions were
uncertain, initially managed the Heavenly
Kingdom.
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as the inner eye) is a
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part to the brow chakra in
certain
Eastern
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Western spiritual traditions.
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It is time for humanity to see, not with their physical
eyes, but with their inner eye that is based in the
soul, which as a mirror receives images from the
spinal fluid.
Be aware what information is
communicated to the inner eye, which is the third
invisible mechanism of the soul.
All living beings have a spirit but it only develops in
humans. In animals the spirit remains static. God
gave Man total freedom of thought in order to
judge and then differentiate between good and
Evil. Through the spirit we ascend and through
the spirit we fall from the Heavenly Kingdom.
The soul dwells in the body. Some men place the
soul in the heart and others place it in the brain.
This idea is wrong. The soul is not an organ of the
body. The soul is God’s Breath. It gives motion
and energy. It permeates throughout the whole
body.

Our scientists believe that
we know less than 10% of
all the possible knowledge
about the brain.

The spirit is located in the brain. It is the controller
of all intellectual operations. That is, the spirit
controls the entity and its actions. Therefore the
part that relates more to the body is the spirit.
Assume that a person is beheaded then the spirit
stops functioning and since it is interlinked with the
soul, it departs immediately, dragging the soul with
it. If a bullet pierces someone’s heart, then the
blood will not circulate for the normal operation of
the brain and therefore we come to the same point
of the spirit’s current earthly death.
For this
reason when the spirit stops operating it drags with
it the soul, which departs last. The spirit gives
the departure sign to the soul. When the body
is dead, even though their properties differ, the
soul and the spirit depart from the material world
as a single force. Soul and Spirit form the
unique individuality of the psycho-spiritual
entity.
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Editor’s summary:
1. Both soul and spirit are ethereal immortal
entities.
2. The soul and spirit are two inseparable distinct
parts of the same entity called the psychospiritual entity.
3. All souls are “powered” by the breath of God
and cannot be analysed.
4. The soul provides all the necessary energy for
the motion, development, thought, protection
etc for its human entity. It never acts in a
wrong way; it is also the entity’s conscience.
5. Each human soul contains an inner chamber
where the secrets of Deity and information
about previous existences reside.
6. The soul as a pure motive power permeates
throughout the whole human body; it does not
participate in decision-making.
7. The spirit is the element by which a human
perceives, wills, thinks, judges and decides. It
has free-will.
8. The spirit gives the orders for various actions,
whereas the soul provides the motive power
(energy).
9. The spirit is located in the brain. It is the
controller of all intellectual operations.
10. The spirit, being imperfect in its essence, does
not always act correctly.

2.5 Symbolism of candles
[3-248]

The candle reminds us that the human entity’s
body is consumed like wax. The flame of the
candle symbolises the soul, which has the same
shape as the flame. The wick inside the flame
symbolises the hidden section of the subconscious
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while the candle is burning.





that conceals from human knowledge its origin and
the after death destination.
The candle depicts the body and soul; that is,
when lit, it means, I sacrifice matter on behalf of
the soul. The spirit in this action is the spirit of the
person who lit the candle for a specific reason. As
the candle (wax) is consumed the flame remains
unvarying. In Heaven, the flame means the
cleansing of the dead person’s soul to some extent
and thus it reinforces the soul’s strength.
The soul is an invisible flame to the eyes of wicked
humans. Sometimes this flame is visible to the
Lord’s selected few, who are unaware of what is
happening and construe the flame as a mirage.
When you light a candle to the Lord or to His
Mother then the candle symbolises the human
deterioration that prays for its spirit through its
soul.

wax = body
flame = soul
wick = subconscious

When we light a candle for
the deceased we help them
ascend.

This is the meaning that real candles have. The
use of electrical ones has no effect. Of course the
electrical candles give liveliness inside a place of
worship but liveliness bears no relation to the soul.

2.6 Matter and spirit, the opposing forces
[3-10]

We all know that matter resonates greatly with our
senses whereas spiritual strength is more
attracted to the spirit. Therefore, the two opposing
forces on Earth are matter and spirit. The soul
sustains the spirit and matter sustains the flesh.
These opposing forces entangle, for one to
overpower the other. If the spirit has Faith and
Love it will win, otherwise it will remain stagnant.
Matter destroys flesh, and we say that flesh is
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mortal and the spirit immortal. The spirit floats in
specific areas within the infinite dimensions of the
universe when it is not bound within the human
body.
If the spirit has Faith and Love, it is allocated a
special place by the Lord, and it automatically
increases its knowledge and has an understanding
that others do not.

2.7 Soul strength
[1-75] [22-159]

Lord Pharah defines soul strength as “the soul’s
dynamic endurance that imposes”.

Soul strength is also called
psychic strength [from the
Greek word psyche which
means soul].

When Man does not possess soul strength he is
not able to know where he is going and what he is
doing. The human entity’s rudder is the soul, but if
a strong and expert captain does not control the
helm then it sails off course. When the spirit is
stronger then, with no restrictions, Man goes to
uncertainty and many times this uncertainty
becomes the final moment of his life.
Guided by his soul strength Man many times
exceeds his soul strength to his own advantage
but to the disadvantage of others. Kindness and
decency are the fruits of soul strength but they
must not exceed the measure. Excess generates
Love without limits above the measure that
destroys the people we love.

measure
means
a
predefined or acceptable
limit.
Examples
of
exceeding the limit being
controlling, overprotective,
domineering.

The good man who exceeds the measure of
goodness gains his place in Heaven but leaves
behind him his children unworthy of his love. His
kindness becomes a burden on his children and
he does not increase his position in Heaven. His
soul suffers from all that he sees and he cannot
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bear to see the steps taken by his own creation.
Therefore, a balance between soul and spirit is
what is required. If soul strength is directed
towards the directions given by Heaven, then you
are distinguished from your fellow men and you
move into other spheres, productive in knowledge
and enlightening towards your fellow man.
Nowadays, very few have soul strength. The spirit
dominates because of our increasing affinity to
physical matter. Therefore, a man with weak soul
strength cannot understand the existence of the
Heavenly Kingdom and the connection between
Heaven and Earth.
Only when they find
themselves in danger, from fear, do these people
recognise for an instant that there is something
that stimulates them and removes the danger.
Once the danger passes they forget everything
and return to their previous state, discussing and
analysing things that they do not understand. Why
does this happen? Precisely because they do not
have soul strength.
The best of all is not to deviate from the measure
so you can be calm in Heaven and so that the rest
of your family can be happy. This is not easy to
understand.
Editor’s summary:
In the material world it is the spirit which rules and
decides the life-course of the human entity. If the
spirit does not act correctly, the soul attempts to
change the spirit’s direction and guide it without
forcing it or interfering. When the spirit chooses to
act incorrectly it applies pressure on the soul,
which then is restrained due to its lack of soulstrength. Therefore building up soul-strength on
Earth is of paramount importance to overcome the
spirit.
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2.8 The psychoanalysis (soul-analysis) of
the spirit
[4-178]

The spirit cannot analyse the soul but the soul
through its strength can analyse the spirit. When
this happens the soul has a direct influence on the
spirit. When Man receives enlightenment from
above and adapts himself to it then he acquires
soul strength which controls the spirit after having
first analysed it. The perverseness of the spirit is
neutralised because the soul has penetrated and
conquered the spirit in such a way that the spirit
operates according to the soul’s will. This only
happens to humans because they are the uncut
diamonds that God fashions and when the soul
and the spirit are in cooperation with each other,
this energy is divine illumination to others.
The psychological analysis of the spirit is difficult
to understand.
Suffice to say that the soul
influences the spirit directly and you follow the
predetermined road that the soul shows to the
spirit.
Then you are within the Leaders’
illumination and you receive directly from Heaven
the messages from the Leaders of the Lord or
from other souls whose opinion you want to hear,
for or against your proposed actions and
directions.
By now, you will realise that everything is analysed
through the spirit, that is, the spirit investigates to
find what it is seeking and through an experimental
progress you ascend the ladder of perfection in
what you are seeking. But nobody is going to tell
you during this progress when you are making a
mistake, because on one hand you are building
and on the other you are destroying.
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And you, not knowing that this progress is only
superficial, move towards the unknown which
many times leads you to destruction.
Also
unknown in this case is that Evil cannot be
analysed through knowledge and human intellect.
The soul cannot be analysed by or via the spirit,
however, Man has not hesitated to use his intellect
to try to explore and analyse the soul. It is
pointless for spiritual energy to be used to attempt
to analyse the soul.
The powers of the soul enter into the spirit but the
powers of the spirit are incapable of entering the
soul. The soul does not have maladies; it does not
have relapses or emotions. It is simply the motive
force of the entity; it is the Breath of God for its
sustenance on Earth.
It is possible for the spirit to have emotions by
virtue of the images that it receives. These
emotions affect the heartbeat. The spirit longs for
the images of the past and pressurises the soul in
such a way that the soul is unable to transmit its
energies to the whole human entity. Ailments of
the soul are inventions of those uneducated in
these matters, as in those who do not understand
that the soul is the Breath of God and not a
physical energy.

Some
eastern
dogmas
believe that the psychospiritual
entities
keep
returning to Earth in order to
evolve.
What
really
happens is that when each
psycho-spiritual entity is
cleansed from its sins there
is no need to return to Earth
but to continue its evolution
in Heaven.

From the Brihadaranyaka
Upanishad prayer (ancient
Indian document):
“Lead me from the unreal to
the real.
Lead me from darkness into
light.
Lead me from death to
immortality.”

When the spirit dominates the soul by 90% then
the entity does not merit being called “human”.
However, when the soul dominates the spirit by
90% then the kindness of the human entity is
excessive at the expense of itself. This is not
pleasing to God either, because in this case the
entity neglects itself in favour of others and as its
body is a gift from God to the entity, then it is
obliged to look after itself.
When the domination of the soul and that of the
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spirit are equally balanced, then it can justly retain
the name “human entity”. As a “human entity” on
some occasions, the soul overpowers by small
degrees, and on some other occasions the spirit
overpowers.
Through its willpower and its
illumination the entity checks itself so it is always
within the measure (balanced). This is what the
ancients called “Know Thyself”.
Illuminate your spirit in order to fortify and
strengthen your soul so that you can balance the
Good and Evil inside you and therefore facilitate
your ascendancy towards the Divinity.

2.9 The Spirit is created by God
[3-158]

God is not a Spirit. Only the Holy Spirit has control
of the Spirit. This enables the illumination of Man.
When we talk about Anarhon we do not assign to
Him epithets of unknown content. None of the
Leaders of the Spiritual World can analyse
Anarhon so how can mortals think He is a Spirit?
The Spirit is a creation of Anarhon for the
distinction of entities and measuring of their soul
strength.
We can say that Anarhon is Almighty since
everything depends on Him; Magnanimous
because by His energy we move; full of Love
because from it all the good things are born and
Eternally Benevolent. Spirit He is not. He rules all
the spirits, obedient or not.
The Heavenly spiritual entities have soul and spirit
as has the Lord and the other Teachers & Leaders
of the Spiritual World. That is, we are all linked to
Anarhon through the soul path. He is the fountain
(source) and for this reason the soul cannot be
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analysed, whereas the spirit can be as an ethereal
substance that is linked inseparably with the soul
of every entity.
As humans we are enslaved in our bodies and we
do not perceive more than our intellect can grasp.
If we are able to increase our knowledge, we owe
this to enlightenment from Heaven. Enlightenment
comes from above and ignorance comes from
below.
In the Infinity however, “above” and
“below” do not exist. We use these words only so
we can understand the concepts. When Anarhon
wishes to give a message to an entity then the
connection of enlightenment is carried out through
the Holy Spirit and this enlightenment is called
“Holy Intervention”.

2.10 Birth and Death
[5-32; 2-19; 2-31]

The known meaning of death is the separation of
the psycho-spiritual entity from the physical body
at the end of the earthly life. The psycho-spiritual
entity remains immortal but the body disintegrates.
The return of the psycho-spiritual entity to the
Spiritual World (its “home”) is considered as the
rebirth of the entity in Heaven, whereas, the arrival
of the entity in the physical world is considered as
its death in the Spiritual World since the entity
leaves Heaven to go to Earth.
Birth and death constitute two sides of the same
phenomenon that can be called “change of
status” therefore, when an entity is incarnated it
dies in Heaven and is born on Earth. The cycle of
the incarnations continue until the perfection of the
entity in the physical world from whence it ascends
to higher echelons. The earthly death in reality is
the rebirth of the soul in Heaven since it is
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liberated from the chains of the body.
As we have explained, death is the departing of
the incarnated psycho-spiritual entity from the
body and its return to the Heavenly world. Mortals
choose the way they live; Heaven chooses the
way they die. There are four main categories of
death:
1. Gentle death:
A person dies suddenly
peacefully and in tranquility.

Each one of the death
categories
is
further
subdivided
into
eight
subdivisions; in all there are
thirty-three ways of dying the
thirty
third
being
crucifixion.

2. Death with suffering and pain: A person with
a heavy conscience or heavy sins from
previous incarnations dies this way to enable
him to expiate part of the heavy burden.
3. Slow death:
Sometimes with pain and
sometimes at peace. This slow death slowly
wears down the entity as it is forced to look to
its past, think of its actions and distinguish
between the good and the bad actions without
mentioning anything to other people. It is a
way of repentance and liberation from the
pressure of the burdens.
4. Violent death, in a nervous state, many
times blasphemous and with injury or
abuse: This person has lost the Divine Light
and has had no Faith. These people in reality
did not believe in anything, despite the fact that
they may have shown superficial Faith.
The type of phases and phenomena during death
varies from person to person. They depend on the
life and the quality of the entity. Before the soul
leaves the body, it initially expands, so that part of
it is outside the body and advances towards the
dimension of the Heavenly World. It should be
noted that the spirit leaves the body first and then
is followed by the soul, which is tightly connected
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to the spirit. This is why, many times, people who
are near death lose their senses and mental
contact with their environment but their bodily
functions continue to some degree. Final death
occurs upon the complete departure of the soul,
after which the last cell of the body becomes inert.
As when you feel dizzy when you are sick and you
need to rest to regain your strength, the same
thing happens to the person who has just died.
When he finds himself in Heaven it is impossible
for him to realize that he is in Heaven. First of all
he is helped by recognizing friendly faces and
wonders if he is dreaming or not. To lessen the
sorrow from leaving earthly associations he gets
transported to where it is possible, through his
vision, to see landscapes and other friendly faces
that in reality do not exist, as it is a temporary
image. It depends on the soul strength as to how
quickly these images of the past are erased.

Is it possible in the ethereal
world for earthly objects
such as gardens, flowers,
etc to exist?

Let us assume that a psycho-spiritual entity has
left Earth. Initially it does not realize what has
happened and if it has been suffering physical pain
the suffering ceases and the entity wonders how
this can happen. After a while it hears words as if
they came from a distance. It recognizes friendly
voices but cannot see them. What do you think
first causes anxiety, the image or the word? That
is why they say that in the beginning there was the
Word. The newly arrived soul, using its third eye,
then sees other spirits and its spirit is elated
according to how it felt towards these people whilst
on Earth.
Later on when the psycho-spiritual entity has
permission to visit relatives on Earth without them
being aware, it sometimes tries to participate in the
conversation to give the correct opinion but the
ears of the participants cannot receive the sound
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vibrations and the psycho-spiritual entity becomes
sad. However, it has its Guardian Angel by its
side that calmly deters the entity from participating
in earthly conversations. If the soul becomes
disheartened with the situation, the Guardian
Angel allows the entity to project itself to the
earthly relative or friend in a dream.
This is mentioned for you to realize God’s
providence for His creations.
This does not
happen in more highly developed entities as they
automatically contact friends and relatives. They
realize that all the entities around them are
brothers and they remain calm.
When they
become accustomed to their new surroundings
they follow a pre-determined path (see Chapter 4)
to find the place that is appropriate for them.
Death means Life beyond earthly limits. When the
psycho-spiritual entity is ascending, various spirits,
good and bad, surround it. Both are trying to
attract it in their direction. The entity, not being
able to judge, keeps following the whispers of its
Guardian Angel to move forward until it reaches
the “Reformation Zone”.
There are many differences between one soul and
another and none is similar in the development of
the soul and spiritual projection. Here they are not
judged on the detail but on their overall action.
This is what is being weighed. If one entity has
followed chemistry whilst on Earth for example and
instead of benefiting humanity it did harm, in its
next reincarnation it will not become a chemist. If
an opportunity arises to follow this branch with
zeal; it will not be able to achieve it. The laws that
predict the vocation of the descending entity from
Heaven are very strict.
After death nobody knows if they are going to
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enter the White State and ascend to higher
stations or eventually return to Earth as a new
reincarnated human entity. (See chapter 4)

2.11 Phenomena during death
[15-123; 2-35; 10-157]

In the beginning, the departed entity is in a state
similar to being drugged until it gets used to its
new environment. It can look at its body from
above, without realizing that it has left the earthly
world. Sometimes it speaks to its people and it is
sad when they cannot hear. In the end, with the
help of its Guardian Angel, the entity is
persuaded to follow its spiritual destination.
Even in this situation the entity can sense the
feelings of familiar people. If those people feel
intense sorrow for the human entity’s death, they
hinder it in its ascension because it does not want
to leave them. For this reason, people must
mediate their sorrow through their spiritual
strength and they must support the departed soul
with good thoughts to enable it to rid itself of its
material attractions.

Each Guardian Angel is
responsible for 3-4 human
entities. If one of them dies
before the time chosen by
Heaven then the Guardian
Angel collects the psychospiritual entity and returns it
into its body.
In this
situation the heart starts
beating again and, as a
miracle, the human lives.
We call this reanimation or
resuscitation if it involves
human intervention e.g.
cardiac massage.

Contact with the spiritual entities can take place
days before the death of the person.
The
Guardian Angel also prepares the person for the
step to the new life.
Another phenomenon that takes place is the
appearance of the apparition of the dying person
to other people who live far away and who are not
aware of the event.
If the entity is highly
developed, it can appear during its expansion to
the other people and inform them about the event
or its Guardian Angel can put on the “astral dress”
of the entity and appear whenever there is a
special reason.
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The appearances continue after death either as
apparitions, during the awakened state, or in
dreams and visions. When we see a dead person
in our dreams, it is usually because this dead
person is thinking intensely about us. These
appearances happen with the mediation of the
Guardian Angel, who assumes the shape of the
dead in order for us to recognize the person. This
is why sometimes, the dead people appear not so
intimate but they restrict themselves to the
announcement of a message.
These things concern the departing entity. On the
other side, the gathered spiritual entities have the
opportunity to make their presence known by
simple spiritualistic phenomena, which impress the
people left on Earth and which provide proof of the
existence of the Spiritual World, if people are
ready to accept this transcendental reality.
In parallel with the above situation, many friendly
spirits gather around people who die, in order to
give them courage and welcome them to the new
life. The people are then prepared psychologically
and they understand that they are not completely
lost after death but that they have been transferred
to a new environment where all the dear persons
of their previous life exist.
Death opens the door between the two worlds so
that the psycho-spiritual can come through. It is
easier for lower spirits to manifest their energies
through this opening. Sometimes an object is
moved for no apparent reason or a sound is heard
from inside a wooden piece of furniture. Other
times a curtain is moved as if from a slight breeze
or a perfume can be smelled in the room. All
these phenomena are due to the actions of spirits
who want to attract the attention of people to the
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existence of the invisible world and inform us that
death is not the end.
The expansion of the soul and the presence of
friendly psycho-spiritual entities around the
departing person contribute to a number of neardeath phenomena.
Since the soul is already in contact with the
Spiritual World, a person who is near death can
converse with psycho-spiritual entities invisible to
other people present. Many think that this person
is hallucinating or contemplating things of the past.
Nothing of that sort happens. The person is
simply conversing with friendly psycho-spiritual
entities and, with expanded perception, is able to
see them.
In some cases, when the spirits have permission,
they can announce future events that concern the
family members or friends of the departing person,
so that the person can transmit this information to
them. It so seems then as if the person has
suddenly obtained prophetic qualities but it is just
an expression of it channeling information.

2.12 The physical body after death
[25-279]

Different societies have different preferences as to
how they deal with the physical body after death.
These preferences are related to preserving
customs. Preference for any one of the three
methods does not affect the departing psychospiritual entity. After death, the material entity (the
physical body) has no role to play in the
development or progress of the departed psychospiritual entity so this should not occupy your
thoughts.
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The three methods of disposal of the material body
used by most societies are:
1.
2.
3.

Embalmment.
Burial.
Cremation.

1. Embalming is a vain attempt to perpetuate the
existence of the dead body.
2. Burial is the cultural consequence of a lifeless
body. At times in cases of an epidemic,
disease could be transmitted to healthy
organisms. This has occurred at different
times.
3. Cremation of the body is correct as stressed by
Solon the Lawmaker. Everything is converted
into dust and it remains in mother Earth. The
same way as the dead leaves from the trees rot
on the ground and convert to soil.

Savages thought that by
eating part of the flesh of a
certain
person
they
acquired their personality.
This is not correct and just
to think of the idea does not
make it a certainty. In the
case of cannibals the idea
played an important part
since they thought that they
would acquire their enemies
powers.

John: 6:56
The Lord said, “ Whoever
eats of my flesh and drinks
of my blood he will remain
inside
me”
which
is
symbolic
and
means
whoever
performs
in
imitation has a place in His
heart.
There
is
no
correlation
between
cannibals and the Words of
the Lord.

There is no reason for you to have a preference
based on custom. You are free to decide with logic
what you will do.

2.13 Euthanasia
[20-16]

The meaning of “euthanasia” is that the Lord
recalled the human entity without a reason being
given for its departure from Earth rather than the
commonly accepted meaning. You say, “while he
was eating he died”, or “in the morning he was
found dead”. It happens without the person feeling
anything; his soul ascends to Heaven with the
Lord’s blessing.
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But when a human is suffering physically and his
life is terminated to relieve him from the pain, then
a murder is committed. This is murder with
mitigation.
How many of those suffering have been wrongly
killed? The pain or the situation that a person
finds himself in needs to exist without anybody
speeding up his liberation. The person carrying
out euthanasia to the sufferer is committing
second-degree murder. Does this mean that you
feel more sorry for the suffering person than God
does? And, as God had decided to give this
person life, why do you take it away? Do you know
better than the Creator when to remove life?

Advice: do not participate in
the act of the present day
meaning of euthanasia i.e.
do not kill.

A person unjustly killed or
murdered will return to
Earth to receive a new
body. The unjustly killed
person and the murderer
are judged in different ways
before they reincarnate.

Do not give soul/spirit liberation to anybody
because when you find yourself in the spiritual
world you will be responsible for your actions.

2.14 Suicide
[4- 105]

Suicide is a repulsive act and it is disobedient to
God’s Will, which sends you to Earth to redress
your sins. Instead you scorn the garment (the
body) that He gave you by returning it when you
put an end to your life without completely fulfilling
all your duties. For this reason suicide generally is
considered as a crime against your existence with
responsibilities far greater than those of common
crime.
Humans need to know that suicides can be
classified into two main categories:
1. Suicide caused by spiritual struggle that is a
spontaneous termination of life. In this case
there could be extenuating circumstances
analogous to the severity of the act,
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“Do you not know that you
are the temple of God and
that the Spirit of God dwells
in you?
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are”.
1 Cor 6:19
Do you not know that your
body is the temple of the
Holy Spirit who is in you,
whom you have from God,
and you are not your own.

John 2:21
But He was speaking of the
temple of His body.





2. Premeditated suicide based on cold logic on
how to terminate life. In this case the severity
of the sin is enormous.
Another category, which is not directly classified
under the two categories above, is that of
influencing weak spirits to commit suicide through
the written word. The authors of such material
belong to the ethical instigators of suicides. But
they are not accountable for such action if their
work also describes with logic the avoidance of
such an undertaking. In such case the author
ought to be enlightened to prevent such an Evil act
that he himself has provoked in a person with
suicidal tendencies.

Luke 17:20-21:
“Now when He was asked
by the Pharisees when the
Kingdom of God would
come, He answered and
said: The Kingdom of God
does
not
come
with
observation; nor will they
say, See here! or see there!
For indeed the Kingdom of
God is within you”.

Readers of such books are inclined to seek their
release by committing suicide. Their thought is so
influenced that it works with abnormal speed and
at some stage, not finding a solution, they commit
suicide. Because of their spiritual weakness they
are unable to grasp the correct judgment and they
stray. Their punishment is to remain at the Transit
Centre for a period depending on their soul
strength, as free souls to further acquire soul
strength without receiving instructions.
But
because the souls of the said suicide people
belong to the knowledge of the First Mysteries,
they automatically acquire free enlightenment and
participate in various experiments of psychic
research conducted on Earth. They say that they
feel and perceive, without being knowledgeable of
the established Principle of the Heavenly Kingdom
of the souls. They are in Heaven but not in the
Heavenly (White) State.
If these souls give
evidence of a worthy attitude and are reasonable
in their activities then they will return to Earth in a
new incarnation.
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The two suicide categories mentioned are graded
and have subdivisions. We have examined in
general terms the light and serious cases of
punishment for suicides, in order to have some
vague idea of the type and punishment for these
categories.
The Lord is not well disposed towards such
removal of life from human entities. He considers
it as the worst ordeal in the Invisible World. Many
murderers, for reasons you don’t know, can be
found in special training centers of Heaven and
are taught about the motives that incited their
crime. Ethical (moral) instigators of the murder are
severely punished because they are more
responsible for inciting their brethren to crime.
Humans who commit suicide are considered as
double criminals. Firstly because they commit a
repulsive act against themselves and secondly
they show to the Primal Cause (God) that they are
disobedient to His commands. They knew this
whilst in Heaven as psycho-spiritual entities before
incarnation.
Suicide is self-deception.

Moral instigators are
severely
punished
accordingly.

.

Self-deception – because
you think ending your life is
the end of you.

2.15 Wandering phantoms
[4-235]

The word phantom is assigned to a psychospiritual entity that appears in your imagination.
But how does this happen when you do not have
such an image in your thoughts and you see in
front of you a person, who you may or may not
know, who talks or moves around the room not
knowing where he came from?
In some countries, the prevailing opinion is that
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phantoms are souls that come from beyond to
provide proof of their immortality. The naïve
believe this. Scientists attribute their appearance
to hallucinations by the person who sees the
phantom. Some of our brothers sneer at these
claims and say that they arise from excessive fear
and solitude.

The first literary poem that
alludes
to
human
fascination with immortality
is the Epic of Gilgamesh
nd
century
dated about 22
BC.

Unfortunately we are all deceived since we have
never seriously considered what phantoms may be
and what their purpose is.
The majority of souls departing from Earth to
Heaven do not enter directly into the Lord’s
Kingdom, as explained elsewhere. These souls
float around in the ether, some are unruly and
others wait an unspecified time to go to the
destination assigned to them. Such souls are
feeble but have freedom of movement, creating
impressions on those who concern themselves
with them. Often they enter the optical nerve and
give images to a human without those around
them also being aware of these images. In other
instances, they borrow from their earthly brethren
(ectoplasm) powers to materialize a shape in front
of many brethren and then all can testify that the
phenomenon is real. The phantom cannot harm
you in any way, but you would most likely be
terrified and cause damage to yourself, or transmit
fear to others.

ectoplasm:
a
ghostly
substance, the outer layer
of cytoplasm.

Do not pay attention to such visions.
The
phantoms are free to appear in your vision in order
to arouse you so that you may accept that psychospiritual entities do not die but are immortal. But
the psycho-spiritual entities do not appear only for
this purpose.
They often confuse your
perceptions. When you are frightened they amuse
themselves or frown to give weight to their
appearance.
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There are circumstances in which you do not see
the phantom and yet it performs a piece of music
on the keyboard of a piano in order to give you a
sign of its presence, since it does not possess the
requisite power to assume the form it possessed
before death. The circumstances are infinite.
Do not be influenced by these phenomena, for
they have no good purpose. They are regarded as
parasites since they do not have a place within the
embrace of Our Spiritual Kingdom.
The spirits in question have a preference for cold
and dark States, as well as for watery and rocky
places (islands). But they remain as lower spirits,
even if they have been wronged. They are mean
and coarse, sometimes cunning and capricious.
You have in your hands the glorious knowledge of
the heavenly warmth of the Lord. Draw your
learning from this. This is the only knowledge that
will give you everything, provided that you are
faithful and obedient to what He says.

2.16 Reincarnation
[15-21; 3-250; 4-53; 19-114]

Man needs to live according to the Divine Laws of
Ethics, Justice and Love. This does not mean that
he needs to follow a religious prayer book but that
he should live in moderation as in the harmonious
balance between two opposite forces as is
discussed in Chapter 3.
As mentioned before, each psycho-spiritual entity
returns to Earth to enable it to ascend to the higher
levels of the Heavenly Kingdom, eventually
reaching the Heavenly Paradise. The number of
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incarnations depends on each entity’s soulstrength and the progress it makes at each
incarnation.
After reaching a certain level it
continues its ascendency in Heaven.
It is not advisable for people to seek to find out
their previous incarnations, as very often this could
be detrimental. The continuous incarnations aim
at expounding their karma. Unfortunately, instead
of ridding themselves from their karma a number
of entities add new burdens to their conscience
with their unlawful deeds. To eliminate karma
each man must not only live according to the
principles of Ethics, Justice and Love but also
must suffer the same as he has committed against
his fellow man.
It may take a number of
incarnations to eliminate a particular offence. It
depends on how severe it is.

Karma is also a concept in
Hinduism
to
explain
causality where beneficial
effects are derived from
past good actions and
harmful effects from past
Evil actions, creating a
system of actions and
reactions
throughout
a
person's reincarnated lives.

There are many Saints who were prostitutes in
previous lives and many benevolent men who
were criminals. By means of reincarnation a better
quality of humans emerge who strive for
ascendency. This is one of God’s great blessings
to humans.
The soul returning to Earth is born as a new entity.
The entity appears with fewer burdens because
whilst in Heaven it was taught many things that
increased its soul strength in such a way that it
can overcome the spirit. Sometimes, the new
entity on Earth remembers its previous life and
previous location and events. This happens to
remind the human race that the soul does not die
and it returns to Earth to fulfil its duties.
When a new entity acquires sufficient soul
strength, it is tested by its surrounding and
heredity by earthly temptations. Man appears on
Earth totally free from Heavenly attractions. If he
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realises in time that he needs the Heavenly
Teachers, then through prayer or other means he
can communicate with them and receive advice
and direction. His previous existences have no
connection whatsoever with the current one and
for this reason he does not remember them and
the Teachers also do not refer to them, as it would
be detrimental to the entity.
Instinct is an earthly influence that is partly
adjusted by the strength of the spirit if it
collaborates with the soul. Logic and will are
imposed on physical events.
The family environment exerts its will on the new
entity, but the recently arrived entity has no soul
connection with the heredity of its new family. This
is because it depends on other factors that the
Teachers want this newly arrived entity to find by
itself in its new surroundings. The newly arrived
entity cannot obtain knowledge from its
subconscious to enable it to fill in the gaps. At this
point three energies operate: (i) the earthly
attraction; (ii) the soul strength; and (iii) the soul
energy on the spirit.

2.17 Metempsychosis
[15-20; 10-224; 19-63]

People knew about reincarnation from very ancient
times.  All ancient Greek philosophers, especially
Pythagoras, Empedocles and Plato, accepted it. It
is also found in the teachings of all religions
including Christianity.
Today’s clergy and
theologians assert that Christianity rejects
reincarnation. This is part of a tradition that was
formed after 600 A.D. Until then, reincarnation
was one of the most fundamental doctrines of the
Christian teaching.
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passage of somebody’s
soul after death into the
body of another live person.
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There are, however, some points for which many
people hold erroneous opinions and which we
must clarify in order to distinguish the truth from
the false.
The most important and most
widespread error is the notion that human souls
can be incarnated in the bodies of animals or even
plants. This notion began in antiquity, with the
misinterpretation of some symbolic phrasing of
secret
Pythagorean
teaching.
The
misinterpretation was made first by Empedocles
and then by Plato. It was Plato’s interpretation
that has been kept until today. This theory is
called metempsychosis.
The Neo-Platonists and many other scholars tried
to correct things but their works did not have much
effect. The newer spiritualism gave sufficient
explanations on this subject, namely that the
human souls are incarnated exclusively into
human bodies and never into the bodies of
animals or plants. This must become the common
belief and the opponents of reincarnation must
stop presenting the argument that reincarnation
downgrades Man to the level of the animals.
Transmigration or metempsychosis means
exactly the transfer (metavasis) of the soul
(psyche) from one body to another. That is, a soul
(the psycho-spiritual entity) of an entity after
leaving its body does not ascend to Heaven but
embodies itself in another living body of the same
kind. Therefore, metempsychosis or the transfer
of a soul from one body to another is the same
thing. This phenomenon is very rare and has no
connection with reincarnation where the psychospiritual entity comes from Heaven to be
incarnated on Earth.

The word transmigration:
is sometimes used instead
metempsychosis.

When a soul i.e. the
psycho-spiritual
entity
leaves the body, it means
that the human has died.

Many authors in the last few centuries have
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understood metempsychosis and have written
about it in their novels. This type of novel attracts
many readers because it is considered the kind of
myth that intrigues people.
Another case of metempsychosis, that with our
earthly knowledge we call ‘double personality’, is
when a psycho-spiritual entity leaves a body and
enters another without going through Heaven.
This means that the body hosts two entities that
overpower each other in turn.
A human cannot have a double personality but it
can have two independent personalities within the
same cover (body). It is possible after a short
while for one of the psycho-spiritual entities to
leave the body so the other can find comfort in its
own home.

[Ref:22-54]
Man cannot have a dual
personality, there is only
one personality for each
man. When the mechanism
of the spirit does not
operate properly it follows
that man changes his ideas
and then for one reason or
another he recovers his
logical thought. Therefore
the unstable thoughts and
ideas are due to the
malfunction
of
the
mechanism of the spirit and
not from dual personality.

The reason for this section is to clarify the
difference
between
metempsychosis
and
reincarnation.

2.18 Heavenly psycho-spiritual entities
[4–18]

The Heavenly psycho-spiritual entities can be
subdivided into the following three main
categories:
A.

Good psycho-spiritual

B.

Evil psycho-spiritual

C.

Spirits of the Management Authority

Each category has many subdivisions of which the
main ones are:
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A. Good psycho-spiritual entities
1. Angelic: these are Angels of many specialties.
They are the operational psycho-spirituals of
the Heavenly Kingdom and they execute a
number of tasks that have been assigned to
them. As Guardian Angels they operate for the
protection of humans.
2. Enlightened: these are psycho-spirituals who,
after their descent from the Heavenly Paradise,
because of ancestral sin, ascend in stages
towards the Heavenly Kingdom and they are
distinguished under the following groupings:
2.i They are trained at the various Stations.
When they finish their education in one
Station they are promoted to a higher
Station and so on.
2.ii They are told they are destined for
reincarnation. Entities who after their recall
are not promoted to Station B, if they do not
have many burdens or sins are obliged to
reincarnate and wait in a special place in
the Transit Centre, awaiting their turn whilst
following lessons regarding their new tasks
on Earth.
2.iii Punished Entities: in various grades of
darkness, these entities have committed
serious sins and suffer according to their
actions. They are counted as psychospirituals of the good because they
recognize their mistakes and voluntarily
accept the sentence that their conscience
dictates.
After completion of their
punishment they are transferred to the
Transit Centre to “re-sit their exams” by
incarnation on Earth. If they do not accept
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the sentence they become evil psychospiritual entities.
B. Evil psycho-spiritual entities
1. Satanic: These are the fallen Angels who
follow their leader Lucifer. To distinguish them
from the pious Angels they symbolically wear
black wings in the form of a bat.
2.

Drifting: These are the psycho-spirituals that
on their recall do not wish to be self-punished
and they remain outside the Heavenly
Kingdom. They can also be graded, the main
groupings being:
2.i Perverse: These are psycho-spiritual
entities that willingly enlist in the Satanic
forces. The name “Evil” is commonly used
generally for all the bad psycho-spirituals.
2.ii Fickle: These are the psycho-spirituals that
do not accept their self-punishment and do
not enlist in the Satanic forces. They move
about freely, acting mischievously. They
can be defined as the vagabonds of
Heaven.
2.iii Earthbound: These are the psychospirituals that remain at the lower levels of
earth after recall because they cannot
disassociate from the material attractions
that formed the unique aim of their lives.

C. Spirits of the Management Authority
A detailed explanation of the
Authority is given in Chapter 4.
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2.19 The past, the present, and
the future world
[4-53]

The world of the past began with the Creation and
lasted until the Enlightenment of the Lord. The
world of the present began with the Enlightenment
of the Lord and will last to a point that follows your
life. The world of the future is from that unknown
point to the end of the world. That is to say, you
have the two enormous periods of the ancient and
the future world. The period in between which
links these other two periods is the shortest.
Incarnations and emigrations: Numerous souls
emigrate from Earth to other worlds, while other
souls are incarnated on Earth into new bodies.
This cycle of incoming and outgoing souls is called
the Cycle of the Soul’s refinement. At the Transit
Centre, masses of souls are gathered. Only a few
of them are capable of traversing the way towards
the stations of spiritual development. For this
reason it is hard to make our task understandable
to Man. It is hard for you, because we, as Spirits
of the Administrative Principle, possess the means
- that is to say the spiritual resources - to find what
we are looking for.
The world of the past was a primitive world with
little knowledge and bestial instincts, so that wars
in those distant times were inevitable. Sometimes
nature and sometimes Man completed its havoc.
There were but a few that were inspired by the
Leaders and Teachers. They did not recognise
this and they attributed these teachings to the
deities of their time. This was the situation until
the coming of the Lord, who first taught about
matters of Heaven and the immortality of the soul
as the eternal extension of the life of men as
celestial beings. This intermediate world of the
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present illuminates the darkness of the past and
searches into its depths to find the beginning of
Creation. Such activity is without purpose. The
light, with which you investigate, is indeed the light
of knowledge, but it is not also the light of Divine
Grace. For this reason, you will never know the
beginning of Creation unless you are enlightened
by the true light of our Kingdom which will give you
unknown descriptions of the first Creative epoch
from its Source, that has its seat on the Earth. In
the intermediate period, a number of people have
proved themselves to be worthy of the
understanding of Heaven and have occupied high
positions in the Kingdom of the Invisible World.
Knowledge among men is never annihilated. On
the contrary, it increases in the Heavens provided
it is pure and is guided by Faith.
And now we come to the world of the future. What
will that be? It will be a world that is spiritual, but
deficient in nobility of soul. It will be from the new
State that will be created and which the Spiritual
World, through its enlightenment, will manifest
somewhere on Earth. Thus men will find a
comfortable life without anguish, as well as the
resources not only for spiritual but also for psychic
cultivation. That is to say, these two, spirit and
soul, will achieve equilibrium. This is precisely
what the Spiritual World aims at, so that when the
souls come into the Heavens, they do not have to
tarry at the Transit Centre. Very few of them will
be found among the stationary, so that others are
able to traverse the Stations of their psychic
cultivation. We are making ready the preparatory
world through which you will be introduced into
eternity. Do not have the mistaken idea that a
dead person does not return to Earth. Not only
does he return but he is also repeatedly
incarnated, in order to purge completely the
burdens of his earthly life. Some of these people
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have already been sent to Earth and with time
others will be sent from the various Stations, to
shorten the Devil’s injustice to those who are just.
We are advancing towards a better society which
we will invigorate with the enlightenment of our
texts, because today the foolish are not aware of
their fate and they rejoice in their earthly life. If
they knew what awaits them they would prefer
death. But death releases from pain, not from sin.
He who searches finds. So, my brethren, you too
should search the Source for this will give you the
thread leading to Heaven, and the power to
investigate everything lofty, and it will enlighten
you with regard to the integral structure of Heaven.
You will learn who is the Primal Cause, who is the
Lord His Son, what is the Light of Truth, and who
is Man when he is without his material covering.
You will also learn Man’s purpose on Earth and by
what means he is able to link himself with Our
Principle, as well as what is correct and what is
mistaken. For error constitutes the root of sin, for
this exists and attracts, while there is another road,
less attractive and arduous.
It is that of
correctness. And how many other things you have
to learn if you are receptive to the instruction of the
Truth and of the Truth alone. Truth and Justice
spring from Love and it is by them that purity and
Faith are taught. With Purity and Faith you
possess Divine strength, and you may conquer the
world by means of Love.

2.20 When do the recalled entities
communicate
[10-157], [2-19]

The mysteries of a spiritual entity are many,
however they are all classified under one category
called “Mysteries of the recalled entities”.
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When a soul leaves the body it is guided by a
Guardian Angel that presents the recalled entity’s
phantom to some of its earthly friends or relatives.
This is called “phenomenon of apparition”. In this
circumstance the recalled entity does not know
where it is and what it is doing. The soul’s
Guardian Angel informs some humans about the
departure by presenting its phantom.
In the beginning the departed entity is not able to
communicate with the material world.
The
phenomenon of apparition or the voice
communication is transmitted by the Guardian
Angel in order to convince humans that the body
of the deceased has been converted to ashes
(soil) and that the psycho-spiritual entity has
regained its freedom from the bonds of Earth.
When it recovers from the change of
circumstances then it needs only to think of
someone on Earth for it to be able to appear in
that person’s dream.
Slowly the spiritual entity acquires abilities and it is
possible, whilst travelling, for it to encounter
spiritual communications (séances). With the first
opportunity it takes a priority position to appear to
the medium, seeking beloved persons.
The Centre of Spiritual Splendour, from where the
great leaders communicate with worthy earthly
spiritual guides (mediums) is the only permanent
centre of communication in Heaven. No others
exist.
Through inspiration the Teachers speak with these
earthly spiritual guides and through inspiration
they also receive answers. The earthly spiritual
guides do not know the exact mechanism of these
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communications.
You, my brethren (members of the Divine Light),
clearly understand the permanency of your centre
and its mechanism. You were privileged to hear
the Divine Word. Nobody else can understand this
because they do not understand the reason for
these communications. They do not know that the
Lord has created this centre, called the Fountain of
Light, and that He will create many others that
have been delayed because of the disbelief of
humans.
The recalled entities can freely communicate with
humans if they observe meticulously the laws of
the Lord. To do this they need a Guardian Angel.
In Heaven it is called an Angel Guide.
Souls with weak soul strength remain in the lower
levels and do not enjoy the benefits of Heaven. If
you knew the order, the hierarchical value and
reverence of each entity, and if you knew the
moral reward and punishment of the soul, you
would behave differently during your earthly life.
Materialistic teaching is destructive whereas
teaching through pure words makes you
indestructible when you turn your efforts in this
direction. The improvement in your position in
Heaven can be achieved more easily whilst you
are on Earth.
Souls can communicate with their loved ones
through a medium but there is the danger of evil
spirits interfering with the communication link.
These evil spirits may add phrases and different
words to cause confusion.
Our Source is destined for the enlightenment of all
and is Divine. It cannot be interfered with by Evil.
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A soul does not have permission to talk to its
beloved on Earth except with special permission
and that is seldom given.
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3. Moderation, Knowing Thyself and
Conscience
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3.1 Moderation, the golden rule of the
earthly life
[15-40]

The material world is the world of opposites.
Wherever we look we always see the appearance
of opposing elements. All things in nature function
and express their energies through cycles of
opposing actions. At the physical level we have the
opposites of positive and negative, warm and cold,
soft and hard, dry and wet, light and dark,
odourless and odorous etc. At the intellectual level
we have the opposites of good and evil, beautiful
and ugly, just and unjust, truth and lies, Love and
hatred, humility and arrogance, intelligence and
stupidity, knowledge and ignorance, etc.
Let us now examine some opposites that relate to
Man. We all work to earn a living and rest to
restock our strength. We eat to stay alive and
excrete what we do not need. Our body grows and
develops and it also dies because of attrition.
Whilst in possession of our current body we need
to look after it. We speak and express our opinion
and remain silent when we have nothing to say.
Sometimes we associate with acquaintances or
friends and sometimes we isolate ourselves.
Sometimes we move and exercise and sometimes
we rest. Sometimes we want to be entertained and
sometimes we avoid entertainment. Sometimes we
are joyful and sometimes solemn. In general, every
moment of our lives we are aware that we are
under the influence of opposite forces and
situations.

rd

Newton’s 3 Law:
“For every action, there is an
equal and opposite reaction”.

John 2:21
But He was speaking of the
temple of His body.
1 Corinthians 6:19
“Do you not know that your
body is the temple of the
Holy Spirit who is in you,
whom you have from God”

What should our appropriate stance be in each
situation?
The word that defines the most advisable course of
action in all these opposite situations is
moderation.
Moderation is the golden rule of the earthly life,
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that is, when someone follows moderation without
diverging much to the left or to the right, follows the
right path and never errs in his actions. Going
beyond moderation in one or another direction
always has unfavourable effects on the human
entity. Moderation represents the harmonious
balance between two opposite elements.
Man should act in a correct way in order to maintain
moderation and restore the balance of opposite
elements when these are not in equilibrium. For
example, when the weather is cold we put on more
clothes. When the weather is hot, we dress more
lightly and we drink more fluids. These examples
are exactly the application of moderation to
particular circumstances.

The Swedish have a word:
“Lagom” which is translated
as: in moderation, optimal,
suitable, and carries the
connotation of perfection or
appropriateness. “Lagom ar
bast” is translated as “there
is virtue in moderation”.

The ancient Greeks had a
saying:

μ
  :
“everything within a measure
is excellent”.

Man must follow the same approach in all matters
in life. He must work in moderation, rest in
moderation, eat in moderation, have fun in
moderation, speak in moderation, be silent in
moderation, etc. Only by this will he be able to
achieve physical, spiritual and soul balance and
avoid extreme situations that could create
unpleasant problems.
If we disturb the balance of moderation to one or
the other side it always has unfavourable results.
For example, eating in moderation is beneficial to
the body, whereas diverging from moderation is
detrimental, for example eating too much will cause
obesity and the bodily organs to malfunction and
eating less than what is required will cause
weakness and emaciation. Both may result in
sluggishness and premature death.
The above examples show us that moderation is
not something strictly specified and unchangeable.
It depends on specific conditions. Indeed, not all
people have the same needs regarding the type
and quantity of food.
Therefore, “eating in
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moderation” is not something standard and
absolutely defined but refers to the type and
quantity of food that will be beneficial to the body
under specific conditions.
The same holds true for all situations where
moderation is to be applied. Moderation is never
exactly specified but it has the meaning of
equilibrium by which the balance of the opposite
elements is achieved. When one of the opposite
elements increases to extremity, we must act
properly in the other direction, in order to achieve
balance.
For this reason we say that moderation in earthly
life is flexible. Its flexibility means that it does not
have an absolute value but it varies according to
specific conditions.
This point is difficult to
understand but it is the whole meaning of
moderation.
Moderation applies to all aspects of our life
including our behaviour and interaction with other
people. Let us take as an example the Love of
parents for their children. This Love is, of course,
necessary as a connecting link between family
members. This Love must also be in moderation
otherwise the children become complaining, spoilt,
demanding, egoistic and ungrateful towards their
parents. In this case it is not so much the children’s
fault for their bad behaviour as the parents’ fault.
With their extreme Love reaching the level of
weakness, the parents do not maintain moderation
in the upbringing of their children. This allows all
branches of egoism and malice to develop.
People should give help to the needy only to the
degree they can afford. When someone shows too
much goodness, it is certain that wicked people will
take advantage of him, stealing his goods and
repaying his aid with ingratitude. This is why the
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Lord said: “Whoever has two robes, give one to he
who has not”. This phrase encloses the whole
philosophy of moderation. Whoever has two robes
should not keep both of them for himself (this would
show great egoism and lack of humanitarianism),
nor should he give both (in which case he would
remain undressed and unprotected). He should
give only one, keeping the other for his own needs.
Therefore, in every aspect of our life we must have
moderation as the golden rule for all things.
The ancient Greeks said “Everything in
moderation”. This is one of their wisest maxims.
They did not simply say “moderation” but
“everything in moderation”. Moderation in each
circumstance and in each subject constitutes the
“finest”, that is, our most ideal and proper way of
action. Of course, applying moderation is not
always easy but the constant effort and alertness of
our spirit makes us more and more able to adapt
our behaviour to the demands of moderation.

It has the same instruction
as: “Pan Metron Ariston” 
μ
  :
Everything within a measure
is excellent
Or
Everything in moderation is
the best.

3.2 Moderation and knowing thyself
[6-156; 10-145; 17-197]

According to teachings from Heaven, Man is to
walk according to two precepts first uttered by
ancient Greeks: Methen Agan and Gnothi se afton:
(i) Nothing in excess. [Greek:

:
Methen agan ] Methen Agan has the meaning
“away from all excesses” because these harm
the entity in its ascendancy, i.e. every action
above the measure brings loss and not gain i.e.
everything in moderation
(ii) Know Thyself [Greek:   : gnothi se
afton] Know Thyself is just a maxim because as
humans we will never be able to know ourselves.
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Rudyard Kipling:
“God created the senses
pointing outward. Therefore
one sees the outside world,
not into one’s own nature. A
wise man wishing to be
immortal turns his eyes within
and sees the real self”.

“self
knowledge
is
knowledge of God; the self
and the divine are identical”.




This is a very difficult concept and also very
difficult to do. But if you make a continuous and
intensive effort to understand it, then
automatically you are within the meaning of
“Know Thyself”. Therefore, follow the correct
path for immense benefit not only for yourself but
also for humanity.
Man should work in moderation, that is the
harmonious balance between two opposite
elements i.e. within a measure:
The measure is the basis of human life. The
measure does no wrong, does not misappropriate,
does not hate. The measure is the Love of
balance.

Lao Tse (Laozi):
“He who knows others is
learned; he who knows
himself is wise”.

According to the Gnostics:
“My God, my mind, my
thought, my soul, my body”
Learn the sources of sorrow,
joy, love, and hate; if you
carefully investigate these
matters you will find Him in
yourself”.

Some authors divide “self”
into a lower self of the
personality of the current
incarnation. The other being
the higher self that is the self
that links all the incarnations.

The saying “Everything within a measure is
excellent” or “Everything in moderation is best” is
not just a saying but also a true apocalypse
(revelation) of Divine light to a spiritual man. Poetry
without measure has no harmony and music
without measure is a cacophony. Therefore, you
need to have a measure to gauge everything.
Do not disregard the measure; everything carried
out with a measure is precise. The value of the
measure is a priceless treasure for humans. When
in your actions you use two measures this is called
“fraud”. Many use the word “metric” but in a false
way. They deceive their brethren with an elastic
metric and ignore the conscience that bears the
whole weight of evil acts. The weight of the sins is
carried to Heaven by the soul where it is transferred
to the spirit, which, unable to release the pressure
of the sins, suffers greatly.

Same as reporting to two
bosses!
Some
have
standards’.

‘double

It is your duty to carry out good and pious deeds,
but not beyond the measure, because instead of
gratitude you will receive ingratitude and the
suffering of your spirit will be doubled. Great
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kindness weakens your good deeds and
strengthens the rebellious spirit of others. Give a
helping hand to your enemy. This is a good thing
to do up to a measure, beyond this you are
strengthening his wickedness, not only towards you
his benefactor, but also towards his other brethren.
A malevolent person says “Only through my way
am I able to impose and instil fear”. So as not to be
taken advantage of by such persons, who are able
to harm their brethren, wherever you go and
whatever you do, keep the prerequisite measure.
The absolute exists neither on Earth nor in the
lower levels of Heaven. The absolute is Utopia. It
is a word that misleads the naïve. It is very sad
that humans do not understand the heavenly
knowledge that is transmitted to them.

Utopia: an ideal and perfect
place
or
state,
where
everyone lives in harmony
and everything is for the best

Wicked spirits can direct humans that lack
measure. Life’s harmony is the measure as are the
physical energies. Measure harmonises life in soul
and in spirit. It controls passions and determines
the just. The measure gives attraction towards
music and the measure sustains the beauty of the
female attraction.
Editor’s summary:
We are urged:
To have a clear understanding of who we are
(know thyself) before judging our fellow man.
To act in moderation always, without excesses.
To balance all our actions.
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3.3 The dynamic energy of
“Love One Another ”
[3-41]

If you concentrate as much whilst praying to God
as you do when carrying out your everyday actions,
then you will be in a high place in the Spiritual
World. Take care and apply with devotion all that
you are praying for from God and the Leaders and
Teachers will never leave your side.
Love One Another. This is the light of Justice and
it encompasses love, devotion and respect towards
all without exception. If you distil all the books that
exist on Earth and can extract a central powerful
message, you will find that it does not have the
intensity of these words: Love one another.
The esoteric advancement of humans springs from
the pure Love that the Lord taught. If we all pay
attention to this on Earth, then Earth will
automatically be transformed into an earthly
paradise and the Lord will not cut our life’s cord and
we will be awarded eternal youth.
Unfortunately this is impossible, because all that is
stated will be ridiculed due to lack of enlightenment.
So let us leave them to be educated in the cycle of
eternity.
Do not fear the person that shouts and gets
irritated. The dishonest are the worst enemies of
humanity. They gain your confidence and then
embark on the road of your destruction, which is
your eradication, so they can profit from your
demise.
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1 John 4:17-19) Love has
been perfected among us in
this; that we may have
boldness in the day of
judgment; because as He is,
so are we in this world.
There is no fear in love; but
perfect Love casts out fear,
because
fear
involves
torment. But he who fears
has not been made perfect in
love.
We Love
Him
because He first loved us.

(Luke 6:32): If you Love
those who Love you, what
credit is that to you? For
even sinners Love those who
Love them.

(Romans 8:38-39) For I am
persuaded that neither death
nor life, nor angels nor
principalities nor powers, nor
things present nor things to
come, nor height nor depth,
nor any other created thing,
shall be able to separate us
from the Love of God which
is Christ Jesus our Lord.

(Galatians 2:20-21) “I have
been crucified with Christ; it
is no longer I who live, but
Christ lives in me; and the life
which I now live in the flesh I
live by Faith in the Son of
God, who loved me and gave
Himself for me.




3.4 Decalogue
[17-227]

The following 10 concepts were given by the
Heavenly Teachers to assist in the development of
the human entity. You need to absorb them and if
you observe them, you will be certain that you are
walking within the bounds recommended by the
Spiritual World. Unfortunately very few of us will
follow these instructions:
1. Discretion:
The highest attribute of the
Heavenly Kingdom that can be acquired through
your will on Earth.

Decalogue =
(from
the
Teachers)

10

lessons
Heavenly

The Greek word μ
can
be
translated
as:
discretion,
judgement,
prudence, judicious.

2. Strength: The vigour necessary for the earthly
life.
3. Perception: To assist in the understanding of
the Divine Light.
4. Willingness: The energy for the understanding
of Good and Evil.
5. Love: The cornerstone of humanity, to be
applied in practice.
6. Truth:
The weapon to combat the lies
originating from Evil.
7. Faith: The comprehension and pure devotion to
high ideals.
8. Serenity: The soul and spiritual calmness of the
entity.

St.Augustine:
“Faith is to believe what you
do not see and the reward of
this Faith is to see what you
believe”.

9. Humility: A way to achieve self-control in the
application of Justice.
10. Silence: An asset for self-concentration and
meditation to gain higher knowledge by
examining our steps.
Whoever accepts and applies this Decalogue
needs no further instruction for the cultivation of his
entity.
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3.5 Heavenly principles
[3-101]

1. Do not compare your strengths with those of
Divinity.
2. Little Faith negates all human good deeds.
3. Big ideas suggest small actions. Small actions
suggest unattainable thoughts.
4. Man cannot grasp the concept of God. Even
through pure Faith it cannot be grasped, but we
have the meaning of God within us.
5. Great fame means that the entity’s revelation is
small.
6. The immortal lives whereas the mortal dies.
Between the two, Faith saves and lack of Faith
leads astray.
7. Do not lend Love, as you will expect payment.
Love is a gift without profit. Through Love, if
you also have Faith, you can make amends for
your sins.
8. Observe the rules of the Spiritual World to see
the true Light.
9. Do not rush into decisions unless you know
where Justice is.
10. The Cross is not an emblem of Faith, but of
Love because through Love Faith flows.
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3.6 The Righteousness of the Kingdom
[3-74]

An explanation is given of the beatitudes
(blessings) given by Jesus Christ in the Sermon on
the Mount:
1. The Lord does not mean the foolish but means
those whose spirit surrenders to the soul.
2. The mourners means the sufferers, because if
you have feelings and you are esteemed by all
they will try to comfort you.
3. By the meek He does not mean the inactive but
all who have the merit of being modest and
gentle in their actions.
4. Those who hunger and thirst for righteousness
are those who do not suffer unjust words and
actions. They will rejoice in the justice of
Heaven.
5. Jesus does not mean those who display their
compassion
but
the
true
pious
and
compassionate who assist their fellow man.
The Lord will help those both on Earth and in
Heaven.
6. The pure in heart are the innocent. When He
(Jesus) says that they will see God He does not
mean Anarhon (God the Father), but means
Himself who represents the Father. On their
recall they will first face the Lord (Jesus).
7. There are many peacemakers but not all are of
the same quality. A peacemaker is one who
applies the laws of the Divine Authority by
loving his neighbour. Love establishes peace.
Many peacemakers will appear on Earth and
they will be called sons of God because they
apply what the Father is asking.
8. Persecuted are those who are pursued for their
good deeds. In older times they were many.
Today this beatitude can be eliminated, even
though some are still being persecuted. We are
moving very quickly towards non-obedience of
this beatitude.
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Matthew 5:3 -11

1.“Blessed” are the poor in
spirit, For theirs is the
Kingdom of Heaven.
2.Blessed are those who
mourn, For they shall be
comforted.
3. Blessed are the meek, For
they shall inherit the earth.

4. Blessed are those who
hunger and thirst for
righteousness for they
shall be filled.

5. Blessed are the merciful,
For they shall obtain
mercy.

6. Blessed are the pure in
heart, For they shall see
God.

7. Blessed are the
peacemakers, For they
shall be called sons of
God.

8. Blessed are those who are
persecuted for
righteousness’ sake, For
theirs is the Kingdom of
Heaven




3.7 Egoism
[1-22; 3-47; 15-37]

The term egoism is formed from the words “I am”
[Greek: ego = eimi = I am]. It indicates, in other
words, the concept of individuality of each person,
the feeling that each person is an autonomous
entity, different and independent from other entities.
Egoism has no direction; it destroys everything in
all directions. Egoism is the first enemy of a
psycho-spiritual entity’s ascendancy and is the
most appealing instrument of the material world.
An egotist murders, poisons and destroys without
realizing that he also acts as a witness for the
prosecuting conscience on Judgment Day. An
egotist can portray himself as a compassionate
person but he is a secret wound within society.

Sri Poonja (Papaji):
“There is no such thing as a
healthy ego any more than
there is a thing called a
healthy disease”.

Take action in time and fortify your soul strength
in order to overcome egoism. Enlighten yourself by
the pure Light so you can balance the equation.
These equations are called “soul equations”
because they depend on the magnitude of your
soul strength or on that of your spirit. Using a
balance to measure good and bad and assuming
that there are oil lamps on both sides, when the oil
in any one of the lamps finishes, what will happen?
God replenishes the good side and the other side is
replenished by egoism, that is, Evil’s progeny.

Soul strength = the soul’s
dynamic endurance which
enables it to oppose the
pressure from the spirit and
also the soul’s dynamic
endurance that enables it to
apply pressure to the spirit.

It is not egoism per se that is evil, but the increase
of egoism to an excessively large degree. In this
case, a man with excessive egoism always acts
against his fellow men, only looking after his
personal interests. He does not hesitate to steal,
slander, deceive and take advantage of everybody
else by being indifferent even to their lives, in order
for him to possess the goods he does not have,
even though he may not need them.
Other types of egotists give the impression of being
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spiritually superior to everybody and feel contempt
for all other people they consider to be much
inferior to them. With this pharisaic mentality, they
do not pay attention to anyone and do not care
about anything except how to establish themselves
as tycoons of the spirit.
There are many different kinds of egotists. Each
one tries to project himself as being superior in a
certain field and as being the best expert to express
the right views or to give the correct directions. In
their attempt to impose themselves on others,
people become bigots, evil-mannered, arrogant,
vain, petty, undignified slanderers, etc. All these
evils originate from the central nucleus of egoism.
When, for whatever reason, we feel superior to
others, this creates a feeling of slight spiritual
pleasure and an inner self-satisfaction. These are
signs that the branches of our egoism tree have
started to grow fast and we must act drastically and
effectively prune them so that we do not let Evil
grow.
Fighting egoism consists mainly of neutralizing the
feeling of superiority towards our fellow men. If we
realize that we are nothing but simple molecules of
creation, then we will sense our minuteness
compared to the Divine Forces and our egoism will
not find fertile soil to grow. Egoism is then
replaced by humility and moderation that restrict
the agitation of the spirit.
All the suffering of humanity stems from egoism.
Evil has grown in our times so much that only a
Herculean effort can defeat this monster.
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3.8 Sorrow and pain removes egoism
[4-138]

As mentioned above, egoism is the first enemy of
our entity since it is the source of all our life’s
misfortunes.
Nobody can have realized this,
because if we did, we would totally change our way
of life. Therefore, egoism is a great stumbling block
to the elevation of our entity and the development
of our spirit. Egoism devours the rights of our
fellow men and leads them into an impasse whilst
we distance ourselves from the path of justice and
of the understanding of the life of our fellow men.
You should investigate the reasons for the sorrow
and pain of the wretched and apply the divine balm
of God’s words through your good deeds. It is
possible that you may fall into misery from the great
height of your happiness, that is, fall into distress
and suffering; you will then understand the situation
of the unfortunate brethren to whom you refused to
give a helping hand. Sorrow and pain will remove
your egoism and you will need the help of others.
Then you will humble yourself and remember that
there exists a Divine Power that can help you
through Faith and assist you in your ascendancy.
Be careful in this case whilst ascending not to let
the branches of egoism spread within you because
the Divine will test you. Sorrow and pain expelled
your egoism, that is to say, they have pruned the
branches of this mischievous tree and what is left
inside you is only its root in a primitive state.
Ascending the social ladder you may forget that the
root of egoism is watered by the attraction of matter
and slowly, slowly it will grow new branches that
can grow into main boughs. For this reason, those
who have come through sorrow and pain must
become gardeners and from time to time prune
egoism and its new shoots.
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Sorrow and pain will wake up whoever is asleep to
be given the opportunity to repair his mistakes in
order to regain Divine strength. With this strength
he may, through logic, correct thought and
kindness, chart the course of human life according
to the directions of Heaven whose concern is the
elevation of Man on Earth.
Egoism is an entity’s selfish action to humiliate his
brother so he may promote himself as the exploiter
of strange moral principles, of psychical and
spiritual powers. That is, the total annihilation of
one’s neighbour for one’s own exclusive gain
without accepting that this action is harmful to his
brethren. Egoism does not allow a person to admit
that he saps the vitality of his fellow men.
Become gardeners and exterminators of your
egoism before sorrow and pain convert you into
human wrecks.

3.9 Other forms of egoism
[17-191; 19-133]

All humans without exception have a particular ego
as they similarly have their own personality. These
two are different. The ego is the kernel of egoism
from which Evil springs and if you are not careful it
will extend its branches to other areas, similarly
destructive, as egoism. Of course, as you can
realize they all stem from the same source, your
spirit. The place of ego is taken by the personality
of each entity without this being affected by egoism.
Be careful not to be overtaken not only by egoism,
which makes you a tyrant, but also by its other
branches e.g. egocentricity, egomania, egopathic,
egocynicism and selfishness. We will not discuss
the many branches of the egoism kernel, as you
are capable of analysing most by yourself. The
egocynic is a man who is not only an egotist but
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also a cynic and a hypocrite. Whilst he speaks
against cynicism, he is the worst, covering himself
in such a way that his true nature is not
immediately recognized.
The ego is never eliminated from an entity but Man
needs to have knowledge of himself (know thyself)
and pay attention to this seedling so it does not
grow branches that, instead of benefitting his
brethren, destroys them.

3.10 Conscience and subconscious
[15-33]

Conscience and subconscious are two terms used
very often, mainly in the sciences of psychology
and psychoanalysis. However, their true meaning
is different from what today’s scientists accept. In
today’s common (incorrect) perception, the term
‘conscience’ means the quality of the human spirit
to judge the moral value of a personal act, the
awareness of man of his own existence, the
expression of sense, will etc. All these relevant
meanings of conscience are connected with the
corresponding functions of the spirit. Here lies the
mistake of today’s science because conscience is
not a quality of the spirit but a function of the
human soul.
Conscience is the checking by the soul on the
correctness of human actions. This checking is
just, fair and precise because the soul never errs in
its actions, not even to the slightest degree.

The conscience can be
unscrupulous
or
conscientious, depending on
the strength of the soul.

When some of our actions are not correct, our soul
reacts and tries to control the spirit. The result is
that we feel qualms (remorse) of conscience that
do not stop until our spirit is released from the
moral burden. The following often happens: since
in the earthly life it is the spirit that dominates the
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entity, it does not always listen to the soul’s
directions. The spirit thinks that the qualms of
conscience stem from a dormant weakness, which
must be overcome through boldness to satisfy its
material interests.
Thus, this person acts
constantly against the benefit of other people,
committing many injustices and without caring if his
actions are in accord with virtue, moral and
humanitarian values, as long as he enjoys the
goods of earthly life.
The conscience, due to its weakness (weak soul
strength) and limited ability to impose itself,
remains subdued. However, it is not idle because it
keeps track of every detail of all the spirit’s actions.
After death, when the psycho-spiritual entity returns
to Heaven, there is a reversal. It is now the soul
that dominates the entity and totally imposes itself
on the spirit through the conscience. The spirit
expresses its remorse freely and with all the
accumulated intensity from its earthly suppression.
If the wrongdoings of the entity are great, then the
situation of the spirit, due to the qualms of
conscience, becomes unbearable and desperate.
The check of the conscience takes place according
to the eternal Divine Laws, which are the Laws of
Ethics, Justice, Virtue and Humanitarianism.
Human laws, which for the most part are rational,
are not taken into consideration at all in the
judgments of the conscience.
On the contrary, the Divine Laws provide
punishment even for the slightest injustice against
other people. The conscience, being completely
indifferent to human laws, exerts the harshest
check based on Divine Laws and charges the
people who are implicated in these actions. Thus,
their position is burdened, their karma increases
and they will have to suffer great hardships in the
future, in order to rid themselves of this huge
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[Pali
kamma].
Literally,
"action".
Often
translated "cause and effect".




burden.
The conscience, therefore, is the infallible critic
and the unrelenting judge of our entity. It
derives its strength from the energy of the
Divine Breath, our soul.
The subconscious is a part of the psyche [Greek:
psyche = soul].
Therefore, the word psychic
means, “pertaining to the soul”. In other words, it
constitutes an aspect of the soul. Since the soul is
something Divine and perfect in all its
expressions, the subconscious contains both of
these qualities: Divinity and perfection. Within the
subconscious all things are written, from the
beginnings of its appearance until the end of its
future evolution. In this aspect, the subconscious
makes up the record of the entity.
The subconscious is a most perfect mechanism. It
keeps in absolute confidence the secrets of our
soul identity. In some cases, however, for special
reasons, the subconscious is allowed to partly
inform the spirit about a future event, which directly
or indirectly concerns the entity or other people.
Then, the spirit receives indeterminate and vague
images, through dreams or premonitions, and if it
has a developed perceptive power, it can grasp the
true meaning of the messages and will take the
appropriate steps to deal with the danger.
Another important mistake that scientists make is
that they place the subconscious in the brain. As
we have said, only the spirit is located in the
brain. If the subconscious is also in the brain, it
would be part of the spirit and then it would be in no
position to keep its secrets in confidence. Instead,
it would transmit these secrets unobstructed to the
spirit. This mistake is partly due to the ignorance of
scientists of the distinction between soul and spirit.
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Both the conscience and the subconscious are
seated exclusively in the soul and they are most
perfect and precise in their actions, since the Divine
breath of our entity directly guides them.

Editor’s summary:
1. The soul and spirit are two independent but
inseparably interlinked elements of a psychospiritual entity.
2. The soul is a ray of Divine Breath; it is the
motive power; it is Divine and perfect; it
constitutes the starting point of all the physical
and spiritual qualities of each entity; it resides
within the whole body. It is not an organ.
3. The spirit is the element by which man
perceives, wills, thinks, judges and decides. It
has free-will. It resides in the brain.
4. The conscience is the check mechanism by the
soul on the correctness of human actions. This
checking is just, fair and precise because the
soul never errs in its actions; it is infallible.
5. The subconscious is a most perfect mechanism,
which keeps in absolute confidence the secrets
of our soul identity; the subconscious keeps a
record of the entity’s actions. It is an infallible
record.
6. The conscience and
exclusively in the soul.

subconscious
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3.11 The obscure area of the
subconscious
[5-56; 17-66]

As you know, the soul is God’s Breath and
therefore Man has something Divine inside him that
is not only expressed as motive power but also has
a number of subdivisions. Soul not only means
power but also conscience. Conscience resides in
the soul and is Divine Justice.
When the spirit is stronger than the soul’s strength
then the soul contracts and the spirit expands in
such a way as to stop the soul from its truthful
expressions and then we say that the person is
“unscrupulous” and has no conscience. In this
case the spirit speaks and not the soul. When the
soul is stronger, the spirit speaks but when it is
under the influence of the soul, then we can say
this man is “conscientious”.
There is another part of the soul that is obscure not
because we have darkness inside us but because it
is secret; it is called “Chamber of Eternal Life”. It
knows everything but keeps everything it knows
secret otherwise there would be no soul progress.
God forbids the subconscious to enlighten Man
through his spirit. If through his spirit Man could
reach this chamber and be enlightened then he
would discover one by one the “secrets of the
subconscious” and begin to prophesy.

Many authors, inventors etc
draw from the inner self and
derive Inspiration that resides
in the subconscious.

In this chamber, within the
human soul, the secrets of
the Deity are safeguarded.
The
existence
of
this
chamber
differentiates
humans from animals – we
are not descendents of apes.
Only humans possess a
spirit.

Within the secret chamber there is another, smaller,
chamber that holds the Secrets of Divinity, because
the entity started from Divinity. From this small
chamber nothing can be made known.
As mentioned before the small chamber remains
secret because the Power of Divinity resides inside.
This does not exist in other animals of Creation.
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Therefore Man on one hand is considered as the
noblest of animals but on the other he is not an
animal as some of our experts profess but a
creation of the Creator with His image inside him.
The purpose of the small chamber is to enable
examination of the stored secrets and, if one of the
secrets is considered good, it is transmitted to the
spirit so it can understand the until then unknown
spiritual meaning. The larger Chamber contains
the Entity’s Register that must not be made known
to the spirit. If all the secrets of the subconscious
are made known to the entity, then the entity does
not evolve according to the mandate of the Divine
Principle. The secrets are made known to the
entity when it finds itself in Heaven. The entity then
says: “I have done something wrong; if I had
known, I would have avoided it”.
Yes, he would have avoided it, but he would not
have benefited.
For this reason Man ought to
ignore the secrets of his previous life and
reincarnations.
Everything has its reasons
irrespective of whether our science ignores them.
This is because our science is deficient.
The soul is the only means by which we may enter
into some of the secrets of the Heavenly Mysteries.
Prophesy is a special branch of the developed soul
that follows the path to enlightenment from the
Eternal Fountain of God.

Editor’s summary:
1. The soul and spirit are two independent and
inseparably interlinked elements of a psychospiritual entity that continuously challenge each
other whilst incarnated. In Heaven the soul
overpowers the spirit and brings it to account.
2. The balance of soul and spirit is needed for an
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entity’s ascendancy; this can be achieved by
the soul acquiring soul strength and the spirit
acquiring enlightenment.
3. The soul, apart from being the motive power that
never errs, has a number of elements:
a. Conscience
b. Subconscious
c. Chamber of eternal life (entity’s register)
d. Small chamber (holds the secrets of Divinity)
within the chamber of eternal life.

3.12 The conscience’s infallible censure
[4-120]

When we refer to the “conscience” we do not mean
anything other than the soul’s dynamism. As you
know, the soul is Divinity’s breath that moves every
entity. Therefore the soul is the thread of Divine
energy of your life. Consequently when Divine
Justice judges, censures, rewards or punishes this
is done by means of the soul, that is, the
conscience. The conscience as a judge of your
actions is infallible.
By saying that the conscience is infallible, do not
think that your entity can judge others as some,
who have besmirched their priesthood, think that
they are infallible.
Man - poor or rich, king or simple citizen, priest or
not - all alike possess a spirit not to judge one
another but to first judge himself. Your entity
avoids such judgment as, due to egoism it
considers itself able to judge everything and pass
superficial judgment on everybody. It only fails to
know itself. Here lies the greatest of our errors,
especially by the clergy, who have the idea that
they are above everything and forget that they are
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the least of nothing. The exemptions are very
small and constitute the only insignificant image of
their humanity on Earth. Most of them have
enslaved their spirit in matter.
Spiritual men lacking in soul strength are unable to
censure themselves by means of their conscience
because their conscience is under pressure from
their spirit. They censure in an opposite way, so
they see black as white and white as black. The
conscience of these people will function when they
discard their cover (body) and then they will
perceive whether their conscience erred or not.

We said that some priests
are the least, not in the
sense of being the least of
the citizens, but with regard
to their high spiritual position
guided by the evil spirit.

Having conscience does not mean that some
brethren do not sometimes commit sins. This
occurs sometimes because the spirit overpowers
them and at other times the soul strength prevails.
Such people have a favourable predisposition and
can easily cultivate their soul strength. If these
people err as humans, the fact alone that they are
in search of the correct path to redress their
mistakes is enough for them to receive blissful light
from the Divine Grace of Heaven.
Unscrupulousness is not the fault of the conscience
but of the spirit. It is considered so extreme that
the entity may be characterized as not having a
conscience.
Unscrupulousness is the worst
disease of the spiritual degradation of Man.
Censure carried out by the conscience is always
infallible.

3.13 Distress due to conscience
[4-156]

Distress arising from the conscience falls into two
categories:
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1. Suffering due to a pre-existence - because the
soul did not remain long enough in the Heavens
to eradicate it.
2. Suffering due to an evil act committed by your
entity’s free spirit at the expense of another
entity.
Whichever way suffering shows itself, it is always
oppressive to your entity, since it is not able to free
itself from its burden. Now let us explain each
category:

Suffering due to a pre-existence: The entity has
committed so many mistakes that upon departing
Earth and giving account of its mistakes it
recognizes its wrongs and is afflicted because of
them. But if it has the extenuation that it committed
evil in ignorance, without finding anyone to
enlighten it about Evil knowledge, it is sent to the
Transit Centre where it remains until its
reincarnation on Earth to acquire true knowledge.
This case of ignorance results in the speedy return
to Earth. After reincarnation the new human entity,
in time, acquires consciousness of all things and its
conscience oppresses (burdens) the entity by
means of a physical, inexplicable sorrow. His
fellow man says: This man is good and noble but
his appearance has something sad about it that
attracts our sympathy. And it is true that neither his
fellow man nor he himself recognizes what that
something is that, through sadness, causes
sympathy.
Suffering due to an evil act: This category is the
most common. The human entity is aware of its
actions but at a given time of weakness, under the
temptation of matter, its spirit overpowers and acts
in a way that it would not when in a calm state.
When it achieves what it wants it repents, but
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cannot rectify the wrong because of loss of esteem
or loss of respect by the wronged fellow man.
Suffering arising from conscience, the troublesome
prosecutor of each entity in both the above
categories produces remorse. Remorse has a
meaning in the second category, while in the first
category it is not called remorse but “the voice of
conscience” because the entity is unable to know
anything about how it acted in a pre-existence.
Suffering due to conscience, i.e. guilt, sometimes
causes moral collapse and this wipes out the entity
to such an extent that it loses its orientation and
wanders about as an uncontrolled ship in the
ocean. For example, in spite of the rectitude of the
conscience of, say, entity A, distress is transmitted
to it by entity B, the second entity not recognizing
the rectitude of A’s conscience. Then A falls into
distress. In this case the willfully guilty is B
because he carelessly transmitted his burden to A
in order to minimize part of his own burden. This
occurred because B’s spirit, being underdeveloped,
acted wrongly so that A endures the pressure of
Heaven. B does not recognize the meaning of
remorse in his particular circumstance.
These fine subjects of the conscience are very
complicated in their relative distinctions and require
Divine enlightenment to understand them.

3.14 The drama within the subconscious
[4-129]

No thinking man is able to penetrate the human
drama.
If Man does not know how to use
paintbrushes and how to mix colours he is unable
to create an admirable image. First, he must have
inside him the mystery of attraction towards one
vocational branch or another. This happens when
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the subconscious guides him without him being
aware and how out of nothing he has been able to
create an occupation that aspires to cultivate his
small talent.
The drama is the whole life of Man. The author,
unless the Divine Principle enlightens him, is
unable to draw out of his subconscious the great
drama of Man.
The earthly world is full of
entangled dramas that an observer can note but it
is impossible for him to discover the deeper
reasons for Man’s instigations. Therefore, the
drama is first depicted within the subconscious that
is then compared with other everyday life dramas to
discover the reasons for the instigation.
The
process is repeated to find out if this is correct or
not.
Nobody is in a position to know the world of the
soul. By reflection you can draw out its images
from your subconscious and if your spirit is
balanced with your soul then you can portray more
complete images of the drama, meaning that you
can externalize the internal essence of Man. This
way you can teach others that, inside you, resides
a world different from the outside, the world of the
soul, the world of research, enlightenment, the true
and just judgment of the spirit, by depicting
instructive images so that Man may not fall into the
usual sins of his current life.
Therefore, my brethren, the drama is the living
image that resides within an enclosed space that is
the subconscious. Without joyful illumination Man
is unable to express this but feels sorrow and
depression inside him without knowing where these
tyrannical feelings stem from. Only a qualified
person is able to colour and describe this in earthly
terms for the illumination and guidance of logical
men. So through his Love for his neighbour he can
discuss his pain and place a balm of hope on his
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ethical torment by purifying his pain with clean and
joyful light from the Lord. The Lord’s light was in
ancient times called “Divine light” although men
could not determine its source.
The drama continues in various forms, but no
author is in a position to grasp the synthesis of the
drama within the subconscious, because he has
lost the light of truth that appears only to the
humble and the pious.
The drama is the true image of life and suffering.
Its remedy is the Word of Heaven.

3.15 Dreams
[1-79]

The dream is the key to the subconscious.
Whenever something is going to happen to a man,
as pre-destined in the cord of his life, the
subconscious wants to pass it on. However it is
unable to because it is forbidden by the Divine
Authority for the spirit to know the secrets of its
previous lives or its future, otherwise the spirit will
act in favour of the entity, avoiding the punishment
that is given for its ascendancy.

Some people call it the silver
cord

Because the subconscious is the deposit of all the
entity’s secrets and the soul is being pressurized
usually by unpleasant events, it transmits signs to
the brain through another part of the soul where the
clear meaning is incoherently altered many times.
The improbable images nevertheless have, as a
basis, subjective reason.
Man can note from observations the corresponding
meaning with actual events so he can subsequently
decipher dreams. This idea is wrong. However
whoever customarily gives an explanation of
dreams, generally is not wrong, because he has a
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special aptitude to penetrate into the meaning of
dreams that science cannot achieve because it is
unable to enter the depths of the subconscious. A
specialist in interpreting dreams through his soul
strength comes into contact with the subconscious
of the person who has dreamed to learn his secret
and, because it is not affecting him, he freely
transmits it. There are only very few interpreters of
dreams in the whole world. Generally a dream
transmits a parody of the secret.

parody
caricature.

=

distortion;

3.16 Confession
[5-198; 19-51]

Confession can be divided into three main parts:
1. Purification of the soul.
2. Satisfaction of the conscience.
3. Remorse for our mistakes.
Not every person is in a position to understand the
mystery that is hidden in the soul of his brother.
Once priests were the ideal people to whom you
could confess intimate secrets of the soul.
Unfortunately, some of the priests have betrayed
their position and have taken advantage of their
fellow man. Confession can be made to a person
who enjoys the confidence and Love of his
brothers. When a person confides the weight of his
entity to his brother, the weight is halved.
1. Purification of the soul: You may ask how is it
possible for the soul to need purification since
this is God’s Ray. The soul does not need
purification, but what happens is that the spirit,
by pressurizing it, does not allow the soul to
increase its strength. In these circumstances
the soul remains stagnant. My brothers, when
part of your body is suffering because it is not
functioning well, for example the lungs or
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another part of the body, this does not mean that
it is not healthy, but that the surrounding
pressures are forcing it to malfunction.
The
same thing happens with the soul when it is
under pressure from the spirit and it cannot take
control. Unfortunately, in this case you call this
man a person with a ‘bad soul’. This is a false
accusation and it is said out of ignorance. The
soul is never the instigator of bad actions. The
soul in Heaven becomes the strict critic of the
entity. It rewards or punishes the spirit. The
soul provides the motive power on Earth and in
Heaven. What it has to say is felt through the
spirit, because it is Divine. You do not see God
nor do you hear His voice even though you see
Him and hear Him through your perception. The
same thing happens, my brothers, with the soul.
Don’t say bad things about the soul. It is your
first Divinity. The soul is what is called prana
which is interlinked with the spirit. If you seek by
your breathing to acquire more prana or soul
strength.
You will receive these from the
storehouse of Divinity.
2. Satisfaction of Conscience: Usually a person
does not fulfill the directions of his conscience
because he deviates from his holy duties. This
deviation increases the weight of sins daily until
he reaches a dead end and does not know what
to do. But if the pious person is careful and
does not sway from the correct path but acts in a
pious way according to his strength, he will have
a lighter conscience and will enjoy the immense
joy of God. When he reaches the Kingdom of
Heaven he will receive higher enlightenment and
a higher position.

Prana: is a Sanskrit word
meaning Divine current or the
life giving force of the Divine;
it is the Breath of God and
God is all present through
prana.
In
Chinese
philosophy it is a force that is
analogous to an electrical
current that runs through the
body and Earth.

By your breathing:
meditation/breathing
techniques.

eg

Ask any rich person who has massive wealth if
he is spiritually satisfied. First they do not know
if they have a conscience or not; their
conscience is surrounded by egoism and
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falsehood. It is difficult to realize how bad a
position they are in because of their attachment
to their beloved materialist world. These people
will return many times to Earth to cleanse their
sins and only then will they start on the straight
path of light, Justice and Love.
A person’s conscience is the barometer of his
entity.
Those who cannot consult their
barometer means that they have lost their
orientation or do not have a barometer but a
blind guide that leads them to distraction.
3. Remorse for our mistakes: The remorse of
the conscience is the strictest critic of an entity.
When a person does not have remorse of
conscience, that is to say that the spirit is so
strong that it hides all his sins, it does not mean
he does not have a conscience, but that the
conscience is in a torpid state under the
influence of the spirit.
When an entity is separated from its material
cover (body) then the conscience takes control
and the remorse felt by the subconscious
becomes intolerable. The entity then begs God
for punishment in order to overcome the bad
influence of the spirit and slowly to be forgiven.
If this entity did not carry out many good deeds
whilst on Earth, it asks to be reincarnated and to
be judged again by Heaven. Permission is only
given if the entity has really worked towards its
ascendancy whilst in Heaven.
My brothers, it is preferable to ask for forgiveness
by the remorse (qualms) of your conscience whilst
on Earth rather than in Heaven.
When you feel that something is weighing your soul
down choose an appropriate confessor and, if you
choose correctly and he is honest and
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conscientious, he will not give you forgiveness of
your sins but he will direct you to the path that you
need to follow in order to be forgiven.
Physical pains and feelings of unwellness are signs
of impending problems. They announce that you
need to look after yourself before illnesses manifest
themselves. The same thing happens with the
remorse of your conscience, that is, it tells you to
change direction. You leave the wrong path and
follow the righteous path that is the Boulevard of
the Lord. The righteous path is not easy and
traversing it is very difficult for humans but, if you
go forward with Faith, then you will find what you
are looking for. When you reach the end of this trial
there will be other trials for the ascendancy, not
only of your soul but also your spirit. Only a few
have made it, most have returned to Earth to fulfill
their obligations.

There is no repentance in
Hades.

Heal your mind to heal your
body. A healthy mind within
a healthy body!

When the psycho-spiritual entities get accustomed
to life in Heaven they do not want to return to Earth
unless they are assigned a special mission and
return as enlightened humans in the material world.

Editor’s summary:
Confession is an examination of the soul by
another person because if you could confess to
yourself only, then you would not have had any sins
because you would have known yourselves. But
tell me, which human knows himself? The good
effort is your best guide to enlighten you and lead
you to the Light of the Lord.

3.17 Self sacrifice
[4-114]

In our time, it is very rare for someone to sacrifice
himself for the common good. Rare because many
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sacrifice themselves out of national fanaticism and
religious ideologies but not humanitarian reasons.
The sacrifice of a major benefactor for humanity is
a sacred duty. However the person who sacrifices
himself does not carry out the sacrifice with the
intention of being sacrificed otherwise he would not
proceed, but he considers the possibility of a
profane hand removing his life whilst he is carrying
out his act. Such benefactors of humanity cannot
be many since they enter the great arena of
humanity with Holy Grace and up to a point renew
the progress of humanity.
He who established the kernel of Love for His
neighbour was only One and was unique. Nobody
else can replace Him because He had the continual
guidance of His Father conveyed to Him through
the Leader of Spiritual Administration (Holy Spirit).

3.18 A and B Quality entities
[17-11; 10-55; 3-79; 3-47; 10-60; 15-48]

In the beginning God created Heaven and Earth
and then He formed Man and breathed into his
nostrils the breath of life and the man became a
living being. To assist Adam in his evolution He
took from his ribs and closed up the place (wound)
with flesh. Then God made a woman, Eve, and He
brought her to the Man.
The Heavenly Teachers have revealed that in
Heaven there is no distinction between genders.
The term used is Quality A and B. The difference is
not the gender but the quality; they are referred to
as souls of Quality A and souls of Quality B. The
letter B here is not downgrading or diminishing and
the souls of this category are not of less value than
the other. The souls of Quality A incarnate always
as men and the souls of Quality B incarnate always
as women. All are psycho-spiritual entities, which
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have been incarnated in order to fulfill the duties of
their destination.
Quality B entities have many times betrayed Small
Mysteries of Heaven and therefore it was forbidden
to take the attribute of Angels as a Guide to the
souls. This did not stop the Creator from assigning
Quality B entities as messengers of certain subjects
that can only be carried out with the overseeing of
the Teachers. If Quality B entities were given total
freedom it would not be possible for them to keep
the secrets. The destination of a woman is such
that she plays the major role that God has assigned
to her.
Many people incorrectly take advantage of the truth
that the spiritual world gives with such Love for both
man and woman. When the soul is recalled, both
Quality A and Quality B entities belong to the
Heavenly Kingdom. They become educated and
rejoice in the same bliss.
In females, the soul differs from the spirit as much
as the two opposing forces of Good and Evil. In the
system of society some try to prove the opposite.
This is a wearisome tactic of shadowy spirits. The
spirit of rebellion has more authority over women.
Whilst she works for the Good, she creates hubs of
Evil. This is because of her “nature”. Even if she
wants to, she is unable to distance herself from the
attractions of desire.

They could have been called:
Quality 1 and Quality 2
Or
Positive Quality and Negative
Quality
Or
Quality Blue and Quality
Pink.

Eve was a Quality B entity.

Recall = to return to spiritual
world.

Adam and Eve symbolise a
beginning.
God created
Adam first, a male who knew
his position within Creation.
Eve was created from
Adam’s rib as his companion
and to perpetuate humanity.
That is why the female was
not considered as man.
From the Lord’s days on
Earth the word man includes
females.

According to tradition, God created the male as the
positive part of a logical human entity. He gave him
a wife, the negative part of it. This way the whole
human race exists. From the beginning of time the
male has been climbing the ladder of spiritual
education.
The female has not followed him
because she modified that knowledge inside her.
She was transformed into an undisciplined entity to
which nobody is able to confide his high ideals.
The spiritual power of the female was never
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exercised to the advantage of humanity whereas
Man made fertile its arid land. If females had not
been created, the world of matter would have been
lazy, dull, aimless and boring. God knew what He
created through the female: everything and nothing.
The female is the means to assist the male towards
his ascendancy even in places where she cannot
enter.
The female helps raise the male entity into higher
levels of the Heavenly Kingdom. All entities have
value as creations of the Lord.
With proper
education the two genders are able to fashion
humanity for its salvation. Therefore, when the two
genders play the roles that were set by the Creator
properly, all things go well. The people are calm
and happy and societies flourish. When, however,
the roles of the two genders are interchanged, all
things are toppled or blocked with unpredictable
consequences. The main duty of woman is to
stand by and be a companion to Man, boost his
spirit in the difficult conditions of his life, inspire him
to the great ideals and push him towards the higher
levels of his destination. The Deity created woman
exactly for this reason, to be the instrument for
Man’s evolution, for he would not have been able to
advance on his own.
The ancients used to say “fire, woman and sea”,
thus classifying woman between the other two
dynamic elements of nature. Her resemblance to
the sea lies mainly due to her temperamental
character. As the sea is sometimes stormy and
sometimes calm, so does woman behave
sometimes frantically and sometimes with total
calmness and serenity.
The resemblance to fire has greater depth because
it refers to energy. Fire is the motive power of all
things. Without fire there could be no technical
advancement and humanity would have remained
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in a primitive state. Woman accordingly is the
power in the evolution of the human race because
she gives the impulse for Man to reach his
destination.
The subject of the relation between the two sexes
is huge and inexhaustible. Everybody has to learn
the special duties and the special destination of
each gender, so they can cooperate with each
other productively and with understanding, without
rivalry, egoism and pointless claims.

3.19 Purity has 24 stages
[4-122]; [4-91]

Man is pure when his spirit is free of cunning. Do
not encompass Purity amongst other indicators of
life. Something that you consider pure may not be
considered so by other people. This is because
you have transferred the meaning of pure to
circumstances that relate to nature, conventional
barriers and, the societal attitudes of your critics.
Purity does not reside where you place it. Purity is
something else, which you do not perceive.
Because you do not posses a guileless spirit, you
are unable to analyse the word “ pure”.
What is the meaning of “ pure in heart”? It means a
Man without malice. But when we say “pure in
spirit” this again means a man with precise thought,
virtuous direction and enlightened logic. You will
tell me that the Lord forgave the sins of many
women and they found their Purity. How did this
come to be since they were not pure in their
everyday life? Therefore the Lord has placed
Purity in their hearts so that their spirit was
pressurized to conform to the Lord’s Words.
Because the heart is malleable in women and it can
influence the instability of their spirit, His words to
them had such an appeal that they were applied
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literally and they regained their Purity. Do not
forget that women think more with their heart than
with their spirit. Those women who are seduced by
the Evil Spirit, like Eve, not only decrease their
femininity but also become the cornerstone of sin.
Man is able to be pure to a certain degree but
never 100%. There are entities in our world that
have come from other Stations and differ
considerably from their fellow men. They have a
greater percentage of Purity than others because,
Purity has 24 stages (Stations) in number. Purity
acquired on Earth is not sufficient. There is another
Purity, the Heavenly Purity that has grades
depending on the Station of each entity. On Earth
you are able to acquire up to 12 stages. The rest
you will pass through in other Stations. I speak
about man (male) because for women there are
only three (3) stages. Each stage for women has
more steps because their spirit is stronger than
their soul strength. Consequently it is easier for
women to conform to the pursuit of the Heavenly
Leaders and become executors of Creation’s work
for the raising of Man.
I will not explain every stage of Purity, since Purity
remains on Earth a mistaken conception of Purity.
If we ask ten men with varying degrees of
knowledge, what Purity is, all ten will reply based
on different criteria. This means that they have not
attained the consciousness of the word pure. I said
and I repeat, do not confuse erotic friendships and
the erotic bond with Purity. There is no connection
between them, because nature i.e. God’s Breath
pushes heterosexuals to a bond of intimate Love
with free spirit.
If the spirit has enlightenment then it will realize
where it is going and what it is doing because,
depending on its chosen path, the choice will be
Divine or not. In this way anomalous situations are
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created in life, not because the Divine Breath
pushed His creations to commit mistakes but
because the free spirit lacks enlightenment.
A woman may commit many errors due to her
spiritual inadequacy in logic and correctness of
understanding. By bitterly repenting for all that she
has done she changes direction and follows the
correct path that she will find. This way the fallen
woman is purified. In this case, where is Purity
found? It is found in the lack of evil intention in her
entity.
The aim is not for her to rest on her errors but to
correct them so she can quickly enter into the
perfect resting place of souls and glorify the Lord
who has shortened her trials in order that she may
enjoy His Divine compassion.
If Purity was
measured according to morality, then you would
find none on Earth. Purity is one of the mysteries
of the Lord. Even though it is known that everyone
knows its essence, it is totally ignored. It is the
innocence of an entity, is free from prejudices, is
ignorant of evil and at the same time is the soul’s
hymn. Purity is not judged by its appearance but
by its spontaneous action towards good.
An
appearance may give the impression of Purity, of
sanctity, while in reality it is a mask of the entity.
From another entity, from which you expected
nothing, you may receive unexpected kindness and
you will say: “I never expected X to be so good”.
Here lies Purity. It is that which cultivates in the
heart the sense of lofty enlightenment.

3.20 Punishment of entities on Earth
and in Heaven
[10-79]

The guilty one pays for his sins sooner or later.
Many times you observe that the Lord should
punish one or another but on the contrary they
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enjoy the earthly goods that they derive from their
brethren. You get angry and say “How come God
does not punish these sinister enemies of
humankind? Can He not see what they have done
and what they are going to do?”
From an ignorant point of view you are correct in
expressing yourselves this way but from an evolved
inner understanding you are incorrect. Since you
know that God is never unjust why do you blame
Him? Depending on the psycho-spiritual entity,
when it is in Heaven, God asks through His
assistants there, that it turns towards the good and
pious before it reincarnates.
When the entity is reincarnated it forgets its
promise even though its conscience tries to turn it
towards the path of virtue and ignore the path of
Evil. It is possible that the entity is at the point of
returning. That is why the Lord is waiting. For
some entities the return comes late for reasons that
mortals cannot understand too deeply. So do not
judge the Lord unjustly.
There are many entities in Heaven who beg and
say that they will change when they return to Earth.
However once reincarnated their spirit rebels
against their conscience and they become tyrants
on Earth. They will be punished whilst on Earth.
Then again there are others who appeared good to
many but in reality they were not. Towards the end
of their life they remove the mask to reveal their evil
spirit. These will be punished in Heaven. They will
deny any wrongdoing and will be allowed to wander
around as fickle spirits. Divinity does not force
punishment as it happens on Earth. On their own
these fickle spirits wander around and sneer at their
fellow man on Earth and mock them and are
pleased when they are able to lead them astray.
Divinity leaves these spirits until they become
exhausted and on their own they seek the
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benevolence of the Lord to permit them entry into
Erevos. That is, to enter the cycle of evolution
from the darkest place until they are ready to
expiate the old sins and reincarnate.

Erevos:
deep darkness.
See Chapter 4.

It is very difficult to adequately explain the
punishments that occur in both Heaven and Earth.
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4. Structure of Heavenly Kingdom
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4.1 Overview of Heavenly structure
[1-33;]

Let us discuss in general terms the structure of the
Heavenly Kingdom and how it operates. The
Stations of Evolution consist of 24 Stations from
Alpha () to Omega () corresponding to each
letter of the Greek alphabet. In every Station
specific complementary education of the psychospiritual entity takes place. The Stations are shown
diagrammatically in Figure 4.1.
Station lpha (which is Earth) is the unique material
planet in the universe for human entities. It is the
Station for separating the qualities of the psychospiritual entities and also the battleground for the
combating powers of good and evil.
Station
Omega () is the Heavenly Paradise.

Heavenly
Kingdom=
Kingdom of the Lord=
Spiritual World

You can think of the
various
Stations
of
Evolution as similar to
our sequential education
system:
kindergarten,
primary,
secondary,
tertiary etc.

The Greek alphabet has
24 letters: , , , , ,
, , , , , , , , ,
, , , , , !, , ", #,
.

Stations Beta () to Omega () are ethereal
Stations or levels that are the various “classes” the
psycho-spiritual entities go through to improve and
ascend further.
Station Psi () is the penultimate Station for the
psycho-spiritual entity’s refinement (evolution) and
is the most difficult of all Stations. The psychospiritual entity’s stay at this Station is minimal.
Station Omega (), the final Station, is also called
the “Station of Repose”. It is the Station that we
call Paradise. Once the psycho-spiritual entity
enters this Station, it no longer returns, via
reincarnation, into the earthly life.
The highest psycho-spiritual entities exist in the
Station of Repose.
When the psycho-spiritual entity leaves the material
world and enters the Kingdom of the Lord, it will
pass through two important centres before the next
destination is authorised. The first is the ‘Transit
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Centre’ also known as the ‘Soul Terminal’ and the
other is the ‘Report Centre’ also known as the
‘Centre of Accountability’. These two Centres are
shown in Figure 4.2 together with the Stations of
Evolution.
The connection and relationship
between these are explained in this Chapter.
 or vertebral column
(spine)
The human body has the
shape of the Divine
Kingdom with the 24
Stations: (24)
Cervical: 7 vertebrae
Thoracic: 12 vertebrae
Lumbar: 5 vertebrae
and
Centres & Councils: (9)
Sacral: 5 vertebrae
Coccygeal: 4 vertebrae

Figure 4.1
24 Stations of Evolution
Apart from the 24 Stations and the two centres
stated before, there exist a number of other Centres
and Councils. These will be outlined further on in
this chapter.
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4.2 Station Alpha
[18-56; 18-67; 19-109;]

Birth is the start of the contract between a psychospiritual entity and Heaven. It is signified by the
arrival/return of the psycho-spiritual entity to the
material world to start/restart its education by
balancing Good/Evil and soul/spirit.
It will
eventually ascend to the highest level of
illumination. Life starts when the newborn takes its
first breath i.e. when it receives a ray of the Divine
Energy that is God’s Breath.
Death is the end of the contract between the
psycho-spiritual entity and Heaven. Not all deaths
are similar and humans attribute different
explanations and in some cases generate different
circumstances for the actual death.
Each psycho-spiritual entity can be considered as
God’s rough diamond that needs to be shaped and
polished whilst on Earth. God created Earth so
that each rough diamond can eventually shine by
repeated incarnations in human bodies, of the
same sex, and by the enlightenment (illumination,
education) it receives in Heaven between
incarnations.
The faster the psycho-spiritual
entity’s progress on Earth, the more it aids God’s
work. In Heaven, the psycho-spiritual entities have
to understand everything that has been taught and
they need to retain these images (knowledge is
given in images) so that when they reincarnate,
they can overcome new obstacles and different
traps and temptations. This way the cycle of life
‘birth – death – rebirth’ continues. In Heaven (in
Stations B (beta) to  (psi)) education takes place
with the use of images that are not real. They
make an impact on the spirit so it can invigorate the
soul and strengthen it. This is the way God assists
the raising of the psycho-spiritual entities to reach
their final destination.
What we should know before we depart Earth

First breath = birth =
turn ON the switch for an
electrical circuit.

Last breath= death =
turn OFF the switch of an
electrical circuit.

Some ”shaping and
polishing” takes place in
Heaven but at a slower
pace; it is best carried
out on Earth using a
hammer and an anvil –
two opposing forces.

‘Birth – death – rebirth‘
is called the cycle of
soul refinement.




More details on the
operation in sections 4.3
to 4.12

Figure 4.2
Overall Heavenly Structure
Each psycho-spiritual entity’s earthly life, either
good or evil, is temporary. The duration of life on
Earth is predetermined before incarnation and is
part of the contract. The contract cannot be
prematurely and unilaterally terminated by the
human entity without repercussions. The end date
of life is known to the subconscious but not to the
spirit. The subconscious seldom speaks freely to
the spirit and only then if it receives Divine
permission.
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A psycho-spiritual entity returning to the material
Station Alpha (Earth) is born as a new earthly
human entity and is reincarnated with fewer sins.
In Heaven the psycho-spiritual entity is taught much
to assist it in developing its soul strength in a way to
enable it to overpower the spirit. The subconscious
within the soul is the secret storage area where the
entity’s record is kept. Based on this record the
entity is placed in the appropriate position in
Heaven when it returns there.
A new entity
returning to Earth seldom remembers its previous
existences, places or events. When it does, this to
remind the human entity that the soul does not die,
but returns to Earth to fulfil its obligations.
After birth when the new, young human entity has
acquired enough strength, it is tested by its
surroundings, inheritance and earthly temptations.
Man appears on Earth completely free from the
Heavenly Leaders’ influence.
If he himself
perceives in time that he needs them, then through
prayer and purity of thought or other means, he
connects with them and receives advice and
direction. Previous incarnations have no relevance
whatsoever to the current one. For this reason, the
incarnated entity does not remember them and the
spiritual Leaders and Teachers do not mention
them as they may have a negative effect on the
current incarnated entity.
Prior to its descent to Earth the spiritual Leaders
and the psycho-spiritual entity agree on the
experiences that the entity needs in order to
increase its soul strength. Family environment has
an influence on the new entity, even though the
newly arrived entity has no soul connection with the
family into which it is born. This influence depends
on external factors. This way the entity can
encounter new experiences for the purpose of
training and in order to fill gaps in its knowledge
and behaviour. At this point there are three forces
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that exert themselves:
(i)

earthly temptations

(ii)

soul strength

(iii) the soul’s influence on the spirit.
An unjustly killed person will be given a new place
on his return to Station Alpha (Earth). The unjust
and malevolent person who committed the murder
is punished in a different way when he
reincarnates. One incarnation does not affect the
other because each incarnation is a different life, a
new experience and a new appearance (race,
colour, religion).
The sins of the souls started with the first sin
(ancestral sin). That was the reason the souls were
expelled from the Heavenly Kingdom and
incarnated on Station Alpha. Their incarnation and
subsequent incarnations were designed to assist
them to return to the Heavenly Kingdom through
continuous struggle between Good and Evil. The
psycho-spiritual entities have to balance the forces
of Good and Evil. Evil is necessary in Station Alpha
for the evolution of human entities since Earth is the
great practical educational institution.
Man has free-will to balance and choose between
Good and Evil. For example, material wealth and
poverty can be considered as two opposite
attracting forces. Humans who desire material
wealth are attracted to one side and others who
shun material possessions tend to become hermits
and antisocial. Both inclinations unbalance the
entity. The objective is to walk the path between
the temptation of wealth and poverty and to
conduct a balanced life.
The world of the psycho-spiritual entity is the
Spiritual Kingdom. In this kingdom there are many
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places for all psycho-spiritual entities.
Some
remain at lower levels and some at higher. There is
a category of psycho-spiritual entities that always
ascends. The psycho-spiritual entities that find
themselves at the lower levels are unhappy about
their situation.
On Earth, it is very easy for the Devil to attract
psycho-spiritual entities, even though those entities
may think that they are linking with God. In
Heaven, it is difficult for the Leaders to attract (fish
for) fickle and evil spirits.

Some of the Evil spirits
that serve Lucifer for
ages
become
bored
because they feel that
their path leads nowhere.
They are then “fished”
by the Great Leaders of
the Spiritual World and
they
are
transferred
within
the
Heavenly
Kingdom.
After their
special training, they are
sent back to Earth with
their
mystical
power
intact, in order to be
tested as to how they will
use this power.

4.3 Klimaka
[15-215; 4-202]

Heaven and Earth are connected through an
invisible ladder (Greek: Klimaka) called the
Klimaka of Ascending and Descending souls.
The psycho-spiritual entities descend to Earth to be
reincarnated and they ascend to Heaven to return
to the Heavenly Kingdom using this ethereal ladder.
The place of incarnation of the souls does not
depend upon their previous nationality, religion,
race etc. but upon their inner progress made in
Heaven.
Once the ascending psycho-spiritual
entities have discarded their human body (died)
they climb the Klimaka to the main hall of the
Transit Centre. See Figure 4.2 and Figure 4.3.
When the psycho-spiritual entity recovers from the
vertigo of death, it is initially lost. It tries to orient
itself and if it has any degree of Divine
enlightenment then a Guardian Angel or a
substitute Angel will come to its aid. In the
beginning, it will hear whispers without seeing
where they come from. As the entity ascends, it
hears sweet whispers that come from the fickle and
evil spirits and other whispers that come from its
Guardian Angel. The transformation of the psychospiritual entity is immense until it opens its
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Heavenly Eye (third eye) and then it will start it will
start another path. Until this point, the psychospiritual entity is lost (blind).
When the psycho-spiritual entity is recalled it is
initially lost and does not understand what is
happening to it because it still has visions of Earth,
is confused and does not fully grasp that it has left
Earth. The psycho-spiritual entity travels in a
direction unknown to it. As stated, during the
journey, various other psycho-spiritual entities (evil,
fickle) appear and try to coax it in their direction. It
needs to repel all of them with all its resources
(soul-strength) otherwise it will slip into the
stronghold of Evil.

Heavenly Eye = Third
eye = inner eye.
The third eye is the gate
that leads within to inner
consciousness. Usually
symbolises a state of
enlightenment
through
visions,
clairvoyance,
precognition and “out of
body” experiences.

Most psycho-spiritual entities ascending the
Klimaka turn a deaf ear to the urging of these other
psycho-spiritual entities. It is difficult for Evil to
deceive them because they have recent
impressions from the material world and are not
easily misled. But Evil can take many guises in
order to deceive the psycho-spiritual entities. For
example, if you loved an attractive young woman
and you were not able whilst on Earth to gain her
as your life’s companion, then ascending the
Klimaka, Evil takes the form of the young woman
you loved and by simulating her speech, draws you
to it.
Similarly, if the aim of your life was to acquire a
great fortune to enable you to secure the future of
your own people but you failed to do so, then Evil
will appear with members of your family and will
give you a way to enjoy wealth and provide security
for your family who rejoice at this; although in reality
nothing takes place.
Evil’s deceits are
innumerable, but its guile is rarely successful with
ascending psycho-spiritual entities.
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The Transit Centre (Soul
Terminal) being akin to
an airport passenger
terminal, where tickets,
visas etc are issued
subject
to
certain
conditions.

This airport terminal has
also
reform-holding
compartments (holding
cells).

The circles around the
Transit Centre are called
the Hell of Heaven!

The sub-circles or layers
are not shown in the
diagrams.

Figure 4.3 is the editor’s
interpretation.

Figure 4.3
Connection between Earth and Transit Centre

Evil is more successful with the descending
psycho-spiritual entities which are more favourably
inclined towards it because, through promises, it is
able to secure a place in their mind. It can then
relax without worrying because it has already
bound them to itself.
Upon incarnation and while they are still young, Evil
is unable to touch children as it is forbidden by God
(Anarhon). However, once adolescence is reached
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Evil rises and demands the fulfilment of the
agreement that was entered into whilst descending
to Earth. That is, to follow it during the whole
course of their earthly life. Evil delivers all that it
has promised according to the agreement: wealth,
glory, conquests etc. Very seldom does a man
awaken who has delivered his spirit to Evil. That is,
the person who has made the agreement with Evil
before incarnation, and then embraces the
Heavenly Authority, may deceive the Deceiver
(Evil). This case is very rare in life because a man
fully absorbed in worldly matters cannot abandon
them. The psycho-spiritual entity has to have
strong soul-strength and a willing spirit to be able to
deceive the Deceiver for the benefit of others.
Take into consideration what is being conveyed to
you now, as this is being written into your
subconscious so that you can use it when there is a
need. These words constitute a safeguard for your
entity. All who do not have Divine favour to know
the essential mysteries for their entity commit sins
and go backwards without the Teachers being able
to assist them.
Be careful not to slip, not only while you are
returning to Heaven but also whilst on Earth. On
Earth the level of temptation is greater since you
are earthly. Praise the Lord whose decision it is to
communicate these teachings to the ungrateful and
forgetful man of matter, so that Heavenly
Enlightenment can raise him.

Editor’s summary:
1. There is a ladder that ‘connects’ Earth and
Heaven. It is named Klimaka to differentiate it
from another ladder (Scala) which is within the
Transit Centre.
2.

The Klimaka is used by both ascending
(returning to Heaven) and descending (to be
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reincarnated on Earth) psycho-spiritual entities.
3.

Evil and His followers tempt both ascending
and descending psycho-spiritual entities.

4.

Both ascending and descending entities must
go through a barrier called Kerveros (see next
section and Figure 4.3).

5.

Within the Main Hall of the Transit Centre
psycho-spiritual entities are directed to go to
their next destination.

4.4 Kerveros
[15-217; 2-185]

After physical death, the psycho-spiritual entity
goes through a barrier, Kerveros, whilst ascending
the Klimaka called the Barrier of Rebirth, also
known as Super Memory or Reforming Zone
(Figure 4.2 and Figure 4.3). This means that the
psycho-spiritual entity regains all its previous
knowledge from all previous lives in both Heaven
and Earth.
On the other hand, when a psycho-spiritual entity is
about to reincarnate (descending entity) into the
material world it goes through a zone, Kerveros,
that is called the Barrier of Forgetfulness (Figure
4.2 and 4.3). This barrier is so-called because
when the psycho-spiritual entity goes through it, it
completely loses all its memory, especially all the
memories whilst in Heaven e.g. of all images,
thoughts, knowledge, emotions etc. The Barrier of
Forgetfulness is therefore, the keeper of the secrets
of the Spiritual World since these cannot be
revealed to humans.
Kerveros is the Reforming Zone and/or the
Barrier of Forgetfulness. Nobody can go through
this barrier unless they leave behind them their old
memory to acquire a new one and in the opposite
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Kerveros is also known
as Kerberos or Cerberus

In Greek mythology, this
barrier was symbolised
by the beast Kerveros
that guarded the gates of
Hades. That is, Hades is
the entry to the Spiritual
World. Also from Greek
mythology: Hades with
his two brothers Zeus
and Poseidon defeated
the Titans and claimed
supremacy
over
the
universe
ruling
the
underworld, the sky and
the sea.

Kerveros
has
two
distinct properties one
for ascending and one
for descending entities:

Ascending
entities:
Kerveros
=
Reforming
Zone also called the Barrier
of Rebirth also known as
Super Memory

Descending
entities:
Kerveros = Reforming
Zone also called the
Reform Belt’ or the
‘Oblivion Barrier, or
Barrier
of
Forgetfulness.




direction they regain all their previous memories.
During its ascension the psycho-spiritual entity
does not forget its life on Earth. If, however, the
psycho-spiritual entity is very nostalgic about its life
on Earth, the psycho-spiritual entity can become
insubordinate and then it becomes a fickle or an
earthbound spirit. It floats around in Heaven until it
voluntarily enters the Transit Centre. It cannot
return to Earth because the pull of the Transit
Centre is more powerful.

Editor’s summary:
A. Recalled entities (death):
1. After death the psycho-spiritual entity climbs the
Klimaka.
2. The psycho-spiritual entity goes through the
Reforming Zone ‘Kerveros’ (super memory).
3. It arrives at the Main Hall of the Transit Centre
from where it is sent to the Report Centre or is
returned to Earth.
4. Further actions are taken as outlined further on.
B. Entities returning to Earth (birth/rebirth):
1. The psycho-spiritual entity as it descends the
Klimaka to Earth goes through Kerveros also
called the ‘Reform Belt’ or the ‘Oblivion Barrier’.
The psycho-spiritual entity forgets everything of
the celestial life and previous incarnations
although it is possible in certain cases to
remember previous incarnation(s) on Earth.
2. It arrives on Earth at the instance of birth.
3. The reincarnation of the psycho-spiritual entity
takes place the instant that the foetus emerges
from the mother’s womb and takes its first
breath.
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punished
souls,
depending
on
their
actions, sooner or later
will return to Earth. The
return can be made after
one year or after many
centuries.
The
instruction to depart is
only given by the Lord.




4.5 The Transit Centre
[1-42; 2-11,29; 3-15,20,67,204; 4-105]

The Transit Centre has a circular hall at its centre
called the ‘Main Hall’ and around it there are 10
concentric circles as shown in two dimensions in
Figure 4.3. Each of the concentric circles of Figure
4.3 can be expanded in 3-dimensions (the same
way as extending the cylinders that form a
telescope) with the resulting image shown in Figure
4.4 where there are two ladders (Scala) for use by
the psycho-spiritual entities. One is for them to
reach to their appointed position of punishment and
the other to return to the Main Hall for further
processing.

More details in section
4.7.

The concentric cylinders increase in depth so the
larger the number of the cylinder the larger the
depth as shown in Figure 4.4, for example,
concentric cylinder 10 is deeper than cylinder 1.
If a psycho-spiritual entity is to serve a sentence it
is placed in a position within the Transit Centre.
Depending on the level of punishment it uses the
internal Scala (not the Klimaka) to reach the agreed
position (Figure 4.4). There are no special courts
or prisons or fire and brimstone. When it is guilty,
the psycho-spiritual entity suffers morally and moral
pain is far more unpleasant and oppressive than
physical pain.
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NOTE:
The
3dimensional
representations is the
editor’s visualisation and
it was placed in the main
text for convenience and
clarity.

Figure 4.3 can be drawn
In three dimensions as
10 concentric circular
cylinders (doughnuts), as
shown in Figure 4.4.

Remember there is no up
or down in Heaven.

Erevos (areas 8, 9, and
10) is the darkest area of
the Hell of Heaven.

Figure 4.4 Transit Centre in 3-D

The first 5 concentric circles/cylinders (1,2,3,4,5)
allow relative freedom of movement for the psychospiritual entities.
The last 3 concentric
circles/cylinders (8,9,10) constitute the Erevos
(deep darkness).
The psycho-spiritual entities
placed in the middle 2 concentric circles/cylinders
(6,7) stagnate.

Erevos = ancient Greek
for deep darkness.

Figure 4.4 is the editor’s
interpretation.

The psycho-spiritual entities being punished inside
Erevos are unable to communicate with other
psycho-spiritual entities unless the former do not
repent and they leave to enter the ranks of the Evil,
in which case they have no right to use the Scala to
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reach the Transit Centre’s main circular hall. They
float around. Often they circle around the first layer
in order to attempt to seduce the psycho-spiritual
entities that are descending to Earth.
The psycho-spiritual entities which accept their
punishment go to one of the sub-cylinders (slices)
within a concentric cylinder (e.g. concentric cylinder
5 sub-circle (slice) 7) according to their punishment.
The greater the punishment the darker the circle i.e.
the larger the number of the circle. (Position:
concentric circle 10, sub circle 10 is the darkest).

Circles/cylinders: I refer
to circles when we are
talking about a diagram
in 2-dimension. Whereas
the term cylinder is used
in
3-dimensional
representation.

The
numbering
sequence
is
for
convenience. It could be
1 to 10 rather than 10 to
1 as shown (top to
bottom)

Figure 4.5 Ten layers (slices) for each
Concentric Cylinder- shown in cylinder No 5.

Figure 4.5 is the editor’s
interpretation.

All psycho-spiritual entities, punished or not, float.
The circles (cylinders) do not exist in the Heavenly
universe.
They
have
been
provided
diagrammatically to assist in understanding the
structure of Heaven.
Up to the 5th circle/cylinder within the Transit Centre
the psycho-spiritual entities can proceed to visit
other psycho-spiritual entities in darker layers with
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permission that is granted depending on their
behaviour although the reverse is not allowed.
Psycho-spiritual entities in the 6th and 7th
circle/cylinder stagnate without complaining in order
to win the Lord’s favour. At a specified earthly time
(up to one year) the Lord visits this sector and gives
promoting grades to the souls enabling them to
improve their evolutionary position within the
Transit Centre.
The Transit Centre or ‘Soul Terminal’ constitutes
the linking point between the material and nonmaterial (Heaven) worlds as shown in Fig 4.3. This
centre is both the centre for ascending (returning to
Heaven) and descending (to be reincarnated)
psycho-spiritual entities. From here, the psychospiritual entities go to the Report Centre or ‘Centre
of Accountability’ for self judgement (Figure 4.2)
from where,
(i)

If they receive promotion they continue to
higher Stations (B – ) to be further evolved
or
(ii) They return to the Transit Centre to be
reincarnated straight away to Station A (Earth)
or
(iii) If they are found guilty of many sins they return
to the Transit Centre to serve their deemed
sentence within the levels of the Transit Centre
and to be taught about their duties in their
future reincarnation. After completing their
sentence they will wait for their turn to descend
to the material world as new human entities.
See Figure 4.2.
When one feels ill and everything is spinning
around, one needs to rest to recover one’s normal
senses. The same thing happens when a soul is
recalled. When in Heaven, it recovers. It is
impossible for it to appreciate where it is. In the
beginning, it is facilitated by recognition of beloved
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see next section.
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persons and it wonders if it is dreaming or not. To
get rid of this feeling, which automatically brings
nostalgia for the world, it has just left, and so as not
to feel bitter, it sees as mirages part of its earthly
life, which in reality does not exist. It is not possible
in the ethereal world for earthly objects such as
gardens and flowers to exist.
This is stated here so you can understand the
forethought given by Divinity for every created
entity. This does not happen to psycho-spiritual
entities that have developed with celestial help.
When they die they come into direct contact with
friends, acquaintances and relatives. They sense
that all the entities are brothers and sisters and
become calm. When they become accustomed to
their new surroundings they take the following path:
When a person dies and he has prepared himself
and understood the Spiritual World his psychospiritual entity goes towards Heaven (Transit
Centre) and does not look back. If he is ignorant,
then his psycho-spiritual entity stays with his dead
body and tries to speak to other humans but
nobody will pay attention to him because he is
invisible to earthly eyes and ears.
When the psycho-spiritual entity is recalled and it
leaves its body, for three (3) days (time as
measured on Earth) it hovers around Earth or
around its body. This depends on the psychospiritual entity. Time belongs to Man because he
has memory. If the spirit had a strong affinity with
the material world then it remains in the same room
with its dead body, otherwise, it rises and from
there it sees, listens and in a way empathises with
the sorrow of those grieving around its body. It is
possible that it may appear in dreams or that it may
materialise during this time. This depends on its
capabilities.
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souls
receive
permission to communicate,
they do so in safety. Eg: the
souls travel on an ocean
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There are daring psychospiritual entities in Heaven
who fall victim to the evil
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knowledge and miraculous
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is very difficult.
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souls that have not become
withered. So many souls
are analysed but only a few
souls can be saved.
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After this, it ascends and for nine (9) days it moves
around the Transit Centre (Soul Terminal) whilst it
discards the last remnants of its earthly life. For
forty (40) days after leaving the earthly body it
remains in the Transit Centre where it receives
instructions.
It then goes to the Centre of
Accountability (Report Centre) for judgement. After
this it is assigned the place that its own conscience
has determined.
Three (3) months is sufficient for the separation
and recollection of the earthly life. In six (6)
months, if it has been assigned a good place (in
layers 1-5) within the Transit Centre, it can
establish communication with fellow souls.
Some religions observe religious services to
coincide with similar timings for the psycho-spiritual
entity’s ascension to Heaven.
Supplications, from entities still on Earth, may be
taken into consideration when the dead person
does not have too great or too many sins. The
fewer mortal sins committed on Earth, the easier it
is to climb the Scala of Soul Richness (Scala =
Ladder in Latin) from the Main Hall within the
Transit Centre. See Figure 4.4.
The more powerful one is on Earth the more difficult
it is to climb this ladder.

NB: In ancient Egypt
mummification took 70 days.
In order to preserve the
body the corpse was
immersed in natron salt for
40 days.
The number of days
given in the Tibetan Book
of the Dead to go
through the Bardos is
forty nine (49).
Also:
after the first four days of
unconsciousness,
into
the luminosity there is a
sudden
understanding
that this is the Bardo
state.

Remember that time
does not exist in Heaven;
time is a human concept

e.g. Eastern Christian
Orthodox religions.

[22-66]
On All Souls Day the souls
have permission to travel to
Earth to meet with loved
ones.
Some humans
recognize the importance of
the Day and remember their
dearly departed and some
do not. That means that not
everybody
has
the
appropriate respect for the
memory of their brothers.
Whatever you give you will
receive in return.

Many unknown humans enjoy eternity whereas
many meritorious people well known for their
religious commitment remain at the same point as
the lowest of all. There are no secrets in Heaven.
The Law of God (Anarhon) is very strict because,
before creating the World, He established the Laws.
A Law is an idea (concept). It has validity and is
enforced automatically.
It is not something abstract, as you understand
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ideas, but Laws are energies that act on psychospiritual entities in an unknown manner. They
belong to the Values of Heaven.

4.6 Centre of Accountability
[15-221]

As discussed, when the Divine Authority recalls a
psycho-spiritual entity, it will go through the
Reformation Zone (Kerveros) on its way to the
Transit Centre. There, the psycho-spiritual entity
slowly understands its new situation but it has an
intense feeling that it exists between the visible and
the invisible. This is because the change in its
status is not sudden, due to the grace and
providence of God. After 40 days, the psychospiritual entity decides if it is worth assuming a
position in Heaven in order to atone for its actions
or whether it should, on its own, follow the darkness
and become an evil or fickle spirit. This decision is
called “accounting for”. From the Transit Centre,
the psycho-spiritual entity goes to the Report
Centre or ‘Centre of Accountability’, as shown in
Figure 4.2 to account for its actions and there, it is
judged by its own conscience. When the spirit
pleads its case the strict prosecutor of the psychospiritual entity is its own conscience (soul).
The report is not given in front of judges. The
psycho-spiritual entity accounts to itself. In other
words, its spirit is checked by its own conscience
that is now freed from the bonds of matter and is no
longer subordinate to the spirit. Conscience is a
function of the soul and therefore never errs. This
is why its check on the spirit is very accurate and
impartial. As stated, the psycho-spiritual entities
judge and punish themselves.
The spirit has no longer the power to give excuses
for its actions. A bad spirit feels like a criminal
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and Leaders.




deprived of all destructive means. A good spirit
feels great relief and joy, since its decisions agreed
with the advice given by the conscience and it now
realises the correctness of its actions.
The
conscience compares and balances the good and
bad actions of the psycho-spiritual entity without
mistake. If there are only slight residues of sins
remaining, these are erased due to the grace of the
Divine Law. If the residues are large, the entity
returns to the Transit Centre in order to suffer the
punishment determined by its conscience. If there
are more good actions than evil ones, the psychospiritual entity proceeds to a higher Station of
Heavenly training (evolution).
The spirit can willingly accept the sentence passed
by its conscience. Nobody can force the spirit to do
this, because the free-will of the spirit is a regulation
of the Divine Law. If, however, a spirit is extremely
insubordinate, does not recognise its mistakes and
does not accept its sentence, it is driven away from
the Heavenly Kingdom and becomes a fickle or evil
spirit. The soul passes the sentence but is forced
to follow the spirit to its place of punishment
because soul and spirit are inseparably bound into
a single psycho-spiritual entity. Thus, there are
three directions from the Report Centre/Centre of
Accountability (Figure 4.2) for the psycho-spiritual
entity to follow:
a. Promotion to a higher Station
b. Return to the Transit Centre to either serve its
punishment or be directly reincarnated.
c. Expulsion from the Heavenly Kingdom
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evolution = development
There are 24 Stations of
Evolution:
A-: first Station A being
Earth and the last Station
 is considered the
Terminal (Paradise).

[Ref: 22-136]
Every earthly year the souls
gather, having gone through
the Centre of Accountability,
and they return to the
Transit
Centre
without
having been allocated to a
Station where they await
their placement as directed
by the Lord.
Their
placement depends on the
scale of their actions. This
is done annually. A large
number
of
souls
are
awaiting their allocation to a
place in Heaven or their
return to Earth or to another
area.




4.7 Within the Transit Centre
[1-46; 2-113]

The flowchart in Figure 4.6 gives a summary of the
process described.
In the ethereal world many trips are taken by able
psycho-spiritual entities to faraway stars unknown
to mortals. The stars whose constitution is totally
unknown are beyond man’s imagination. Many
travellers meet each other and describe miracles
that are incomprehensible to the human mind.
When a psycho-spiritual entity ascends, its speed is
multiplied and it sees many things that others at a
lower level cannot see.
A large number of souls depart Station A (Earth)
and go to the Transit Centre but only a few of them
will enter other Stations including Station B (beta)
through the Report Centre. Placement into a
Station is made according to the psycho-spiritual
entity’s actions on Earth. The others float until the
Divine Authority takes a decision regarding when
the entity is to return to Earth (reincarnate). This
may take from years to centuries.
As stated above, in Heaven there are layers and
Stations. Depending on the psycho-spiritual entity’s
burden of sin it will hover in a higher or lower layer.
That is, an entity of weight five cannot proceed to
layer four. On the contrary an entity of weight four
can descend and meet an entity of weight five.
This is as long as it is the will of the entity with the
heavier burden five, then the lighter, as if by magic
speeds to meet it. Any movement between layers
requires permission from a higher authority.
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Figure 4.6 is the editor’s
interpretation.

Figure 4.6 Flowchart
If as a human entity, with the permission of a
Heavenly Authority, together with vision from your
third eye you ascend mentally into the ethereal
world, you will find yourself in an immense ocean of
souls and you will be unable to distinguish the
layers. You would understand this as being one
ocean because humans are not able to judge the
position of each psycho-spiritual entity.
It is
forbidden for a psycho-spiritual entity in Heaven to
indicate its stage of evolution even though the
human entity has asked for it. It is not possible to
obtain the whole truth from psycho-spiritual entities
in lower layers even if there is a grain of truth.
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The layers that are stated are diverse. When the
psycho-spiritual entity arrives at a specific layer and
has been elevated, it is transferred to the Station
that has been determined and from there the path
is direct. Very few humans (mediums) who have
the gift of Divine grace to enter heaven can do so
without going through the Barrier of Forgetfulness
and Super Memory. Even so, they are not able to
grasp the whole celestial life and to bring it to Earth.
They have a very fine perception of the enlightened
words of very few psycho-spiritual entities. Heaven
is an unknown State for mortals, and it has its
reasons that the Heavenly Leaders do not allow
them to transmit information extensively acquired
whilst visiting Heaven.
The Leaders proceed to each layer and with their
enlightenment transmit the meaning of their
messages, analogous to the spiritual understanding
of those being taught.

4.8 Hell, does it exist?
[17-220]

Unfortunately Man disputes the existence of Hell
and Paradise. As day and night exist, so do
Paradise and Hell. But what is Paradise and what
is Hell? In future times we will understand the true
meaning of Paradise. Currently we are unable to
grasp its abstract meaning. You will sense Hell in
both Earth and Heaven. The punishment of this
Hell is moral/ethical and it pressurises the soul so
as to create anguish.
It is very silly to teach that Hell has fire and
brimstone.
In Heaven where psycho-spiritual
entities float there are no such physical replicas.
Monks from the Middle Ages invented these ideas.
The punished psycho-spiritual entity will prefer to
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be burned rather than suffer the moral/ethical
anguish as punishment. However, its sentence for
all the wrong that it has perpetrated is not forever,
as stated by the spiritually uneducated. There are
no time limits for punishment from the earthly point
of view, because time does not exist in Heaven.
God’s Love towards His creations is so great that
many times He prefers to recall an entity rather
than let it fall into greater sins. God does not
punish without reason but having foreseen what
may happen to an entity can relieve the human of
the worst situations that can befall it.
The Church Fathers have given magnificent
lessons on this subject. But as humans, they have
erred in certain points of the lessons. There are
many reasons for this. It is unnecessary to debate
and discuss the current understanding of Hell since
today it is used to threaten fellow man and take
advantage of him. Only by your perception will you
agree or disagree with this.

4.9 Punished entities
[15-222; 2-72]

In Heaven all entities know the Laws and no
psycho-spiritual entity breaks them, except for
some who have then to proceed to the darkness of
Erevos. The psycho-spiritual entity remains there
and develops, in order that its spirit receives
teachings from the Teachers who are not obliged to
descend to the depths of Erevos to teach. When
the psycho-spiritual entity goes to the special halls
for the punished, it is blind, it does not see and
when the teaching finishes, it returns to the Central
Hall of the Transit Centre. Entities with a great
number of sins are placed in darkest Erevos.
There, the situation is agonizing.
The punished entities are ranked in gradations of
darkness, see Fig 4.4. This does not mean that
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When a soul is punished it
does not mean that it does
not receive education. It is
being educated in the
darkness. The fear of
uncertainty forces it to
accept everything so when
under examination without
fear, it can prove that it
has evolved.
If there is progress it
ascends a few steps.
Progress depends on the
psycho-spiritual entity itself
that is from its spirit,
because everything that a
soul suffers is due to the
guilty party that is the
wicked spirit. No soul has
a bad character, they are
all good, it is the spirit
that drags the soul to the
depths of Erevos.




darkness exists but that the entities are deprived of
the psychic sight from their third eye. The deeper
they descend the Scala, the less they can see until
they reach the depths of Erevos. There they are
totally blind.
The circles around the Main Hall in the Transit
Centre, where the punished psycho-spiritual entities
are placed are the real Hell of Heaven. The fire
and cauldrons of Hell are, of course, mythological
fiction because no material objects can exist in
Heaven. Therefore, the Heavenly punishments can
never be physical but are purely spiritual or, to be
more correct, of the conscience. The conscience
punishes the entity through qualms and through the
deprivation of vision from the third eye.
The purpose of the punishment is not to avenge but
to purify the psycho-spiritual entity. The unbearable
pressure of conscience causes the pain, which is
much greater than any physical pain. This horrible
punishment is necessary for the atonement of the
sins that the entity has accumulated.
The punished entities are not stagnant in their
circle/cylinder forever. Through atonement, they
gradually proceed to lighter levels. Attending to the
teachings of various Teachers facilitates their
ascension. Step by step, they reach the central
Main Hall of the Transit Centre where they await
the Lord’s decision for their new incarnation.
In Heaven there exists infinite love for all the
children of God. The sinners suffer much more in
Heaven than on Earth. Even though on Earth you
are able to avoid punishment, it is impossible to
avoid the Law of Justice and punishment in
Heaven. Punishment on Earth is preferable to
punishment in Heaven.
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4.10 Fishing the fickle spirits
[18-67; 18-44]

On Earth it is easy for Evil and his daemons (evil
spirits) to attract human entities irrespective if the
humans think that they are interlinked with the
Divine. If we examine their qualities, we will
discover that not only are they not what they think
they are but they are also, in fact, collaborators of
Evil.
In Heaven not all good psycho-spiritual entities are
able to fish fickle spirits. The Leaders, despite their
heavy workload have a way of fishing fickle and
strong evil spirits and of purifying them and,
following appropriate teaching, returning them to
Earth.

Fish: Gathering psychospiritual entities

We stated that within and around the Transit Centre
there are innumerable psycho-spiritual entities:
•

Psycho-spiritual entities awaiting promotion to a
higher Station.

•

Those that have not been awarded a higher
position and that await reincarnation.

•

Punished psycho-spiritual entities that have
confessed and have accepted their punishment.

There are fickle and evil
spirits (those who have not
accepted their punishment)
that float around Heaven.

The Teachers fish a large number of evil spirits that
now willingly accept their punishment and enter the
Transit Centre. This is one of the great missions
and work that the Heavenly World undertakes. Like
a magnet, the Teachers draw entities deemed
appropriate for enlightenment and provide them
with Divine ambrosia, as this is God’s Will.

4.11 The Alpha to Omega of evolution
[19-109; 15-223; 10-15]

The reason for the Heavenly teachings is to
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prepare the groundwork in order to enhance your
soul strength. They also convey many small details
that are essential knowledge for you so you can be
ready when you leave your bodily garment (die).
Educate your spirit as much as you can whilst you
are on Earth, because it is more difficult to do so in
Heaven where you are not interested in practical
application but only in theory that becomes difficult
without practice.
The 24 Stations of evolution (A-) are some
distance apart (as measured by Heaven) which is a
measurement unknown to human perception. The
Leaders present the lessons. In the Transit Centre,
independent of their duration of stay, the psychospiritual entities, depending on their position, are
taught how to expand their understanding before
going forward with subjects inaccessible to them
such as the teachings of the Leaders to their
brothers on Earth. This celestial work is enormous
and cannot be easily understood by earthly entities
that are somehow obstructed by the Earth’s
temptations.
To give us a more tangible view, the graphical
picture in Figure 4.7 may assist. The Stations are
connected to the Report Centre and in Heaven they
look much like the Greek letter  (sigma) or
vertebral column. Each Station has its own
speciality and degree of difficulty. It is not as on
Earth, where the forces of good and evil spirits
battle each other. Since there is no matter in these
Stations, the hardships of the entities are purely of
a spiritual nature.

In the 22 Stations (B to
) there are psychospiritual entities being
taught subjects that are
known to only a few
earthly entities.

 is the
Station.

penultimate

 or vertebral column
(spine)
The human body has the
shape of the Divine
Kingdom with the 24
Stations: (24)
Cervical: 7 vertebrae
Thoracic: 12 vertebrae
Lumbar: 5 vertebrae

Since there are no contrasts or opposing forces in
the Spiritual World, progress there is usually very
slow. If an entity wishes to ascend the scale of
evolution faster, after a certain point in its evolution,
with permission, it can reincarnate on Earth with a
specific mission. Depending on the fulfilment of its
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duties and the success of the mission on Earth, the
entity can then be promoted through several
Stations. If it fails in its mission, it remains at the
same Station. It does not fall back to a lower
Station.
The psycho-spiritual entities can be promoted in the
Reporting Centre.
When a human entity
accomplishes precisely everything it should know
about good and virtuous actions, after its last recall,
when it arrives to account for its actions it is
allocated into Station  (beta),  (gamma), 
(delta),  (epsilon) etc according to the entity’s
quality. When it arrives at the penultimate and
most difficult Station  (psi), and emerges
triumphant, it can enter the final Station  (omega),
the Spiritual Paradise (Station of Repose or
Heavenly Paradise) and it is able to rest there at
last. However, there are two other paths from
Station  (psi): one leading to the Centre of
Religious Principle which will be discussed later
and one leading to the Palace of the Lord (Soul
Paradise) via the Centre of Spiritual Splendour.
See Fig 4.8.
As stated, The Spiritual Paradise is Station 
also called The Station of Repose. The Soul
Paradise is the Palace of the Lord into which, until
now, very few have entered. The Centre of
Religious Principle will be discussed later.

The soul’s judgement is
cross-checked
by
Heavenly Teachers and
Leaders.

Station  (omega) Is also
called:
Harbour of
Eternal Peace, Station of
Repose, Paradise

When a psycho-spiritual entity with a good record of
behaviour is recalled from Station A (alpha) it will
be transferred to a higher Station.
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4.7 Sigma or vertebral column there are 3 destinations from Station  (psi)
In Station  (gamma) it acquires the knowledge of
Faith; after Station  (delta) the entity knows the
meaning of Kindness and Goodness; in Station E
(epsilon) it acquires Serenity; and in Station Z
(zeta) it is in possession of Humility.
When the entity is in the sixth, Station Z (zeta), it
automatically becomes a member of the Heavenly
Kingdom and the psycho-spiritual entity participates
in the Council of the Lord. There are many more
Stations to traverse until it reaches perfection.
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The penultimate Station (Station  (psi)) is the
most difficult. It is even more difficult than Station
A. The duration of stay in Station  is minimal.
Here the entity is tested against the temptations of
all the Stations, including Alpha (Earth). If the time
period for this trial lasts longer than necessary, the
unbearable conditions will nullify it. The same way
as when we complete a beautiful piece of furniture
we polish it, the same action occurs with the
psycho-spiritual entity in the penultimate Station.
In Paradise absolute tranquillity, peace and
indescribable happiness reign. The highest
benevolence of Divine Breath for a newly arrived
psycho-spiritual entity to enjoy exists there. God
confers with it and it learns the Mysteries. Those in
Paradise are able to follow the Words of the Lord in
His Chamber of the Souls (Council of the
Lord)from a special position. Their kindness and
good deeds brought them into this place of rest.
Their spirit has submitted to the soul and they have
embraced goodness. With the initiative of the soul,
both spirit and soul have been raised.
Those psycho-spiritual entities returning to Earth
from the 22 Stations do not gain accelerated
promotion to a higher Station while they are in
Heaven, but can do so on Earth. For example,
from Station B the reincarnated entity has the
possibility on Earth to gain 4, 5 or even 10 Stations.
Therefore, returning to Heaven it is going to find
itself on the 12th Station, if it gained 10 Stations
whilst on Earth (2+10).
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Figure 4.8
Centre of Spiritual Splendour

Only teaching takes place in the Stations in
Heaven. As in everything there are exceptions,
similarly for the entities in various Stations. One of
these exceptions is, if they have strong soul
strength and they are sad because whilst on Earth
they ignored the spiritual world, an opportunity is
given to them while in Heaven, to transmit
teachings to humans.
These teachings are
enlightening for humans and the psycho-spiritual
entity gains one or two Stations.
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4.12 Station  (omega)
[4-160]

What is Station  (omega)? It is the final Station
where psycho-spiritual entities rest in eternal life
and enjoy all the blessings that the Lord offers to
those who are worthy, having passed through so
many obstacles and temptations and having
reached here. Station  (omega) is also called the
Harbour of Eternal Peace or Station of Repose.
You know Station Omega by reputation and you
call it Paradise. Do not think that Station Omega
has flowers in bloom, fruit trees, sweet-singing birds
and a view of indescribable beauty as described by
authors of an old and obscure period. Station
Omega is a celestial space within which psychospiritual entities rejoice in their absolute freedom.
Absolute, because through many labours and toils
they have reached perfection, so that they can
control their movements according to the Will of
God (Anarhon). The Station of Repose is free from
all material substances. It is ether, and yet within
its enclosure the psycho-spiritual entities have the
impression of something beautiful, pleasant and of
an idealistic world because the intense Love of the
Creator permeates throughout.
You, with all the comforts of earthly life, the
amusements, discussions and pleasures, lack the
indescribable blissful life of this Station.
Many
Teachers, Leaders of the Governing Authority,
Angels and other Divine entities visit Station
Omega, the Station of Repose. In it, there is a
continual sense of Universal music. It is through
this that earthly composers are inspired without
their knowledge. We say “sense” even though the
psycho-spiritual entities cannot sense. There is
something else that gives strong and continuous
impressions. An impression is a fleeting image,
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whilst for the residents of Station  it is permanent,
diverse and indescribable. These impressions are
called “concepts”, whereas in the earthly world
concept means something abstract. The difference
between words and concepts in the two worlds is
enormous.
Praise God the Great Creator who has taken care
of everything so Man can attain perfection and can
marvel at the wonders of Heaven and at His
unbelievable wisdom that has enlightened us
through the Holy Spirit. The more you cultivate the
spirit, through Divine enlightenment, the more the
intensity of the light it produces grows, so departing
from Earth you can have your own illumination and
do not succumb to temptation.
In the space of Paradise there are many psychospiritual entities but not as many as there should be
even though entry to this space is achievable.
Station Omega is the Palace of the Soul.

4.13 How you will rediscover the lost
paradise
[4-35]

As discussed there is only one Paradise and it is
the final Station, distinguished by the letter omega
of the Greek alphabet. In Heaven it is called the
Station of Repose.
Before the Creation of the Worlds, all souls were
concentrated there and lived an enjoyable,
undisturbed and ultramundane life. However when
the revolt of the Evil Spirit reacted on the souls and
deceived them, they were expelled from the true
Paradise for their disobedience. They made their
appearance in the reflection of Paradise i.e. in the
earthly Paradise Atlantis, which excelled in natural
beauty. For many centuries Man has been ignorant
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about the location of the lost city of Atlantis, the
earthly Paradise, and has placed it in many and
different parts of Earth.

Atlantis {Reference 9}:
“The civilisation of the
Atlanteans”

What is lost cannot be found. Unless you lose your
temporary life, you cannot rediscover what has
been lost until after you have negotiated the long
road for cultivating your psycho-spiritual entity
through the various stages of the Stations of
perfection and of sanctifying of your entity.
In this earthly world, there is time for those whose
understanding is sufficiently developed to
overcome the distances between the various
Stations and to speedily enter the Station of
Repose where they will hear the hymns of the
Angels glorifying God the Great Creator of the
endless Heaven.
Within Heaven the Great Creator created unknown
worlds and a material workshop called Earth, for
the cultivation (evolution) of the psycho-spiritual
entities.
You will not find anywhere Paradise as described in
the Old Testament. The Bible gives earthly images
for the understanding of Man, but these images are
symbolic, that is to say, they contain the truth in
part. Those who composed the Bible or rather, the
Old Testament, were inspired Jewish rabbis
(priests) who succeeded up to a certain point in
conveying the symbolisms that were the most
important of their time. Today, by stripping it down
and leaving only the truth you realise that the Old
Testament is made up of chapters containing
mythological composition with hidden meanings in
order for the truth to be hidden from desecrators.
When a mountaineer intends to climb mountains he
prepares himself with special clothing and
equipment. Why? Because they will assist him to
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climb the steep mountains. Similarly men who wish
to enter the Station of Repose ought to prepare
themselves with special clothing and equipment to
assist in their aim.
What clothing and what
equipment? All these you will perceive by yourself
since it is all written in these new texts.
The Paradise that you poetically imagine cannot be
created on Earth it is the Utopia of weak poets. As
long as there is conflict of opinion amongst men
over a number of subjects, it is impossible to see
Paradise on Earth. This is just, otherwise how
would you be rewarded in Heaven? In the ether of
immortality and with total freedom how are you
going to rediscover the lost Paradise? You can
achieve this through cultivating the soul and its
imposition on the spirit. Be assured that you will
rediscover it.
In Heaven, the Angels are countless in their Orders
(battalions) and there are many Leaders each
according to their speciality e.g. in the moral-ethical
order there are many Leaders. Ethics is divided
and subdivided into many branches. Each Leader
or Teacher has his own particular speciality and
through good conscience he does not interfere in
the speciality of another.
The grandeur of Heaven is realised when all gather
in the Council of the Lord. There nobody sees God
(Anarhon) but they sense His presence through His
brilliant Light and they rejoice. All receive new
inexhaustible powers from His perpetual Source,
which is His Own Son and from the Holy Spirit.
Be assured that you have Paradise within you but
you have lost the key. The key to what? Look for it
and you will find the entry to Paradise within you.
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4.14 Centre of Spiritual Splendour
[1-39; 15-229]

The Centre of Spiritual Splendour, ‘Radiance’ or
Council of Ten, shown in Fig 4.8 and Fig 4.7, is
equivalent to the control tower that is so necessary
at our airports. What role does it play in Heaven?
This is something too unbelievable to even
contemplate. According to the Heavenly Authority
all the directives to the instruments of Heaven are
transmitted from there with great accuracy so that
there are no mistakes. This Council has ten
members plus their assistants. The members are
made up of Teachers and Leaders. They are very
powerful and have priority for ascendancy to the
Palace of the Lord. When a member ascends to
higher levels an equivalently capable new member
replaces him.
The earthly entity is examined by each of the 13
Councils and then this examination is crosschecked by the Centre of Spiritual Splendour or
‘Radiance’ (Council of 10) and from there
transmitted by waves to its destination, through the
vibration of the Spiritual Radiance.
Only the Great Teachers are able to approach this
Centre.
When you receive a message or
information from Heaven it is transmitted from the
Centre of Spiritual Splendour ‘Radiance’. And
because the receiving medium from Earth often
asks for contact with different souls that are not
able to enter this Centre, the Spiritual World may
oblige and go into another chamber to the
requested soul and it is able to communicate.
When the earthly Station comes into contact with
any psycho-spiritual entity, the earthly Station
needs to get permission from the Leader of the
Centre.
The Lord or Supreme Being is the direct transmitter
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of his Father’s Will. That is to say, with the
foresight of the Father He directs His co-habitants
with Him to His Palace, to His Teachers with the
great Leaders and Teachers who up till now
number seven and it is unknown how many there
will be in the future. The Council of Spiritual
Radiance as you know consists of ten Leaders who
have direct contact with Station Alpha. They
receive directions from the Lord and His
collaborators, the Stars of His Palace and, in
agreement with the Leaders of the other areas, give
directions. Very seldom, unless it is necessary, do
the Stars of God interfere.
All these Councils, big or small, have the same
authority in their areas. The Council of Spiritual
Radiance has special powers relating to Station
Alpha. Each Leader or Teacher has a special area.
This way nobody interferes in the areas of another.
This is not because the Teachers do not know how
to answer but it would be disrespectful of them to
interfere in the area of another. The Spiritual World
has principles that are kept with high precision.

The Lord of the Council
of 10 Is Plato.

[Ref: 22-29]
The Council of the Leaders
of the Spiritual World is
made up of Ten members:
(Aristotle,
Hippocrates,
Homer, Plato, Orpheus,
Socrates,
Pythagoras,
Plutarch, Shelley, Archon
Poseidon).
Following
extensive
discussions The Council of
Five provides directions to
the Council of Ten:
(Pharah, Confucius, John
the Baptist, St George,
Socrates).
The Council of Five is the
Highest Headquarters of the
Heavenly Kingdom.
The other Councils have
other authority that are of
equal standing to the
Council of Ten.
All the
Councils analyse in detail all
activities in all Stations
including Earth.
The Centre of Spiritual
Splendour,
Centre
of
Spiritual
Radiance
and
Council of 10 are one and
the same
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t[Ref: 22-60]
The High Authority consists
of members that reside in
the Council of Spiritual
Splendour and above. It is
not possible for the Councils
to communicate directly with
Earth unless they go
through The Council of
Spiritual Splendour. Direct
communication is possible
only from The Council of
Spiritual
Splendour,
Parliament and the Palace
of the Lord.
You are able to receive
messages from the Station
of Repose as well as from
other Stations through the
Council
of
Spiritual
Splendour. If a heavenly
spirit tries to communicate
directly, the messages can
be modified by the Evil
power.

Figure 4.9
Centre of Spiritual Splendour (Radiance) or
Council of Ten
Only the Holy Trinity understands everything.
Therefore the Light of Love, of Knowledge and of
Truth constitutes everything in the Creation.

The smaller Councils are
linked with their Centre and
the Council of Spiritual
Splendour. The Council of
Spiritual
Splendour
is
connected to the Palace of
the Lord, Parliament and all
the Stations.
The Palace of the Lord is
connected to all known and
unknown worlds. That is, it
oversees and accordingly
influences all.
As stated
there are other worlds
unknown even to the
Leaders.

4.15 The 13 Councils
[15-230; 1-41]

Under the jurisdiction of the Centre of Spiritual
Splendour fall 13 smaller Councils of equal status
connected with it. They have specializations among
the human entities.
The 13 Councils of the
universal world have their main base in the Centre
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of Spiritual Splendour as shown in Figure 4.9. In
reality the 13 Councils do not form a circle but are
scattered in different parts of the ether. Figure 4.9
helps with our understanding.
The 13 Councils represent the Lord together with
his 12 disciples. There are the 12 thrones that the
Lord promised them in His celestial kingdom
according to the New Testament. The Lord does
not separate Himself from His co-workers. He
remained as on Earth, a brother, without being
influenced by His higher position as God.
Each Council has 10 Leaders, whose work is
complementary and thus perfect. The Honorary
President of each Council is one of the Disciples of
the Lord. In order for the Lord not to distinguish his
position from the brotherhood, he remained
President of the 13th Council, proving thus that
humility constitutes a link of the brotherhood. Do
not think that the Honorary Presidents sit on the
throne and give commands as on Earth. They have
duties outside their Council.
Each Council consists of Teachers of great
magnitude. The Lord, of course, bears in his hands
the sceptre of the Spiritual World, as Son of His
Father. He is, nevertheless, equivalent to His
Disciples in the presidential thrones of the Councils.
The 13 Councils are:
1. Executive Council, which acts, having received
instruction from the other Councils.
2. Council for Estimation of our acting forces on
Earth i.e. it is the sphygmomanometer that
measures the pulse of our strength that
influences Station A.
3. Penetration Council is for penetrating into the
disposition of entities.
4. Return Council, which returns the entity to the
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same position from where it started.
5. Council for Organic Refinement of the
strength of entities.
6. Council of Entities’ Disposition and of the
effect on the thread of reception.
7. Council of Time for the duration of stay of
beings in a specific Station.
8. Council of Spiritual Anomalies for certain
entities.
9. Council for Regeneration by necessity for
certain entities.
10. Council for Examination of the essence of
entities.
11. Council of Perversion based on physical
conduct.
12. Research Council to discover the best entity
for ascension.
13. Council of Special Compensating Powers.
These Councils are valid for all the worlds of the
Universe.
The work of the aforementioned Councils is fine,
precise and of infinitesimal duration. They
constitute altogether the mechanical part of the
Heavenly Kingdom. Their combination is unknown
to human entities as it is for other worlds.
As you know, the Centre of Spiritual Splendour
(Radiance) differs from the above in that its
Leaders have precedence in their access to the
Palace of the Lord.
When an entity is recalled (dies) the 13 Councils
examine it from all aspects, even the most
unimportant ones. The results are transmitted to
the Centre of Spiritual Splendour and the positives
and negatives of the entity are sorted out. When
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the entity accounts for its actions to its conscience
in the Report Centre, its conclusions must match
the final results that have been drawn up by the
Centre of Spiritual Splendour. The entity is either
promoted to a higher Station or is returned to the
Transit Centre for punishment or reincarnation.

4.16 The Palace of the Lord and His Stars
The Palace of the Lord is the Paradise of the
Knights of the Spirit and of the superiority of the
soul. The superiority of an entity is the balance of
the soul and the spirit. The Palace of the Lord is
very difficult but not impossible to enter. The
preparation of an entity to enter it depends on the
good and pious deeds carried out whilst on Earth.
Until now only seven (7) entities have entered the
Palace of the Lord and they exist in a state of
Spiritual Enlightenment (nirvana). These entities
are called ‘Stars of the Lord’ and they are His
Immediate Assistants.
The Highest Authority,
which is God, is called ‘Divine’.

The 7 Stars of the Lord
are: Lord Pharah, St
John
the
Baptist,
Confucius, St George,
Socrates,
Hippocrates,
Homer.

4.17 The Council of the Lord
[4-176; 15-234]

The Council of the Lord is the Parliament of the
Spiritual World. To understand what the Council of
the Lord is you have to bear in mind that all the
images transmitted from this Council would be
obscure unless they are given in earthly terms.
This Parliament is where the Lord and the Leaders
discuss issues for the benefit and information of the
audience who are given the opportunity to discuss
the decisions of the Governing Authority amongst
themselves. During the meeting of the Council of
the Lord, the Leaders present speeches, and
questions and other subjects are raised by the
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audience.
The Lord answers all and informs everybody
through His Word on all subjects except for those
that are classified. These He discusses only with
His Stars. The Council is a Palace where all Spirits
of the Heavenly Kingdom come together. The
Great Leaders speak and questions are put and
answers given to all participants. All these are
transmitted with earthly images, in order for us to
understand the greatest of works that take place in
the Spiritual Kingdom. The Council of the Lord is
the Supreme Command of Heaven. From here the
Divine Light is transmitted to Earth.

The words and the
decisions
of
the
Chamber of the World
Leadership
are
transmitted to Earth with
physical
images
by
Brother Origenes (Origen
Adamantius).

All psycho-spiritual entities from Station Z upwards
can participate as audience in the Council of The
Lord (Parliament). Apart from the Teachers, the
others do not participate in the discussions but they
are informed and they follow them. The Lord
blesses all participants and thus they are
rejuvenated and their soul strength is increased.
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Figure 4.10

Overall Heavenly Structure

The coronation of the Leaders takes place with
grandeur in the Council.
A special place is
occupied by The Mother of the Lord who is
surrounded by Her escort that consists of a few
female entities worthy of their destiny. The virtuous
women from Station  (gamma) follow the meeting
from a special “gallery” without taking part in the
proceedings. Not because they are not worthy but
as B entities, females, have a different destination
in Heaven than A entities (males).
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4.18 The past, the present and the
future worlds
[4-53]

The world of the past started with Creation and
lasted until the Enlightenment of the Lord. Today’s
world is from the Lord’s Enlightenment until a point
beyond our life. The world of the future starts from
the unknown point until the end of the World. That
is, we have two vast periods: the Ancient and the
Future World.
The period in between is the
smallest and acts as a link between the two vast
periods.
Countless numbers of psycho-spiritual entities
migrate from one world to another, while other
psycho-spiritual entities reincarnate in new bodies.
The cycle of returning and departing psychospiritual entities is called the “Cycle of soul
refinement”. In the Transit Centre many psychospiritual entities congregate because only a few are
able to traverse the path towards the Stations of
soul refinement (evolution). In spite of the Leaders’
efforts it is difficult for us to fully understand the
process.
The world of the past was a primitive one with little
knowledge and with animal instincts, so wars in
those distant epochs were inevitable. Sometimes
nature and at other times Man completed the
catastrophe. Only a few were inspired unknowingly
by the Divine Principle about the personification of
deities of their time until the appearance of the Lord
who first taught about Heaven and the immortality
of soul as an eternal extension of Man’s life as a
Heavenly entity. This intermediate epoch of today
illuminates the darkness of the past and searches
in depth to discover the beginning of Creation.
Such activity is useless.
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The light by which you search is indeed the light of
knowledge but not the light of Divine Grace. For
this reason you will never know the beginning of
creation unless you are enlightened by the true light
of the Heavenly Kingdom which will provide you
with descriptions unknown to you of the first
Creating epoch. From this intermediate epoch a
number of men have proven themselves worthy of
the understanding of Heaven and have occupied
distinguished places in the Invisible Kingdom.
Man’s knowledge is never extinguished. On the
contrary, it increases in Heaven provided that it is
pure and is guided by faith.
Now we come to the World of the future. What will
it be? It is going to be a spiritual world but lacking
in nobility of the soul. Thus, from the New State
created by the Spiritual World emerging
somewhere on Earth, words as arrows will be
thrown so that the chariot of the Texts of the
Spiritual World will come and, as a second Apollo,
enlighten the two hemispheres that will be
progressively absorbed into the bosom of the State
whose sovereignty will grow and grow. Therefore
Man will find a comfortable life without anxieties
and with resources for cultivation not only of the
soul but also of the spirit, that is, to find the
balance. This is exactly the aim of the Spiritual
World, so that the psycho-spiritual entities arriving
in Heaven do not stay in the Transit Centre or at
least minimise the time for those who do stay in
order to proceed to the Stations of soul refinement.
The Teachers also prepare the preparatory world
through which you will be admitted into eternity.
Do not possess the incorrect idea that a dead
person does not return to Earth. Not only does he
return but he reincarnates repeatedly to completely
purge all the earthly sins. Assistants help the
Teachers to accomplish this heavy work. Some of
the assistants have already been sent to Earth and
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others will be sent in time from other Stations to
shorten Evil’s injustice on the just.
We are
proceeding towards a better society that Heaven
will invigorate with enlightenment given through
these texts. The ignorant are not aware of their fate
and they rejoice in their earthly life. If they knew
what awaits them they would prefer death. But
although death liberates man from pain, it does not
liberate him from his sins.
The seeker will find. Therefore my brethren you
should search for the running water from the
Source of the Centre because this will give you the
thread leading to Heaven and the power to
investigate everything lofty, even understanding of
the complete structure of Heaven. You will learn
who is God, (Anarhon, Primal Cause), who is the
Lord, His Son, what the Light of Truth is and who
Man is when he is without his material garment.
You will also learn what Man’s purpose is on Earth
and how he can link with the Heavenly Principle, as
well as what is right and what is wrong. Because
mistakes constitute the root of sin that exists and
attracts, even though there is another path less
attractive - and arduous - that is the path of
correctness, if you are receptive to the instruction of
Truth and only of Truth, you will learn much more.
From Love stems Truth and Justice and these
enlighten Purity and Faith. With Purity and Faith
you will have Divine strength to conquer the World
through Love.

4.19 Other Councils
[1]

There exist other smaller Councils that work under
the jurisdiction of the Great Councils. For example,
in another special Centre dwells the Highest
Religious Authority. The Saints and those in
general who follow this particular vocation belong to
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this Centre. In other special Centres dwell souls of
other vocations and professions e.g. doctors,
lawyers.

4. 20 The Will of the Lord is counsel
[4-188]

God’s Testament to the human race is called the
Will of the Lord and it is transmitted as a guide to
the faithful and respectful to Divinity. The Will of
the Lord is only transmitted through a method that
He created especially for this purpose
Each Testament is counsel to Man. The Lord
neither forces nor insists. It suffices only that the
faithful perceive that the salvation of humanity is
the main concern of the Heavenly Leadership.
Besides, by examining with reverence and Faith
you will be convinced that these texts are written
with the direction of the Heavenly Kingdom without
external influence. These are given in terms to give
an opportunity to all to understand that the
Heavenly Kingdom is not simply invisible but that it
can be perceived through intelligence, that is,
human logic and pure and holy thought.
Concentrate all your intelligence on all the simple
but very interesting discourses provided by the
communications of Heavenly Leaders and
Teachers and compare them with all the Holy
Scriptures. This way you will receive the Light of
understanding and embrace it as a continuation of
the ancient scriptures. Today, we need to clarify all
that appears hidden and incomprehensible. This is
the way to facilitate our understanding and
convince ourselves that truly the Lord is sending
new knowledge and revealing some of the
Heavenly mysteries and natural phenomena.
The Nazarene was not a common man. The
scholar called Him Genius. This phrase is wrong.
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The Nazarene was an entity worthy of the Creator
who sent Him to save humanity from the Evil Spirit.
Because my brethren, it is your spirit that directs
you in life to find dishonourable death. Cultivate
your soul strength, that is, your inner self, in order
to surrender your spirit to the wishes of Heaven;
then death will become resurrection and
resurrection will become immortality and, in
immortality, you will find the lost Paradise.

Editor’s comment:
The aim of these writings is for us to become
conscious of our position before and after death.
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Epilogue
What is nonexistence

nonexistence
anyparxia in Greek.

=

The existent and the
nonexistent {Thales of
Miletus}

[10-25; 10-29;10-137]

Before creation there was nonexistence and
everything was in darkness. When God created
everything he removed the darkness and there was
light.
Creation started from a principle. This
principle is unknown to us. The word nonexistence
has no meaning for Man. It belongs to the precreation epoch.
The Universe (meaning: everything within) was in
darkness. Nothing existed. But within the darkness
the Creative Source existed.
This Source is
unknown to the Leaders and Teachers of Heaven.
This unspecified Energy that did not have shape
but had voice, through the Word created the souls
and non-existence was transformed to the existing
world of the souls. This Energy was later named by
Man: God, Anarhon, First Cause, Self-Created that
has no beginning and no end, and was given other
names. The creation of light was for the original
souls before the creation of the worlds. Man was
created last.

[31]: According to The
spiritual
Path
of
ADVAITA knowledge is
given as:
First: the “unreal” which
describes how things
appear to be now: who
we think we are and what
we want out of life.
Second: The spiritual
path described by the
scriptures and sages
within
the
Advaitic
tradition.
Third: the “real” how we
are unable to see reality
now.

There is a prayer of the
most
ancient
of
documents
–
the
Brithadaranyaka
Upansishad:
“Lead me from unreal to
the real
Lead me from darkness
into light
Lead me from death to
immortality”.

All the souls had the same soul strength but had no
spirit. The souls could not perceive God and so
God gave them a spirit that was inseparably linked
to each soul. The spirit was to be cultivated so
each soul could perceive everything and judge
everything with free-will. Thus the psycho-spiritual
entity, together with the body that was gifted by
God, created Man.
The Katha (Upanishads)
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Man with extended arms in the form of a cross
represents the whole universe. The spine depicts
the 24 Stations with the difference that the 24
Stations have a resemblance to the letter  (sigma)
of the Greek alphabet. Man has a holy destination
that unfortunately he neglects because he is more
interested in earthly matters and not with spiritual
progression.
You can easily grasp what existence is. For Man,
every material thing exists/has presence. But what
is nonexistent?
For us it is what lacks
existence/being/presence. The World with its good
things is existent, while beyond that the ignorance
of Man is not able to grasp the meaning of the
nonexistent.
What you do not know is, for us, nonexistent that is
to say, we are not able to perceive it, because the
mind of Man is limited. For this reason only through
Divine Enlightenment can the human mind be
linked with the Heavenly Principles and be
enlightened on certain points that are known to the
world of existence and nonexistence. When we
speak of the Kingdom of the Lord, no one has
beheld it, you learn of its existence only through the
communications. Through investigation you verify
what you desire to know in the existent world of
matter. But you cannot verify the Truth of Heaven
through investigation. You can only grasp this with
the mind through Faith and through Love towards
everything Good. In such a way the nonexistence
takes on existent images in your imagination. Your
Guardian Angel will facilitate your upward path. If
you do not know about an unknown road, you are
liable to stray into following it. By knowing the road
of Heaven, you do not go astray when you leave
the Earth, but follow the road that you have shaped
out of the images of your imagination. These
images are not nonexistent, but are existent,
because they guide you and link you with the
What we should know before we depart Earth

says:
“God created the senses
pointing
outward.
Therefore one sees the
outside world, not into
one’s own nature.
A
wise man wishing to be
immortal turns his eyes
within to see the real
Self.

If you see a beautiful
painting but have not
seen an artist painting it,
do
you
doubt
the
existence of the artist?

The Pythagorean “Know
thyself”.




Leaders and Teachers who come to meet you, and
then out of joy you want to transmit the good news
to your own people. Unfortunately, the invisible
world differs from the visible world, and what is
existent for the invisible world remains nonexistent
for the world of the existent.

The Spiritualist Society
of
Athens
(Greece)
“The
Divine
Light”website:
http://www.TheionFos.com/

So that the existence of the invisible world is not
forgotten, various phenomena intercede which
science is incapable of explaining, because science
asks for a basis in the world of the existent before it
accepts the nonexistent. But since science is
lacking, the invisible will continue to be, for it,
nonexistent. This is why the darkness becomes an
obstacle to this investigation by science. Because
we do not see the Creator, do we have to say that
He is nonexistent? As spirits we have a special
awareness of His existence. Even though we do
not see God we feel Him as well as hear His Voice
where we do not expect it. But you, as gross
matter, do not have the facility to verify what the
Spiritual World says.
Yet the Leaders and
Teachers transmit prophecies by means of The
Word in order to facilitate your Faith with regard to
the sayings of Heaven. If the word nonexistent
does not have any meaning for Man, then why
does he use it? Man uses it because, without
knowing it, this word does not lack meaning but
corresponds to something else of which he is
ignorant because he cannot grasp it.
In the infinite the void does not exist. It is full of the
activity of the all-good. If in ancient times you had
been told that there is a continent called Oceania
(Australia of today), you would not have been able
to believe it readily, because intercommunication
was difficult then and you would have said to those
returning from this distant continent: “I do not
believe in what you say; it is nonexistent”. And yet
with time, through the shortening of distances, the
nonexistent has become existent. Today, indeed,
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through the cultivation of the spirit and soul the
nonexistent will one day become existent. That is
to say, you will be certain of the existence of the
Celestial Kingdom and you will say:
“How
backward we were in the age of non belief”. But
you must first learn what Faith is, and you must
study it as the Heavenly Sources in your World
have taught you, through the source of Heavenly
Light.
In eternity the existent has its end and in eternity
the nonexistent has existence.
The first is
corruptible and the second is incorruptible. Do not,
therefore, discuss without purpose, as you do when
you do not put knowledge where truth counsels
you. Do not reject the unsolved problem if you
have not found the means of resolving it. The key
to the mystery is within you. Through Faith and
love you enter into the deep and often difficult road
of the subconscious. That is where the key is to be
found. Take it and through the light of Divine Grace
you will be able to resolve the doubts you have
from the pressure of your spirit. I say that only
Divine Grace can help you discover what you seek.
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5. Glossary of Terms

GLOSSARY OF TERMS
A
Abba:

Aramaic word for father.

Akasha:

Ether

Akashic records:

(ethereal records) These records contain all
knowledge of human experience, the history of
cosmos and knowledge encoded in a nonphysical plain of existence. Also called Book of
Heaven. (Akashic from Sanskrit word meaning
sky, ether)

Alpha and Omega:

Letters that begin and end the Greek alphabet
and symbolise the beginning and the end. It is
used as a title for Jesus Christ Lord of Earth. It
refers to the 24 stations that a psycho-spiritual
entity must go through to reach Paradise
(Station omega, ) with the first station being
Station alpha (), Earth.

Anarhos(n):

[Greek:    (Anarhon)= without beginning,
infinite, unruled]. Refers to God the Father,
Almighty, Creator, Primal Cause, First Cause,
Unknown Principle of All, Demiurge. Also to: El,
Elohim, Adonai, Jehovah, Alah, Kyrios, Theos,
Hypsistos, Yahweh, Yahweh Sabaoth, Eloah,
Adonai.

Ancestral sin:

Adam and Eve’s disobedience is called
ancestral sin. All entities that had not cultivated
their soul strength and had fallen into Lucifer’s
trap by accepting the apple (Earth) were
expelled from Heavenly Paradise.

Angels:

[Greek: 
(angelos)= messenger] bodiless
powers created before the creation of the
physical universe. Throughout scripture, angels
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are messengers who carry the Word of God to
Earth.
Apocrypha:

Secret (from the Greek meaning hidden away)

Apport:

Production of objects at séance.

Apostle:

[Greek:  
(apostolos) = one who is
sent]. Apostle is used as a title for the Twelve
Disciples who formed the foundation of the New
Testament Church, replacing, symbolically, the
twelve tribes of Israel.

Archangels:

[Greek:   (arhe) = leadership]. Leaders of
angels

Arche:

[  = Arhe] Greek word for authority or
leadership.

Archon:

[Greek:   (arhon) = ruler]. Refers to
creators and governing forces in the material
world.

Authority:

Rule of God over the world and the legitimate
authority given by God to those ordained to
shepherd the faithful. Also, one of the nine
choirs of angels.

Automata:

Applied automatically.

Avatar:

Usually an incarnation of Hindu deity.

B
Bardo:

literally: intermediate state or gap. Tibetans
(and Buddhists) believe that all existence is
nothing more that a sequential series of
alternating transitional states of bardos.

Barrier of forgetfulness: Passing through this barrier the descending
psycho-spiritual entity loses its Heavenly
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memory completely.
Reforming Zone.

Also

called

the

Beatitude:

Literally, "exalted happiness". The nine
blessings of Christ in the Sermon on the
Mount are called the Beatitudes.

Belief:

Acceptance of the truths of the gospel.

Bishop:

[Greek:  
(episcopes)= overseer].
A bishop is the leader of a local community of
Christians. In the New Testament there is no
clear distinction between the offices of bishop
and elder (presbyter), both of which function
as leaders of the community.

Book of Heaven:

Akashic record

Buddha:

Enlightened or awakened one. The First
Refuge of the Triple Gem, the other two
being Dharma:
Teaching and Sangha:
Community.

C
Category A and B entities:

See type A and B

Centre of Spiritual Splendour:
Also known as the Centre of Spiritual
Radiance. It is equivalent to the control tower
that is so necessary at our airports. From this
Centre all the directives to the instruments of
Heaven are transmitted according to the
Heavenly Authority with great accuracy, so that
there are no mistakes.
Church:

[Greek:  (ecclesia)]. The faithful are
called out of the world to be the Church: the
body of Christ, the Bride of Christ, the New
Israel, the ark of salvation, the assembly of the
faithful.
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Commandment:

Law of God, given first in the Ten
Commandments on Mt. Sinai, and completed or
fulfilled by the teaching of Christ.

Communion:

[Greek:    (kenonia) = community].
A
common union of the most intimate kind,
enjoyed by Christians with God and with each
other in the Church. This communion is
especially realized in the mystery of the Holy
Eucharist.

Conscience:

Sense of right and wrong; scruples; ethics

Conscious:

Aware; deliberate

Confession:

Avowal or verbal witness of faith in Christ,
leading to salvation.
Also admission of
wrongdoing or guilt.

Cosmos:

[Greek:  μ (kosmos)= world]. The universe
or "world," created by God from nothing. God
controls it.

Council of the Lord:

The Council of the Lord is the Parliament of the
Spiritual World.

Creation:

[Greek: ii (ktisis)= construction]. or Genesis.
Everything made by God. The term creation is
applied to the cosmos in general and to mankind
in particular. Creation has no existence apart
from God, but is nevertheless distinct from God.

Creator:

See Anarhos.

Crucifixion:

A form of execution of criminals used by the
ancient Romans in which the offender is nailed
through his wrists and ankles to a cross. A
crucified person usually died from suffocation
after becoming too exhausted to pull himself up
in order to breathe.
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D
Demiurge:

Creator, Anarhon, God.

Deva:

Divine being

Devil:

Lucifer or Satan, the leader of the fallen angels.
Called the father of lies by Jesus. Satan tempts
the faithful to join his rebellion against God. The
Greek word for devil means "separator",
although not evil by nature.

Divine Laws:

The Laws of God are very strict because, before
creating the world He established the Laws.
They have validity and are enforced
automatically. A Law is an idea, a concept but it
is not something abstract, as we understand
ideas, but Laws are energies that act on psychospiritual entities in an unknown manner; they
belong to the Values of Heaven.

E
Energy:

[Greek:  (energia)]. Used theologically,
that which radiates from the hidden essence or
nature of God. The energies of God, such as
Grace, are not created, and allow the believer to
enter into a personal relationship with God while
preserving the unique character of God, whose
essence always remains hidden from humanity.

Enlightenment:

See Illumination.

Erevos/Erebus:

Deep darkness.

Epiphany:

[Greek:   (epiphania)= surface]. The
word means a manifestation of God. Examples
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of epiphanies are the burning bush and the
Transfiguration of Christ.
Esoteric:

Restricted to initiates; cryptic.

Essence:

[Greek:  (ousia) = substance, nature or
being]. God’s essence and His energies are preeternal and uncreated.
God’s essence
(essential nature) is a Mystery. God the Father,
the Son, and the Holy Spirit are "of one
essence". Jesus Christ is "of one essence" with
God the Father and the Holy Spirit in His divinity,
and "of one essence" with all human beings in
His humanity. God's essence is beyond the
understanding and comprehension of His
creatures.

F
Faith:

Belief or trust. The effects of faith are freedom
from the power of the devil, the attainment of
virtue and progress towards perfection and
union with God. Belief and trust in Christ as
one's Saviour. One is saved by faith through
grace — a living faith manifested by a righteous
life.

Fasting:

ascetics exercise whereby one gives up certain
foods, usually meat and dairy products, as a
means of disciplining the body. Fasting is a part
of the ascetic life and a sign of repentance.

Father:

(i) God the Father is one of the three Persons of
the Holy Trinity. God the Son is eternally
begotten of God the Father. God the Holy Spirit
eternally proceeds from God the Father.
(ii) Father is a title given to one's spiritual father
based on the custom of the Jews, who spoke of
their father Abraham or their father David, and
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on the words of Paul, who called himself the
father of his flock.
Female entity:

Woman. Type B. Of the gender that produces
offspring.

Fickle spirits:

If a psycho-spiritual entity is very nostalgic about
its life on Earth, the psycho-spiritual entity can
become insubordinate and then it becomes an
unpredictable spirit. It floats around in Heaven
until it voluntarily enters the Transit Centre.

First Cause:

God (see Anarhon)

Fished:

Gathering psycho-spiritual entities. Some of the
Evil spirits that serve Lucifer for ages become
bored because they feel that their path leads
nowhere. They are then “fished” by the Great
Leaders of the Spiritual World and they are
transferred within the Heavenly Kingdom.

Free will:

The freedom to choose between good and evil,
between God and sin.

G
Glory:

Divine splendor of God, or a specific
manifestation of God's presence frequently
likened to a cloud, smoke, or brilliant light. To
serve and worship God is to glorify Him.

Gnosis:

Knowledge of spiritual truths reputedly
possessed by the ancient Gnostics, who
believed them to be essential to salvation, or
simply, Knowledge.

God’s Breath:

Divine life giving force, it is the motive force that
sustains life. See prana.

Guru:

Teacher, preceptor
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H
Hades:

[Greek:  ] the realm of the dead.

Heart:

Blood pumping organ.
According to religious beliefs, it is where the
union with God may be consummated; it has a
spiritual dimension.

Heavenly Kingdom:

The Kingdom of Heaven where psycho-spiritual
entities exist.

Holy:

Literally, "set apart" or separated unto God; also,
blessed, righteous, sinless. The word, therefore,
refers to God as the source of holiness.

Hope:

An expectation of something desired. Christian
hope is trust and confidence in the eternal
goodness of God, a faith that Christ has
overcome the suffering of this world.

Human:

Consists of the material body and two nonmaterial elements: the soul and the spirit. The
two
non-material
elements
are
tightly
interconnected i.e. inseparably connected and is
called the psycho-spiritual entity.

I
Icon:

[Greek: 
(econ)= image]. Christ is "the
image of the invisible God". Because Christ is
God who became Man, He can Himself be
pictured or imaged. Thus, icons of Christ—
together with those of His saints - express the
reality of the Incarnation. Orthodox Christians
honour or venerate icons, but never worship
them, for worship is due to God alone. The
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honour given to icons passes on to the one
represented on the icon, as a means of
thanksgiving for what God has done in that
person's life.
Idol:

[Greek:   (eidolon].
A statue or other
images of a false god; anything that is
worshipped in place of the one true God.

Illumination:

Enlightenment; act of illuminating; the energy
that brings the teachings. In the Bible, darkness
is often used as an image of sin and death. To
be illuminated is to be shown the true path of
righteousness in God, thereby being led out of
the darkness of sin and death.

Image:

[Greek:   (econ)= image].
The Bible
teaches that man was created in the image and
likeness of God. Men and women reflect the
Divine image in their ability to reason and to rule
nature, and in freedom of action.

Incarnate:

From Latin, meaning "to become flesh". Christ
is God incarnate: He became flesh - that is,
human - thereby sanctifying human flesh and
reuniting all humanity to God.

Incense:

The sap of the frankincense tree, or other
aromatic substances, dried and burned in
honour of God. The offering of incense has been
associated with the worship of God since God
commanded Moses to burn incense to Him in
the tabernacle.

Intercession:

Supplication to God on behalf of another person.
Christ intercedes before God the Father on
behalf of the repentant sinner, and God's people
intercede for one another.
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J
Judgment:

In the Biblical sense, God's decision on the
worthiness of one to enter Heaven or to be
condemned. Following death, all are judged.

K
Karma:

Action. [Pali kamma]. Literally, "action". Usually
translated "cause and effect".

Kerberos:

[Greek: ] is the Reforming Zone (for
ascending psycho-spiritual entities) or the
Barrier of Forgetfulness. (for descending
psycho-spiritual entities)
Nobody can go
through Kerberos unless they leave behind their
old memory for a new one, and vice versa.

Kingdom of God:

God's rule over the world, showing (i) His
absolute sovereignty as Creator and (ii) His
sovereignty over the faithful who voluntarily
submit to Him. The Kingdom of God was made
manifest by Christ.

Klimaka:

Greek for staircase or stairs.

Know Thyself:

The Greek aphorism "Know yourself" was
inscribed in the forecourt of the Temple of Apollo
at Delphi. The saying refers to the ideal of
understanding human behavior, morals, and
thought, because ultimately to understand
oneself is to understand other humans as well.
However, the ancient Greek philosophers
thought that no man could ever comprehend the
human spirit and thought thoroughly, so it would
have been almost inconceivable to know oneself
fully.
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Kundalini:

Primeval cosmic energy.

L
Light:

The Bible frequently uses light as a symbol of
God and of what is good, that which overcomes
the darkness of sin and death. Candles are used
in churches to symbolize the light of Christ.

Logos:

[Greek  (logos) = word]. Its true meaning
is much more multifunctional (a better translation
would be "reason"). The Logos is the light that
gives Gnosis via communication. First there was
a thought, then the Word. We pass on
knowledge in this world through words. It is
something that gives us guidance by "seeing" or
a certain amount of comprehension.

Lord:

Jesus Christ as the Head and Leader of the
Heavenly Kingdom and is called Lord. The Lord
is the direct transmitter of His Father’s Will.

Love:

Charity, union, affection, friendship; unselfish
concern for another's good. The love of
Christians for each other and for the world is a
reflection of the love between the three Persons
of the Holy Trinity.

Lucifer:

The Evil one or Satan. God ordered one of his
Archangels, Lucifer, to deceive the psychospiritual entities by promising them a new and
better world where they could gain access into
all the Mysteries of Heaven and acquire the
knowledge of good and evil. Lucifer’s authority
is on Earth and his work is to drive people to sin.
For this purpose he uses every sort of
temptation.
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M
Man:

[Greek:   (anthropos)] Frequently used
in the Bible in the generic sense for both man
and woman. Man is the pinnacle of God's
creation, for only he among the creatures was
made in the image and likeness of God.

Materialisation:

To take a physical form.

Measure:

Means a predefined or
Examples of exceeding
controlling, overprotective.

Metempsychosis:

The passage of somebody’s soul after death into
the body of another living person. Also known
as transmigration.

Mission:

A task assigned by God to His people.

Monogenes:

[Greek = only born]. The "Only begotten".

Mysteries:

The Greek word originally meant: initiation,
secret or revelation of a secret. The Mysteries
are the Divine forces that the High Heavenly
Entities use in order to achieve an immediate
result in certain cases where they have to act.
There are two main Mysteries: The Major
Mysteries and the Minor. The mysteries remain
veiled.

acceptable limit.
the limit being

N
Nirvana:

Liberation, final emancipation. [Pali nibbana].
Absolute extinction of suffering and its causes.
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O
Omnipresent:

Present everywhere.

Omnipotent:

All powerful; supreme

Ontology:

[Greek     (ontologia)= study of entities].
In philosophy, the branch of metaphysics that
deals with the notion of Being per se, as
opposed to specific instances of it (such as
God).

Original sin:

The fact that every person born comes into the
world stained with the consequences of the sins
of Adam and Eve and of their other ancestors.
These consequences are chiefly: (1) mortality,
(2) a tendency to sin, and (3) alienation from
God and from other people.

P
Palace of the Lord:

The Palace of the Lord is the Paradise of the
Knights of the Spirit and of the superiority of the
soul.

Panagia:

[Greek:   ] literally means All-Holy One
and refers only to Virgin Mary.

Parable:

[Greek: 
(paravoli)]. A story told to
illustrate a greater truth through images related
to the daily lives of the listeners. Christ's
teaching is filled with parables.

Paradox:

[Greek:
 
(paradoxo)=
strange,
curious].
That which is true, but not
conventionally logical: for example, that a virgin
could bear a Son and yet remain a virgin, as did
Mary; or that God can be One, yet three
Persons.
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Paraklete:

[Greek    (Paraklete)= Comforter]. This
word is used for the Holy Spirit or for the Logos.

Pascha:

[Greek  (pasha)= "Passover”]. Originally
Pascha designates the Jewish Passover; in
Christianity it is the Feast of the Resurrection of
Christ. Christ is the Lamb of God whose
sacrifice delivers the faithful from death, as the
sacrifice of the Passover Lamb delivered the
ancient Jews from slavery and death in Egypt.

Pentecost:

[Greek=    (pentecosti)= 50th ].
Originally an Old Testament harvest festival
celebrated fifty days following the Passover. In
time, Pentecost became the commemoration of
the giving of the Law to Moses on Mt. Sinai.
Pentecost took on a new meaning with the
descent of the Holy Spirit on the apostles at
Pentecost.

Person:

(Greek=  ; Latin= persona). Regarding
the Holy Trinity, there are three Divine Persons:
God the Father, Son, and Holy Spirit.

Pharah:

Lord Pharah is the name adopted by the Holy
Spirit in His communications.

Power:

(i) A divine attribute or energy; (ii) the authority
and ability to act; (iii) a category of angels.

Praise:

To glorify and give thanks to God or to speak
highly of someone or something.

Prana:

Is a Sanskrit word meaning Divine current or the
life giving force of the Divine; it is the Breath of
God and God is all present through prana. In
Chinese philosophy it is a force that is
analogous to an electrical current that runs
through the body and Earth.
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Prayer:

Communion with God through words of praise,
thanksgiving, repentance, supplication, and
intercession. Prayer is "raising up the heart and
mind to God". Usually prayer is verbal.

Presbyter:

[Greek
  (presbyteros) = elder].
Now generally called "priest".

Psycho-spiritual entity: Refers to the soul and spirit as one inseparable
entity that is non-material and continues to exist
after physical death.

R
Recall:

Return of a psycho-spiritual entity to the Spiritual
World (earthly death)

Reforming Zone:

See Zone of Rebirth and Kerberos.

Reincarnation:

When a psycho-spiritual entity that pre-exists in
Heaven is born again on Earth.

Repentance:

Literally, "a change of mind" or attitude, and thus
of behaviour.

Report Centre:

Or Centre of Accountability is where an entity
accounts for its actions (gives a report).

Repose Centre:

It is Heavenly Paradise. The Station of Repose
is free from all material substances, it is ether,
and within its enclosure the psycho-spiritual
entities have the impression of something
beautiful, pleasant and of an idealistic world
because the intense Love of the Creator
permeates throughout.

Righteousness:

Being good, just, and blameless.
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S
Saint:

Literally, "a holy person."

Samsara:

Hinduism and Buddhism: the endless cycle of
birth and suffering and death and rebirth.

Scala:

Latin for staircase or stairs also used in Greek.

Sin:

(Greek: hamartia= missing the mark). In ancient
Greek it described the action of an archer who
failed to hit the target. In Christianity it means
failure to achieve one’s destiny. According to
Orthodox teaching, sin stains the image of God
but does not destroy it. Human beings may
choose to accept or reject the gospel, but must
suffer the consequences of their decision.

Sophia:

[Greek    (Sofia)= wisdom]. Like the Logos
this is a primal form. While the Logos is
personified as male, Sophia is female. Logos
has a direct and intellectual basis for guidance,
Sophia is inspirational (sometimes even
sensual). The basic idea is comparable to the
Hebrew Shekhinah, or "Holy Spirit".

Soter:

[Greek  (Soter)=Saviour]. is a name for
the Logos.

Soul strength:

the soul’s dynamic endurance that imposes.

Soul:

[Greek:   (psyhi)] is one ray of the Divine
Energy inside every living being and is the
motive power of all beings. It is the Breath of
God. The soul of man never dies.

Spirit:

[Greek:   μ (pnevma)]. Humans possess a
spirit that is the element by which man
perceives, thinks, judges and decides.
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Spiritual world:

Is inhabited by spirits, everything in the spiritual
world is immaterial. The spirit world interacts
with our world through mediums. It is divided
into two categories: the Good Spirits and the Evil
Spirits.

Spiritualism:

Is the communication of humans with the Divine
Forces of Heaven e.g. the transmission of
teachings by the heavenly Teachers. It is the
core of all religions because it is the
establishment of contact of human with invisible
forces of Heaven.

Spirituality:

The ascetic and pious struggle against sin
through repentance, prayer, fasting, and
participation in the sacramental life of the
Church.

Stars of the Lord:

The Stars of the Lord are in Theosis (nirvana)
and are the immediate coworkers of the Lord.

Station Alpha (A):

[Greek: μ (stathmos)= station] is the first
of the 28 training stations and is the only
material world i.e. Earth. It is also called the
Centre of the Separation of the Qualities of the
Souls.

Station Omega :

See Repose Station.

T
Teacher(s):

Refers to Heavenly Teachers who are entities of
higher evolution in the Spiritual World.

Temptation:

The seductive attraction of sin.

Thanksgiving:

To be grateful, to offer thanks, especially to God
for His love and mercy. The Eucharistic prayer is
called the thanksgiving.
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Theophany:

[Greek    (Theophania)= manifestation
of God]. It refers also to Christ's resurrection
appearances.

Theosis:

Nirvana: literally means to become god by
Grace. Theosis is the acquisition of the Holy
Spirit, hereby through Grace one becomes
participant in the Kingdom of God.

Theotokos:

[Greek  
=God-bithgiver], frequently
translated as "Mother of God." Because Jesus
Christ is the Divine Son of God, Mary is called
the Mother of God to profess our faith that in the
Incarnation, God was in her womb.

Third Eye:

The third eye (also known as the inner eye) is a
psychic sensory organ referring in part to the
brow chakra in certain Eastern and Western
spiritual traditions. It is also spoken of as the
gate that leads within to inner realms and
spaces of higher consciousness. The third eye
is the gate that leads within to inner
consciousness. Usually symbolises a state of
enlightenment through visions, clairvoyance,
precognition and “out of body” experiences.

Transit Centre:

The Transit Centre or ‘Soul Terminal’ constitutes
the linking point between the material and nonmaterial (Heaven) worlds. This centre is both
the centre for ascending (returning to Heaven)
and descending (to be reincarnated) psychospiritual entities. It is also the place where
entities are punished.

Transmigration:

Soul’s passage to another body

Trinity:

God the Father and His Son and His Holy Spirit:
one in essence and undivided. God

Type A and Type B:

Type A refers to male entities. Type B refers to
female entities.
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U
Upanishad:

Knowledge section of the vedas

V
Veda:

A scripture of the Hindus.

Vedanta:

End section of the Vedas.

Virtue:

A righteous characteristic such as self-control,
patience, or humility; the opposite of vice or
passion. As a person grows spiritually, he or she
grows in virtue while the passions are
conquered by the grace of God.

W
White State:

Is governed by the Forces of Good headed by
Lord Jesus Christ.

Winds of the Lord:

The Winds of the Lord are the natural disasters
that take place in a wide scale, with many
human victims. They are so called because
God has withdrawn His goodwill and has
deliberately left the Evil One free to subjugate
the souls and take them to where it is written
that they should go.

Witness:

(Greek: μ ) one who testifies by word and
deed.

Word of God:

(Greek:  : logos) The Son of God, who from
the mystery of His eternal birth is called the
Word of the Father.

Worship:

Literally, "to bow down."
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Worthy:

(Greek: ) Describes those who act in a
manner befitting one who is a follower of Christ.
No one is worthy of salvation in and of himself,
but all are made worthy through Christ.

Y
Yoga:

Union, philosophy of Patanjali (an important
collection of aphorisms of yoga practice).

Yogi:

One who practices yoga

Z
Zeal:

Devotion; enthusiastic obedience to God; a
quality of divine diligence or fervour.

Zone of rebirth:

Passing through this zone the ascending
psycho-spiritual entity regains all previous
knowledge from both Heaven and Earth.
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